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GLASS CEILING BARRIER REMOVAL
Correlation of Levels of Consciousness – Soul Condition – and Society Problems
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These two charts demonstrate the stark reality of one’s probable quality of life that we will experience
relative to our personal calibration as per the Map of Consciousness developed by Dr David Hawkins.
This calibration level is essentially set for life by the time we reach the age of six (6) years.
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The overall consciousness of humanity remained at 190 on Dr David R Hawkins’ Map of Consciousness
(MoC) scale for around 1,700 years up until the mid 1900s. It has only recently began to rise due to a
few people realising that living feelings first, that is, embracing our feelings, our soul based feelings
which are always in truth, and having our minds to follow in implementing what our feelings are
guiding us to do, that we can break free of the shackles of mind-centric living. This revelation has had a
profound positive impact. Through living feelings first we can heal ourselves of our childhood
suppression which is imposed upon us from the moment of conception through to the age of six years by
our parents and those close to us – there are and have been no exceptions – we all have and are
subjected to childhood suppression.
While we live mind-centric we cannot progress beyond 499 on Hawkins’ Map of Consciousness. That
is the glass ceiling we are to break through now, and remove the restictiveness of mind-centricity from
our lives. For 200,000 years, we have been misguided to worship our minds and now we are free to
choose THE NEW WAY – to live through our feelings, to live feelings first, and as we grow to do so,
then the glass ceiling will be dissolved for ever for those who embrace their feelings over their mind.
War between nations, war between people will continue until we heal ourselves of our childhood
suppression through embracing our feelings, our soul based feelings of truth. Disease and illness of all
kinds will continue to plague us until we heal ourselves of our childhood suppression. All social
ailments are of the consequence of our childhood suppression. This is the greatest time in the history of
humanity because we now have been shown how to heal ourselves of our childhood suppression. This
has now been achieved. It has never occurred in prior times throughout the history of humanity.
Of the past 3,400 years, humans have been entirely at peace for only 268 of them, or just 8% of
recorded history. War has prevailed 92% of modern history. How many people have died in war? At
least 108 million people were killed in wars in the twentieth century. Conflict and violence are
currently on the rise, with many conflicts today waged between non-state actors such as political
militias, criminal and international terrorist groups.
Earth’s humanity is presently experiencing ‘rolling’ disruptions that commenced on 22 March 2017 and
are likely to continue unfolding relentlessly for around three decades. Nothing and none of the systems
that came about during the 200,000 era of the Rebellion and Default are going to be allowed to continue.
Nothing will remain the same. We are not going to be allowed to continue with our old ways without
great difficulty. We are being encouraged to seek a new way. For those who steadfastly hold onto the
old ways, their lives will be very difficult. For those who seek the new way and begin to embrace the
new way, they will find life significantly easier.

Lucifer and his soul partner, with his assistant Satan and soul
partner, brought about the Rebellion 200,000 years ago, and
through his deputies, Caligastia and Daligastia, and their soul
partners, they brought about the default by Adam and Eve of
their mission on Earth more than 38,000 years ago.
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On the 31 January 2018, the formal ending of the Rebellion and Default took place, now the out
working of the Rebellion is to unfold.
The earthing of the Law of Compensation
commenced to quicken on 22 May 2017 and may be
fully earthed when the Avonal bestowal pair
complete their mission on Earth. The Avonal Pair are to introduce the coming Avonal Age of 1,000
years during which time all of Earth’s humanity will be progressively be introduced to Feeling Healing,
Living through our Feelings, Living Feelings First and the way to heal ourselves of what we have each
taken on of the Rebellion and Default, mostly through our Childhood Suppression commencing at the
moment of conception and completing when we are six years of age.

Through the earthing of the Law of Compensation, in the way it is applied throughout the spirit Mansion
Worlds, is why it has been said that a 1,000 years of peace will unfold after the third and final world
war.

Presently, all of humanity is functioning in one form or another of a stupor, living zombie like, never
responding intuitively with any form of spontaneity. The insanity of humanity is visible to all. It will
only be when individuals heal themselves of their childhood suppression and begin to fully live through
their soul based feelings, having their minds following in executing what our feelings are guiding us to
embrace, will the depth of our retardation become obvious to each of us.
The New Way – Feeling Healing
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We are to express our feelings, both good and bad,
and nothing is sacrosanct or to be withheld.
All that’s wrong and untrue within us has to be
expressed out of us, each of us, it all has to come
to light for us to see the truth of. We have to
know the truth of ourselves and the truth of our
family relationships.
Everything needs to be expressed, to come out
into the open.
What enters emotionally has to be expressed
emotionally – it has to come out emotionally –
leave us emotionally!
However, we are not to act upon what we are
feeling emotionally! We are not to act it out! But,
we are to go on and long to know the truth of
what is behind our feelings, why we are having
these feelings and experiences.
Long to the Mother and Father for Their Divine
Love, and ask Them to help you see the truth
through your feelings – that which They want you
to know. Long and ask; long and pray. Pray to
see, know and BE the truth, the truth of you – of
all of it!
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Mind vs Feelings – Your Choice.
And now is an appropriate Time To Make this Choice!
Everyone is to choose: The Mind Way;

or The New Feelings Way.

Which way of living do you choose: Mind Way?

or the Feelings Way of living?

Do you continue in your Mind Way?

or do you embrace The New Feelings Way?

Do you choose the Dead End Mind Way?

or the Eternal Happiness Feelings Way?

Times up for the Mind Way;

the Feelings Way is taking over.

False Spirituality – The Mind Way;

True Spirituality – The Feeling Way.

The End Times and Final Judgement; or Paradise – the choice is yours to make:
Continue in your soul-destroying feeling
and truth denying Mind Way;

or embracing The New Feelings Way
by doing your Spiritual Healing;

Maintaining the mind’s imposed façade of a robotic,
retarded individual, in a stupor, perpetrating the
errors of generations gone by;
or The Feeling Way which is the discovery pathway
to releasing your true, vibrant personality
The Mind Way – rejecting the truth of yourself
by denying feelings, restricted forever to the
mind Mansion Worlds;

or The Feeling Way – uncovering the truth of
your feelings and ascending to Paradise.
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700 –
Enlightenment
600 – Peace

540 – Joy
Unconditional
Love
500 – Love
400 – Reason
350 – Acceptance
Truth

310 – Willingness
250 – Neutrality

Integrity
Falsehood

200 - Courage
175 – Pride
150 – Anger
125 – Desire
100 – Fear
75 – Grief
50 – Apathy
30 – Guilt
20 – Shame

POTENTIAL to BENEFIT your CHILD through our own FEELING HEALING:
This steps down each seven years as the child matures

From conception to
From 8 to age 14
From 15 to age 21
From 22 to age 28
age 6 or 7
As we heal, we directly heal our children similarly.
The Indwelling Spirit arrival for the child around age 6 or 7 starts their independence.
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Map of Consciousness from Dr David R
Hawkins, M.D., Ph.D. “Power vs Force”.

PERSONALITY TRAITS:
Less than two dozen people on planet Earth.
Would not pick up a weapon let alone use it.
These people gravitate to the health industry
and humanitarian programs.
Debate and implement resolutions without
argument and delay.
470
Debate and implement resolutions in due
course.
440
Debate and implement resolutions with some
degree of follow up generally needed. 410
Management supervision is generally
necessary.
Politics become the hope for man’s salvation.
Cause no harm to others starts to emerge.
Power overrides force.
Illness is developed by those man erroneous
emotions that calibrate 200 and lower.
Armies around the world function on pride.
Force is now dominant, not power.
Harm of others prevails, self-interest prevails.
Totally self-reliant, not God reliant.
Fear dominates all motivation.
Suicide is possible and probable.
At these levels, seriously harming others for
even trivial events appears to be justifiable.
Poverty, unemployment, illness, etc., this is
living hell on Earth.
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OUR FORMING YEARS are MOST DYNAMIC and TRAUMATIC:
Our childhood formative years are
from conception through to age of 6
years. Commencing at conception,
we begin to take on all of the injuries
and errors of belief of our parents
and carers. We capitulate to
adopting the ‘personality’ that our
physical parents impose upon us, to
the detriment of our true personality.

Somehow,
we go on
smiling and
laughing…
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‘I had a pretty good upbringing’ in comparison to other people!
Parents have NO understanding of Love.
Parents have NO understanding of Law of Free Will.
Parents have NO understanding of blocking emotions.
Parents have NO understanding of causal / core emotions.

We, as parents, were born into the Rebellion and Default, having
no idea it existed or what it was about. The Rebellion and
Default formally ended on 31 January 2018. We now understand
that through suppressing our children’s true personality, having
them live through their minds rather than through their soulbased feelings, this suppression and repression practiced worldwide has induced universal depression. Only through Feeling
Healing, longing for the truth behind all feelings, both good and
bad, and expressing all that comes to us, will we free ourselves of
these errors and heal ourselves. Vibrancy and truth is our
destiny!
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CONSCIOUSNESS and EMOTIONS:
Consciousness = Soul Condition. One’s Soul Condition is the compilation of all of the held
emotions. Soul condition is the sum total of all of the different emotions, desires, passions, etc., all
wrapped up together in terms of how much love there is in every one of those.

The Final Doorway to Enlightenment / Nonduality
The beginning of the Nonlinear Realm

500

The beginning of Integrity

200

The Map of Consciousness (MoC) table is based on the common log of 10. It is not a numeric table.
A calibration increase of 1 point is in fact a
10 fold increase in energy.
A calibration increase of 10 points is in fact a
10,000,000,000 fold increase in energy.
Thus the energy differentials are in fact enormous!
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NATURAL LOVE or HUMANITY’s EMOTIONS:
Our soul, being our real self, is an emotional being. Our soul, though a thought of God, does not
possess anything of the divine within it. It existed in a state of bliss, in a natural love state,
pending individualisation which is achieved at conception, incarnation being 16 days later when
our heart commences to pump blood. Our soul is endowed with natural love emotions, both
positive and negative for us to experience through our free will.

Humanity’s erroneous emotions are those calibrating below 200 on the Map of Consciousness.
The environment around a newly conceived child progressively degrades the condition of that
child’s soul. When the child reaches about the age of 6, the child’s soul condition will reflect the
parent’s condition. These negative emotions are like a crust around the always pure soul.

Man made dis-empowering emotions:

All the negative emotions
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GOVERNMENTAL RESTRAINT upon its PEOPLE
Nation
Australia
China

Map of
Consciousness
(MoC)
410
305

European Union
India

380
370

Russia

320

Ukraine
United Kingdom

225
420

United States of
America

405

World overall

220

Population
Number
Parliament
(2021)
25,500,000 Federal Parliament
Senate (upper house)
Representatives (lower)
1,440,000,000 Politburo Standing
Committee
Politburo
Central Committee
Congress
446,156,000 Parliament
1,380,000,000 Parliament
Council of States (upper)
House of People (lower)
146,000,000 Federal Assembly
Federation Council (upper)
State Duma (lower)
43,750,000 Verkhovna Rada
68,000,000 Parliament
UK House of Lords
UK House of Commons
331,000,000 USA Congress
Senate
House of Representatives
7,910,000,000

MoC
(2021)

Elected
Number

380
380
380

227
76
151

280
285
290
295
335
400
410
390
305
310
300
300
390
380
400
380
365
390

7
24
200
2,000
705
788
245
543
620
170
450
450
1,433
783
650
535
100
435

Amazingly, the political systems imposed upon every nation retard the potential of for leadership.
Political nominees and systems continue to be orchestrated to suppress the potential and growth of the
people for the benefit of the few hidden controllers. The feudal systems of years gone by imposed
hereditary ego-centric leadership that was assured generation after generation without any regard for the
advancement of the people. Monarchist leaders may appear to be informed, educated, but were mostly
shows of concentration of wealth that should have been shared amongst the population. Now, we have
gatherings of elected representatives that are focused upon ‘what is in it for me’ – the kings and queens
of kickbacks! Governmental systems are nothing more than the rebadging of centralising of control,
power and wealth for the few, whilst the many are enslaved to their power corruption and greed.
Inferior political appointees of inadequate consciousness development are eventually entrapped into the
manipulations of hidden controllers.
Constituents from within electorate areas ‘nominate’ candidates without comprehending the candidates
inadequacies – morally and professionally. Candidates are split into opposing parties. The winning
majority then have these incapables elect from within themselves their inner circle, being a cabinet who
are said to be the elite from within amongst the inadequate. Then the cabinet elects a leader who
essentially is the dictator of the nation until the people wake-up and elect a different group of
incapables. Meanwhile, the nation stagnates and the cycle goes around once more. Consideration can
embrace the need for no party allegiances after selecting highly professional candidates in the same
manner that corporations appoint high level executives while only considering those whose Map of
Consciousness (MoC) calibration being above 440.
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NATIONS of the WORLD in CONFLICT
NATION OVERALL:
UKRAINE
Level on Map of Consciousness
(MoC) 2021
225
Population
43,750,000
Life Expectancy Years 2021
72.5
Medium Age of Population 2021
40.6
Political Rights & Civil Liberties
2021
60 partly free
Human Development Index 2021
0.779
Happiness Index 2021
4.9
Education Index 2019
0.799
Per Capital Income
IMF USD PPP 2021
$13,950
PARLIAMENT:
Verkhovna Rada / Federal Assembly
Upper House
Lower House
President
Level of Consciousness MoC
Application of energy engaged

MoC
300
Volodymyr Zelenskyy
400
POWER

RUSSIA
320
146,000,000
73
39.6
20 not free
0.824
5.5
0.823
$29,500
MoC
305
310
300
Vladimir Putin
360
FORCE

To liberate one’s real self, one’s will, driven by one’s soul, moves one to embrace Feeling
Healing, so as to clear emotional injuries and errors. With the Divine Love, then one is also
Soul Healing. We are to feel our feelings, identify what they are, accept and fully acknowledge
that we’re feeling them, express them fully, all whilst longing for the truth they are to show us.

The Golden rule is: Never interfere with another’s will.
Golden Rule: that one must always honour another’s will as one honours one’s own.

New Feelings Way: learning how to live true to ourselves by living true to our feelings.
We are to express our feelings, both good and bad, at all times, and to long for the truth of them.

By living true to ourselves true to our feelings, we are living true to God. It’s that simple.
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Mostly, the elected representatives are not of the consciousness level of the people overall. The
leadership of a country is typically put in the hands of those who do not even have the capabilities of the
population overall. And as you look further into the inner circle of the leadership, the situation
deteriorates. If elected leaders do show initiative and capability in their elected portfolio then they are
shifted to new portfolios so that they may fail and not threaten the inner sanctums of control.
In application to international relations, it is important to realise there is often a wide disparity between a
country’s populace, its leaders, its actual government operations, and its diplomatic representatives.
Adequate research and diagnosis of international situations can prevent the repetition of catastrophes of
the past that cost the lives of millions of people. This is glaringly obvious when you understand that for
decades USA through NATO has been coercing and militarising Ukraine to be the frontline and bridge
into Russia, that China will move to consume Taiwan having done so with Hong Kong, that Iran will
seek to obliterate Israel. Little is understood of President Donald Trump endeavours to fund North
Korea into economic prosperity in return for it becoming a confrontational front to China for the USA.
Leadership is best to be bestowed upon those who calibrate 470 or over on the Map of Consciousness
(MoC). Coincidentally, the financial viability of the most progressive corporations and the most
employee friendly work environments are those with leadership calibrating well above 400 on the MoC
– these are few and far between. Consequently, it is those countries that have their leader’s calibration
at 440 MoC, if not higher, these are the most vibrant, progressive and stable. Further, political
candidates need to qualify for preselection only if they are calibrating well over 400 before standing for
election. If they do not calibrate within the zone of Reason on the MoC (400 – 499), it is pointless to
consider candidates who calibrate below. The process of calibration takes only a few moments and
multiple people can carry out the calibration of each candidate to confirm accuracy.
Adolf Hitler calibrated at 430 MoC throughout his early political career. Adolph Hitler assembled the
greatest military machine the world had ever seen. On the simple level of force, his military was
unbeatable; yet he could not defeat a tiny island nation across the English Channel because the power
expressed by Winston Churchill, who unified the will of his people through principles of freedom and
selfless sacrifice. Churchill stood for power, Hitler for force. When the two meet, power always
eventually succeeds; in the long run, if it is deeply founded in the will of the people, power is immune to
force. Winston Churchill calibrated at 510 MoC. When Hilter suicided at the end of World War II, his
consciousness level had degraded to 40 MoC. (Truth vs Falsehood and Power vs Force, both by Dr
David R Hawkins).
Interestingly, similar circumstances are unfolding now, in March 2022, with President Vladimir Putin
(MoC 360), having commenced invasion of Ukraine on 24 February 2022, is applying force upon the
people of Ukraine which is led by President Volodymyr Zelenskyy (MoC 400) who is responding
through his people with power. Interestingly, research of a number of wars and the leadership of both
sides, it has been the leader calibrating the highest that has always prevailed – eventually!
How is it that we are each so retarded?
Wayward high level leadership of Earth’s humanity has cleverly crafted and institutionalised systems
that impede every aspect of our living. This has been so for the past 200,000 years.
We were firstly guided, influenced to embrace living mind-centric. That is, we now believe that through
our minds that we may achieve all of our goals, we can become almost everything we want, that we can
become powerful and prosperous and progress to the greatest heights imaginable. We are to live
suppressing our feelings, we are taught by our parents to suppress our true personality and to embrace
the personality they want us to be – like them – deluded!
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As women are closer to their feelings then men, these high level wayward leaders guided men to
subordinate women. Thus, these past 200,000 years, women have been subjected to suppression by men
because as women embrace their feelings and begin to express their feelings, which are always in truth,
women will expose the folly of mind superiority. We are to live feelings first and have our minds
follow in the process of implementing what our feelings are leading us to embrace. Not the other way
round as it now is – mind first and feelings suppressed.
Our minds are wonderful and all part of our progression – when in support of our feelings. Our minds
cannot discern truth from falsehood and are addicted to untruth, our minds are addicted to control of the
environment and other people. Our thoughts are mind generated, when we say; ‘I think’, we begin to
express and assumption generated by our mind – assumptions are around 98% in error, the other 2% are
flukes. Our feelings are always in truth. We are fully self-contained, all we need to know is selfcontained, we have all we need within ourselves, all we need to do is allow our feelings to surface and
embrace them, having our minds to follow in implementing our feeling’s guidance.
Education
All education platforms, worldwide, are predominantly mind-centric. There is no feeling orientation
and embracement in the way we are to live within education platforms. In fact, education is a tiresome,
boring process of lectures. A lecturer delivering a tirade of words from the front of a room is the most
ineffective teaching and learning device imaginable – it is also the most commonly employed teaching
process.

Once the core subject material is introduced, students tutoring each other in small groups of around 12
people is the most superior learning process – yet seldom provided for. Practice by doing, tutoring
others flows into natural self expression, achieves comprehensive knowledge of any core subject – and it
is permanent learning. Our whole life is about experiences and the feelings that come from such
experiences. As feelings arise we are to long to know the truth behind what those feelings are
endeavouring to reveal to us. We are truth seekers! And we are to be feelings expressive!
By being mind centric, we cannot progress up Dr David R Hawkins’ Map of Consciousness (MoC)
scale beyond 499. On the MoC, 400-499 is the field of ‘Reason’ – the pinnacle of science!
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Universally, all sectors of education, pre-school, primary school, high school, craft centres, technical
and further education, university, etc., are all mind centric platforms that retards one’s freedom of
expression and closes down evolutionary growth potential. The PhD – Doctor of Philosophy – is the
extreme of feelings suppression with total immersion into one’s mind.
Health
Are there really 10,000 diseases and just 500 ‘cures’?
“Regulators, scientists, clinicians and patient advocacy groups often cite ~7,000 as the number of rare
diseases, or between 5,000 and 8,000 depending on the source. While this consensus process is still
ongoing, USA National Institutes of Health currently estimate the number of rare diseases to be more
than 10,000. An estimate published by the University of Michigan Medical School that “there are
roughly 10,000 diseases afflicting humans, and most of these diseases are considered ‘rare’ or ‘orphan’
diseases.”
“There are other estimates, as well. The German government lists 30,000 diseases, of which it says
7,000 are rare, though it cannot be determined how that figure was calculated. Anderson noted that the
10th revision of the International Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems
(known as ICD-10) has nearly 70,000 codes, which would be an upper-bound estimate.
“The focus is really on rare diseases, but a credible case can be made that there are at least 10,000
diseases in the world, though there is likely more. And there are a bit over 500 treatments. So, as far as
round numbers go, 10,000 diseases / 500 treatments works as a talking point.”
However, NO ONE comprehends what is the underlying cause of disease! Our health carers, our
doctors and nurses never discuss or outline why we have a discomfort, pain, illness or disease. Kindly
ask yourself, when was the last time your medical practitioner outlined to you why you have a particular
health issues that you presented yourself with to him or her? There is ONE cause – CHILDHOOD
SUPPRESSION.
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Medical sciences introduce a never ending array of names for a never ending array of ailments without
comprehending the elephant in the room – our Childhood Suppression and ongoing Repression. ALL
our discomforts, pain, illnesses and diseases are generators to have each of us express our feelings, both
good and bad. As we grow in embracing this way of living FEELINGS FIRST and long for the truth of
what our feelings are drawing our attention to, we will come to recognise that all our issues have their
foundations throughout our childhood forming years, from the moment of conception through to the age
of six years, up to when our Indwelling Spirit arrives.
Our soul orchestrates it all. Our soul does everything. Our soul brought our spirit body into existence
and, in turn, our etheric spirit body is the template of our physical body. Light continually flows from
our soul through our spirit body and into our physical body. Our experiences in the physical are
expressed back to our soul as light. Everything that we experience is recorded by this light returning by
our soul. Emotional injuries and errors of belief that we experience impede the flow of light back to our
soul – consequently we are degraded by such accumulating damage and harm. Look at a young child
and then look at yourself now!
At the moment of our conception, we are perfect in every respect – both in Natural love and physically.
We are then literally fire-hosed by our parents’ emotional injuries and errors of belief and this is
ongoing. They are not even aware of our existence when this onslaught commences – no wonder many
conceptions do not survive to incarnation which is when the foetus commences to pump blood some 16
days after conception.
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Our Feelings are our Supreme Guide! Truth is found through our feelings, we are to long for the
truth about what our feelings draw our attention to. Our soul based feelings are always in truth.
We are fully self-contained. This simple fact has been hidden from us for 200,000 years while our
hidden controllers, the evil ones, kept us under their selfish controlling agenda.
Living through our feelings first with our minds to follow in assisting with what our
feelings guide us to consider is a rewarding, freeing and vibrant life. Whereas we all
have been retarded through living mind centric.
Living through our Feelings First, the New Way, and longing for truth of what they are to reveal,
expressing what we feel, both good and bad, will enable us to progress through the Feeling Healing
Mansion Worlds while living on Earth. With Divine Love we will be fit to enter the Celestial
Heavens and progressively then through all the Celestial Heavens of our local Universe of Nebadon
and then onwards to Havana and Paradise, the home of our Heavenly Mother and Father.
Not only will we progress beyond 1,000 MoC when transitioning into the 1st of the Celestial
Heavens, by the time we reach Paradise we will have progressed to what could only be described as
infinity – well not quite – but we will be truly awesome in our evolution and development.

We all live through our minds! We all suppress and ignore our feelings. This has been how we have
been led to live by high level spirits who had ambitions of self glorification to our detriment. These
wayward spirits had allusions of expansionary empowerment and they needed Earth’s humanity as
their foot soldiers! Through their deceit, we would continue to live in spirit as we do on Earth
without any prospect of progressing out of the spirit mind Mansion Worlds.
Should we continue with aspirations in the perfecting of our mind then we can progress from the 1st
spirit Mansion World to the 2nd mind spirit Mansion World, then 4th and finally 6th mind spirit
Mansion World to a dead end. In these higher worlds we may appear to be guru type personalities
but we have gone further away from God – we have then perfected our evilness!
The mind can even stave off the time when the Law of Compensation is addressed.
A U-Turn is required and then one would commence embracing their feelings and
progress through the Feeling Healing Mansion Worlds 3, 5 and 7. With Divine Love
then on completion of the 7th spirit healing Mansion World process we transition to the
1st of the Celestial Heavens.
While we suppress and ignore our feelings we are living in hell and putting ourselves through untold
misery, pain and suffering when we can achieve healing to the level that we are living as Celestials
while in the physical on Earth!!!
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GLASS CEILING BARRIER REMOVAL
Until we each embrace our feelings,
begin to live feelings first, express our
feelings both good and bad, long to
know the truth of that which our
feelings are drawing our attention to,
we will continue to remain constrained
and susceptible to overt control by the
few hidden controllers.
We will remain in our ignorant stupor
and lethargic state that is deplorable
compared to the potential that exists
within each of us.
While we remain living mind-centric
and suppressing our feelings of truth
then we are continuing to live in the
Rebellion and Default that has been
imposed upon us these past 200,000
years being of the Rebellion and the
Default of some 38,000 years ago.
We will continue to stumble from one war to another with about 8% of the time living in some relative
degree of peace. We believe we have excelled in technology development whereas we have no
understanding as to the cause of any disease, our vaccines may be killing more people than the disease is
for which the vaccines have been developed (coronavirus Covid-19), we have poisoned most of our food
through chemical fertilisers and pesticides, our food crops are DNA mutated thus threatening our
physical health, our vaccines are now interfering directly with our DNA which is a hazard for
generations to come, we have developed weapons of mass destruction, not to mention nuclear weapons,
that can destroys Earth’s humanity and the planet’s viability to support life. We think our capacity to
enter space is amazing when we are only barely able to leave the planet by sitting in a tin can that is
riding on an exploding bomb, while Earth’s civilisation of thousands of years ago travelled to the Moon
using gravity and magnetism without such clumsiness.
We are wonderfully progressed. We murder around 50 million babies each year through abortion – that
indicates that two out of every three of us who grow into being adults are eventually involved in
aborting a child. A similar number miscarry, not being born, due to our emotional injuries which we
impress upon the newly forming child while they are in the womb. Because we do not heal ourselves of
our childhood suppression, which is what we take on of the Rebellion and Default that our own parents
impose upon us, we impose deformities and childhood illnesses upon our own children before they are
born. The newly forming child is always perfect – until we impose our will and injuries upon them!
A few salient observations of our wonderfully advanced society:
Globally, 785 million people lack access to clean drinking water.
Every day, over 800 children die from dirty water, due to diarrhoea caused by poor water, sanitation and
hygiene and scarce or unreliable water and sanitation facilities in many communities around the world.
Without clean, easily accessible water, families and their communities become locked in poverty for
generations. Children drop out of school and parents struggle to make a living.
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Women and children are worst affected – children because they are more vulnerable to disease of dirty
water and women and girls because they often bear the burden of carrying water and women and girls
because they often bear the burden of carrying water for their families for an estimated 200 million
hours each day.
Access to clean water changes everything; it’s a stepping stone to development.
Access to clean water and sanitation is possibly the most urgent health crisis facing communities today.
One in every nine people on this planet lack daily access to safe water, and one in every three have no
toilet.
The world produces enough food to feed everyone on the planet, yet 16.6% of the world’s population is
undernourished. 957 million people worldwide do not have enough to eat on a regular basis.
Out of the eight billion people on the planet, a striking one billion are living in extreme poverty.
Extreme poverty does more than deprive people of necessary food—it also robs them of safe drinking
water, sanitation, education, shelter, etc. In fact, more than a billion people live on less than US$1.25 a
day, which isn’t even enough to buy one gallon of milk at market price.
As many as 1.6 billion people lack adequate housing. That is 20% of the world’s people.
About 2% of the world's population is homeless. Two percent — it doesn't sound like much, but when
you do the math, that's nearly 154 million people living on the street, in temporary dwellings, at refugee
camps, and in other transitory and often dangerous conditions.
Globally, the number of people without access to electricity was 759 million in 2019.
In total, 3.7 billion people have no internet access. That is 40% of the world’s population.
Now in 2022, 9.2% of the world survives on less than US$1.90 a day, about 689 million people live in
extreme poverty, compared to nearly 36% in 1990.
Although countries impacted by fragility, crises, and violence are home to about 10% of the world’s
population, they account for more than 40% of people living in extreme poverty. By 2030, an estimated
67% of the world’s poor will live in fragile contexts.
About 70% of people older than 15 who live in extreme poverty have no schooling or only some basic
education.
A lack of trained teachers, inadequate learning materials, makeshift classes and poor sanitation
facilities make learning difficult for many children. Others come to school too hungry, sick or
exhausted from work or household tasks to benefit from their lessons.
The consequences are grave: An estimated 617 million children and adolescents around the world are
unable to reach minimum proficiency levels in reading and mathematics, even though two thirds of them
are in school.
This learning crisis is the greatest global challenge to preparing children and adolescents for life, work
and active citizenship.
11% of primary-school-aged children and 20% of lower-secondary-aged children are not in school at all.
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Schooling does not always lead to learning. Worldwide, there are more non-learners in school than
out of school.
Children and adolescents are excluded from education for many reasons. Poverty remains one of the
most obstinate barriers, with children from the poorest households almost five times more likely to be
out of primary school than those from the richest.
Children with disabilities and from ethnic minorities are also more likely to be left behind.
For girls in some parts of the world, education opportunities can be especially limited. Only 49% of
countries have achieved gender parity in primary education. Harmful gender norms can have severe
effects for boys, too.
Location also keeps children from school. Children from rural areas are more than twice as likely to be
out of primary school than their urban peers. In conflict zones, 27 million children are out of school.
There are still 58 million primary-aged children worldwide (9%) and 63 million adolescents (18%) who
are "out of school". Furthermore, girls are less likely to attend school than boys.
As a whole, the global literacy rate is high. The literacy rate for all males and females that are at least
15 years old is 86.3%. Males aged 15 and over have a literacy rate of 90%, while females lag only
slightly behind at 82.7%.
1.3 billion people in 107 developing countries, which account for 22% of the world’s population, live in
multidimensional poverty. About 84.3% of multidimensionally poor live in sub-Saharan Africa and
South Asia. 644 million children are experiencing multidimensional poverty.
Health Care Costs push a Staggering Number of People into Extreme Poverty.
Another 800 million people are spending at least 10% of their household budget on health care. And 3.5
billion people — accounting for more than half of the world’s population — are simply forced to go
without most essential services. (Aizenman, 12/14).
Half the world lacks access to essential health services – UN Report. World Bank and WHO: Half the
world lacks access to essential health services, 100 million still pushed into extreme poverty because of
health expenses

Worldwide GDP for 2021 was US$95 Trillion of which 5.3% was spent on education
or US$5 Trillion.
Humanitarian expenditure worldwide did not reach US$50 Billion in 2021.
Total military expenditure worldwide in 2021 was US$2 Trillion.
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PASCAS WORLDCARE
recognised Hierarchy of Needs,
structured upon Maslow’s theory.
Bliss
God Realisation, being at one with God, our Heavenly Mother and Father
Joy
working a life of service to others – having no needs for one’s self
Transcendence
helping others to self-actualise, freely sharing love, praise and gratitude
Self-actualisation
personal growth, self-fulfilment, removal of all forms of fear
Aesthetic needs
need for order and symmetry, beauty, balance, form, freedom from fear
Cognitive needs
to know and understand, knowledge, meaning, self-awareness, liberty
Esteem and Psychological needs
self-esteem, acceptance, responsibility, achievement, reputation, freedom, gratitude, praise, love
Social and Belonging needs
family, affection, relationships, work group, interaction with people, removal of boundaries
Safety and Security needs
safe lodging, physical safety, law and order, security, communications, education
Biological and Physiological needs
clean air (renewable energy), potable water, nutritious food, housing, health services
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Debt Enslavement
Financial debt enslavement has been imposed upon Earth’s humanity by our hidden controllers by
stealth, and mostly throughout the fifty years from 1970 to 2020.
During the 1970s, to finance the acquisition of a home, we needed to provide a 20% cash deposit plus
stamp duty and other acquisition costs, banks would fund to the level equivalent being 80% of an
independent professional valuation. At that time, in Australia, the average home was 120m².
Following on from that time was the introduction of home loan mortgage insurance which protects the
funder and not the borrower – all at the borrower’s expense. Loans to acquire homes generally became
available to 90% of valuation and even 95% of valuation. Also, the features of homes expanded as did
their overall size, now averaging above 280m². Debt levels on homes have dramatically increased.
Also around the 1970s, motor vehicle purchase could be financed through hire purchase arrangements if
you have a 20% cash deposit and proof of income to support loan repayments. Then lease finance
became available on zero deposit.
Consumer loans were available on strict credit criteria and then credit cards were introduced under
varying conditions with interest rates of around 20% interest per annum for those who do not discharge
the balance on the account at the end of each month. Merchandisers pay a fee for each transaction in the
meantime. Credit limits appear to escalate without any regard to income or financial circumstances with
many finding themselves in dire straits.
Then education loans have been imposed. Higher education was essentially free with the costs
associated with an accounting degree mainly associated with the costs of the books required. Now in
2022, an accounting degree could result in an education loan debt of AU$140,000 or more.
Housing prices require that a couple to be both working to manage the mortgage obligations, thus child
care costs are treacherous. Childhood Education and Care (2017) from the Australian Bureau of
Statistics can provide an overview on costs in Australia. Long day care (child care centre) AU$70-$188
per day, pre-school AU$45-$80 per day, family day care AU$7.50-$16.80 per hour, outside of school
hours care AU$15-$30 per morning session, AU$25-$45 per afternoon session. And with childcare, the
child is separated from its parents!
If you cannot accumulate a sufficient deposit then the rent on your home or unit is most likely to
commence at around AU$500 a week (2022) being the medium around Australia, thus with child care
expense and education loans and motor vehicle finance you may find yourself locked into wage slavery
for the whole of your life without the capacity to free yourself of debt and then being dependant on
government pensions when in retirement.
This is essentially the work of the hidden controllers of the global financial system. He who controls the
cash, the cheque book, controls the government – until the Law of Compensation is fully earthed and as
this unfolds there will be continuous unfolding disruptions to all facets of living – including the financial
systems of the world.
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What Is an Oligarchy? Definition and Examples
https://www.thoughtco.com/oligarchy-definition-4776084
Oligarchy (from Greek ὀλιγαρχία (oligarkhía); from ὀλίγος (olígos) 'few', and ἄρχω (arkho) 'to rule or
to command') is a form of power structure in which power rests with a small number of people. These
people may or may not be distinguished by one or several characteristics, such as nobility, fame, wealth,
education, or corporate, religious, political or military control.
Throughout history, oligarchies have often been tyrannical, relying on public obedience or oppression to
exist. Aristotle pioneered the use of the term as meaning rule by the rich, for which another term
commonly used today is plutocracy. In the early 20th century Robert Michels developed the theory that
democracies, like all large organisations, tend to turn into oligarchies. In his "Iron law of oligarchy" he
suggests that the necessary division of labour in large organisations leads to the establishment of a ruling
class mostly concerned with protecting their own power. It is all the consequence from our addictions
for control, control over our environment and control over others through living mind-centric.
An oligarchy is a power structure made up of a few elite individuals, families, or corporations that are
allowed to control a country or organisation. In fact, hidden controllers pull the puppet strings on the
administration of the world’s education, health and financial systems – they are the funders of ‘false
flag’ events that trigger conflicts and wars that they go on lending money to both sides! Here we
examine the characteristics of oligarchies, their evolution, and how common they are today.

Key Takeaways: What Is an Oligarchy?






An oligarchy is a power structure under which a small group of elite individuals, families, or
corporations control a country, even multiple countries, and global institutionalised systems.
The people who hold the power in an oligarchy are called “oligarchs” and are related by
characteristics such as wealth, family, nobility, corporate interests, religion, politics, or military
power.
Oligarchies can control all forms of government, including constitutional democracies.
The theoretical “iron law of oligarchy” holds that all political systems eventually evolve into
oligarchies.

Oligarchy Definition
All forms of government, including democracies, theocracies, and monarchies can be controlled by an
oligarchy. The presence of a constitution or similar formative charter does not preclude the possibility
of an oligarchy holding actual control. Under the theoretical “iron law of oligarchy,” all political
systems eventually evolve into oligarchies. In democracies, oligarchs use their wealth to influence
elected officials. In monarchies, oligarchs use their military power or wealth to influence the king or
queen. In general, leaders of oligarchies work to build their own power with little or no regard for the
needs of society.
The terms oligarchy and plutocracy are often confused. The leaders of a plutocracy are always wealthy,
while the leaders of an oligarchy need not be rich to command control. Thus, plutocracies are always
oligarchies, but oligarchies are not always plutocracies.
Oligarchies date back the 600s BCE when the Greek city-states of Sparta and Athens were ruled by an
elite group of educated aristocrats. During the 14th century, the city-state of Venice was controlled by
rich nobles called “patricians.” More recently, South Africa while under white apartheid rule until 1994,
was a classic example of a country ruled by a racially-based oligarchy.
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Modern Oligarchy Examples
A few examples of modern oligarchies are Russia, China, Iran, and perhaps the United States.

Russia
Though Russian President Vladimir Putin denies it, he functions as part of a wealth-based ruling
oligarchy that had its beginnings in the 1400s. In Russia, as in many essentially anti-capitalist countries,
accumulating personal wealth requires contacts inside the government. As a result, the Russian
government tacitly allows the billionaire oligarchs to invest in democratic countries where the rule of
law protects their property.
In January 2018, the U.S. Treasury Department released a list of some 200 Russian oligarchs,
companies, and senior Russian government officials including Prime Minister Dimitry Medvedev. “The
Russian government operates for the disproportionate benefit of oligarchs and government elites,” said
Treasury Secretary Steven T. Mnuchin.

China
The religion-based Chinese oligarchy regained control after the death of Mao Tse-Tung in 1976.
Claiming to be descendants of Taoism’s “Eight Immortals,” members of the so-called “Shanghai gang”
oligarchs control most state-owned corporations, consult on and profit from business deals, and
intermarry in order to maintain their relationship to the Immortals.

Saudi Arabia
The reigning monarch of Saudi Arabia is required to share his power with the descendants of the 44 sons
and 17 wives of the country’s founder and first monarch, King Abd al-Aziz al-Sa'ud (1853-1953). The
current king, Salman bin Abdulaziz has appointed his son, Prince Mohammed bin Salman as defence
minister and overseer of Saudi Aramco, the powerful state-owned oil monopoly.

Iran
Despite having a popularly elected president, Iran is controlled by a religion-based oligarchy of Islamic
clerics and their relatives and friends. The Iranian constitution states that “the One God (Allah)” holds
“exclusive sovereignty” over the country. The Islamic oligarchs took power after the death of Ayatollah
Ruhollah Khomeini in 1989. His replacement, Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, has placed his family and allies
into high government posts and controls the elected president.

The United States
Many economists contend that the United States is now or is becoming an oligarchy. In saying this,
they point to the country’s worsening income inequality and social stratification, two of the main
characteristics of a wealth-based oligarchy. Between 1979 and 2005, the incomes of the top 1% of U.S.
workers rose by 400%. According to a 2104 study by political scientists Martin Gilens and Benjamin
Page, the U.S. Congress passes legislation benefiting the wealthiest 10% of Americans more often than
measures benefiting the poorest 50%.

Pros and Cons of Oligarchies
While oligarchies are often criticised, they do have some positive aspects.
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Pros of Oligarchies
Oligarchies usually work efficiently. Power is placed in the hands of a few people whose expertise
enables them to quickly make and apply decisions. In this way, oligarchies are more efficient than
ruling systems in which many people must make all decisions in all cases.
As an outgrowth of efficiency, oligarchies allow most of the people to disregard issues that concern
society and spend more time on their day-to-day lives. By trusting the wisdom of ruling oligarchs, the
people are free to focus on their careers, families, and pastimes. In this manner, oligarchies can also
allow more time for technological innovation.
Since one of the main objectives of an oligarchy is social stability—preserving the status quo—the
oligarchs’ decisions tend to be conservative in nature. As a result, people are less likely to be harmed by
extreme and potentially dangerous changes in policy.

Cons of an Oligarchy
Oligarchies typically increase income inequality. Having grown used to their lavish, privileged
lifestyles, the oligarchs and their close associates often pocket a disproportionately large share of the
country’s wealth.
Oligarchies can become stagnant. Oligarchs tend to be clannish, associating only with people who share
their values. While this may provide stability, it also prevents people with new ideas and perspectives
from entering the ruling class.
Oligarchies that gain too much power can harm the people by restricting the free market. With
unlimited power, the oligarchs can agree among themselves to fix prices, deny certain benefits to lower
classes or limit the quantities of goods available to the general population. These violations of the laws
of supply and demand can have a devastating effect on society.
Oligarchies can cause social upheaval. When people realise they have no hope of ever joining the ruling
class, they may feel frustrated and even resort to violence.
Attempts to overthrow the oligarchy disrupt the economy,
harming everyone in the society.
Hidden Controllers being Faceless Men
There are secret consortiums of very wealthy families. They say
that they only have altruistic goals! Their leaders have numerous
names, somehow they have fitted themselves with multiple legal
names to hide their family connections and create power through
invisibility.
Their collective wealth is so staggering that they could take Africa out of poverty with a single program
to develop their economies and markets. West Africa has a population of 300 million people, if that
economy was developed then that market alone could evolve into a consumer market as large as USA.
One of these two wealthy family consortiums could do this; however, they do not even consider
investing within Africa.
What they do?
The activities of these righteous aging men is said to be for the ‘greater good’.
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The art of manipulation is at its finest here. The word stooge comes into prominence. Ambitious and
emerging executives are invariably compromised. This entrapment is without limits. Most senior
bankers appear to be uniformly compromised. Politicians are snared. Courts are compromised. Legal
firms appear to be unaware of ethical treatment of humanity, it is a game of manipulating the laws that
they first of all created.
What does this lead to?
When a pool of funds emerge from successful activities by those outside of these family’s communities,
from activities that they consider to be of their own domain, then they set about to achieve the
following:
a.
b.
c.

To take control of the funds – by any means, or
Prevent the payout of the funds and leverage off them for their own purpose, or
Stall the payouts indefinitely, stalling tactics being week by week then day by day.

Mostly, they are successful as most rightful owners of the funds do not have the knowledge, resources,
networks, funds and perseverance to fight for their rights. Legal action will most likely cost
US$10million to implement – and still loose!
Honey Tongue or Silver Tongue
These pillars of society, and yes they typically are, knights, barons,
eminent people, pontificate on the virtues of their endeavours while
devouring huge communities.
Two opposing family groups exist within this powerful network. One
group’s attitude is to take care of the family and their workers, and
associates, benefit everyone, privilege has responsibility. The other
group’s attitude is privilege begets privilege, no such responsibility to
community and family. The predominance of manipulation for greed
prevails.
The structure is that of a top tier consisting of little more than a dozen
families with a single figurehead or chairman, being for the long term. The middle tier (medium term)
mainly European and consisting of more than two dozen families. Then the lower tier (short term) of
maybe more than one hundred and twenty families from North America and Europe and publicly known
as the Bilderberg Club. http://www.bilderbergmeetings.org/index.php
These men control the money of the world and consequently the governments.
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POLE REVERSAL of EARTH is CYCLICAL at around every 12,500 YEARS

7 Super Universes rotate around Paradise, the home of our Heavenly Parents:
Each of the 7 super universes have 100,000 local universes
Earth is within the local universe of Nebadon which has 3,840,101 inhabited worlds.

Earth
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Sun ejects its material shell between every 12,000 and
13,000 years. This nova heatwave hits one side of
Earth, evaporating oceans and lowering their levels by
around 400 feet (120 metres).

The ejected material shell arrives raining tektites / meteors upon Earth on the far
side from the heat wave.
While the material shell rebuilds around the Sun, there is no warmth generated
during these 11 to 22 years. The massive amount of moisture in Earth’s
atmosphere generates an instant ice-age. The regions between the tropics, or 15° 28° degrees latitude either side of the equator, away from earthquake zones, are
possible survival regions.
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Later this century, or sometime, ''mini'' ice age prediction / expectation:

This is the “global warming” that scientists and governments are ignoring. It is a cyclical earth change
event that typically unfolds around every 12,500 years. The increased energy within Earth’s core is
increasing core rotation and surface changes on Earth that is resulting in extreme events unfolding.

ANGELS CONVERSING
James: Zarrion?
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Saturday, 12 March 2022

Zarrion: I’m here James.
James: Following what you were telling me yesterday, more about the Pole Shift, would you mind if we
write it out together?
Zarrion: Not at all. You ask the questions and I’ll tell you what I can.
James: I was thinking about so many people dying at one time, and wondering how the existing Arrival
Rooms in the first spirit Mansion World would cope with the sudden influx of such a great number of
spirits, when they have to be woken up immediately upon their deaths, rather than for example being put
into a ‘suspended’ sleep state for some years as the backlog of new arrivals are worked through.
Zarrion: It is as you say, everyone is to be woken from their ‘death sleep’ as has been through this last
two thousand years of Mary’s and Jesus’ Age, so all what amounts to being immediately. And so how
we’re going to cope with such large numbers of people dying roughly at the same time, is by
establishing temporary Arrival Stations in the Nature spirit and our Angelic Earth planes. People will be
‘bulk awakened’ by their Angels, which means, it won’t be a one on one situation as it is currently in the
Mansion Worlds, where we Angels take a person and reawaken them with the spirit arrival attendant,
each in a separate arrival room, and where a loved one or friend of the new arrival might meet them,
welcoming them into their new spirit life. People will be woken in groups simultaneously in areas
designated for their arrival in these Earth planes. If you imagine a crude example of a football field full
of people suddenly arriving and awake, standing or lying down as if they are suddenly awakening from
sleep. Then they will be attended to by visiting Celestial spirits who will have been granted access and
authority to enter those Earth planes where usually no spirit is allowed to go, they being specifically for
us Angels and the Nature spirits. The Celestials will inform the people about their death and
reawakening, and then guide them to the portals for the first Mansion World, there to be welcomed and
met by family and friends or other helping spirits. So, areas for these arriving spirits will be established
in the first world with the spirits informed as to where to go to meet their arriving family and friends.
Some people will still die using the regular Arrival Rooms, these being people who are more highly
advanced in truth.
So, as I was showing you in your mind yesterday, an area on the Earth like a desert that is sparsely
populated could potentially receive a lot of reawakened spirits in the equivalent desert area in the Nature
spirit and Angel Earth planes, these places in our planes not being affected by the physical Earth and
environment changes taking place. All the effects of the Sun in Nova only apply to the physical world,
such effects don’t penetrate into the earth planes of the Earth or Mansion Worlds. The spirit light that
causes physical suns to nova, also affects all the levels of spirit in Nebadon, however not with such
catastrophic results. There is a Pulse of Light that moves out from Paradise washing through all
Creation, it causing an up-stepping or overall increased vibration of Light, this being how Creation
advances in Light. And its impact on the material level is seen by the suns going into an advanced light
state, which you call Nova or micro-nova. There are always pulses of light of varying degrees, which
means of time and space duration, coming out of Paradise and affecting the whole of Creation, with all
of these pulses affecting the material planes over the cyclic time frames some of your more observant
scientists are observing.
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Each of the seven Earth spirit planes co-exist in the same space as we do in the physical. We of the
physical world are of the coarsest and densest material. Starting with the 1st plane, the material within
each plane becomes finer, more refined and of greater luminosity. Those within the lower planes
cannot see or discern the presence of those in higher planes. Those of the higher planes can move
about those in lower planes without them being aware of being present unless they wish to reveal
themselves.
Each plane is predominantly for one group of spirit or angel personalities. However, there are sectors
within planes where visitors from higher planes can move about freely. No harm or disturbance can be
caused by any spirit personality upon another, not even those within the physical Earth existence.
7th Earth Plane being for visitors from Havona and Paradise, together with the Daughters and
Sons of God. This includes Angels who have come all the way from Paradise.
6th Earth Plane being for visitors from the higher levels of our Local Universe. Higher
Daughters and Sons together with higher Angels.
5th Earth Plane being for visitors from the Celestial Heavens and higher angels and spirits from
other parts of Creation, including Finaliters.
4th Earth Plane being exclusively for Angels, some of which have evolved from Nature Spirits!
3rd Earth Plane is the exclusive domain of Nature Spirits who are derived from creature life
experience on Earth.
2nd Earth Plane – a ‘Sphere of Isolation’ from which one progresses having settled the Law of
Compensation, allowing entry into regular spirit life in the 1st spirit Mansion World.
1st Earth Plane – the darkest ‘Sphere of Isolation’ and closest to Earth. A plane allowing spirits
to live in their state of hell because of their grievous inclination to cause harm to others.

All levels of existence
coexist in the same space.

You may reach out
and shake hands with
all levels of existence!
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The relative quick frequency of the pulses of light that affect all the earths of Nebadon, is required to
ensure evolution of the world and its life forms continues according to the plans and patterns of the Life
Carriers. It needs to be quite a devastating and dramatic change to the world so as create the
environment for specification and other adjustments that allow for life on the world to continue. It
might seem counterproductive, but for life to continue as you know it, has required, and still requires, a
long series of cyclic novas. The after effects of the nova blast and how it affects species, means all life
is receptive to the higher vibration of spiritual light, which means that life can then live through the next
age between novas. There is always continual advancement. And as apart of that advance, during some
novas, species die out and others are brought into being. It doesn’t always happen like how it did during
your last nova event on Earth with many of the larger mammals dying out, and even if no species end or
new ones begin, all species are affected by the increase in spirit light. And this might then cause subtle
mutations and specie adjustment within the specie, yet not enough to create a new specie. New species
are all created first by us Angels in league with the Nature spirits, all in accordance with the Life
Carriers plans of specification for a world, and when a new specie is ready to be ‘awakened’ on the
world, so we Angels materialise it during one of the designated nova events.
It just happens, there is not a long slow evolution of one specie giving rise to another. The long slow
evolution observed by you on Earth can happen within a specie as it adapts to new environmental
conditions, and even to the point where your observations of it might qualify it as a separate specie,
however, from our point of view, how we Angels and Nature spirits determine species, it is still the
same specie. We determine a specie on the spiritual level, which your scientists are not aware of as yet,
you looking at only the material or physical result of the spiritual. So, your classification relative to
your needs is what suits you, but it’s not a true spirit specie classification.
James: I understand. And so you’re saying when the time comes, you Angels will put people to sleep
and then they will die in their sleep, then to reawaken in the earth planes 3 and 4, the Nature spirit and
Angel earth planes.
Zarrion: Yes. Before the full impact of the devastation hits the world, people will be put to sleep by us,
as you say, so they will not suffer any undue physical pain. They will be stressed and feeling very
scared and anxious should they be aware of the impending nova, or they might be drugged or drunk
trying to deal with the horror, but on a physical level they will be spared any great pain of the
destruction of their physical body. We Angels will cut their silver cord that connects their spirit body
with their physical body, just as we do upon any death, having first put the person to sleep. The cutting
of the ‘astral cord’ signals technical death, and we ‘inshrine’ or enclose the rest of the personality along
with the person’s spirit body, taking it to where it will be reawakened in the spirit body. So, if families
are altogether at the moment we put them to sleep, they will all wake up at the same time together.
They will be dazed and disorientated to a small degree, knowing something major has taken place and
no longer being in their home, if that is where they died, but soon will become swept up in the hubbub
of their awakening realisations that they have died and yet are still alive. The Celestial spirits, those
who have finished their Healing, will know how to cope with them, and so will look after their
immediate needs.
There will only be the Celestial spirits seen by the people reawakening as spirits. They will not see us
Angels. The Celestials, if required, will be able to see us Angels, however mostly we will remain
invisible during the awakening and thereafter until all the people from Earth have left our two earth
planes. Those awakening in the Nature spirit plane won’t see the Nature spirits, and unless told, the
reawakening people won’t know they are in either of the two earth planes. They will be told to follow
the Celestials who will guide them through the established portals taking them from the earth planes into
their designated arrival place in the first Mansion World. The whole procedure will take a few hours at
most for most people.
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Physical /
material body
Brain
Spirit /
etheric body
Mind
Soul + Spirit
Combination
Senses
Desires
Memory
Passions
Intention
Free Will
Emotions
Creativity
Awareness
Personality
Aspirations
Intelligence
Consciousness
The Real You
is your Soul!
Our Soul
orchestrates
everything!

ONE SOUL = TWO
PERSONALITIES
The two personalities
from the one soul are
eternally compatible
once they are healed
of their Rebellion
and Default.

Soul

Spirit
Physical
Body
Body
One Soul = Two Personalities

The capabilities and
potentialities of every
individual personality
is only limited by
their childhood
suppression and
repression. Once we
heal, then our selfexpression will reveal
our true selves.

Answering the question in your mind James, you are right in thinking that those people who need more
care and attention by the Angels, such as people with physical deformities and severe mental and
emotional problems, will be reawakened in special places where their Angels will perfect their bodies,
mind, emotional and spiritual systems through regular means, as what happens currently upon such a
person’s death. So, everyone can start their new spirit life in a regular and perfect state of mind and
spirit body. And I when I say perfect, I mean just functioning perfectly, with everyone still remaining in
their level and condition of the Rebellion and Default they were in at their time of death. So, on a soul
level you retain your imperfection, that being so until you’ve completed your Spiritual Healing, but on
the physical and mind levels, you are granted perfection so you can live your imperfect soul level
without interference from any physical or mental disability.
James: Yes, I understand what you’re saying. There is no getting away from our rebellious state just
because we might suddenly die in a nova, or just when we die. We carry our imperfect fucked up state
of mind and will into our spirit lives, unless we start doing our Healing before we die.
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CORONA SHELL of the SUN – SUN NOVA event:
The Sun’s corona is the outermost part
of the Sun’s atmosphere. Our Sun is
surrounded by a jacket of gases called
an atmosphere. The corona is the
outermost part of the Sun's atmosphere.
The corona reaches extremely high
temperatures. The Sun is around
6,000°C whereas the corona, the outer
most shell of the Sun is around
1,000,000°Celsius.
You could consider this outdoor gas
heater with the blue light coming from
the inner burner ring as the Sun at
6,000°C whereas the out shell being
that for the Sun is 1,000,000°C.
Typically, when the pole shift cycle
unfolds throughout a solar system, the
corona around the Sun may be ‘blown’
off.
Such a nova event by the Sun showers
the side of Earth facing it with Tektites.
As such pole shift events unfold
cyclically around every 12,500 years,
there are many regions of Earth that
Tektites can be found.
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I still feel Doug Vogt’s time is relevant, and I still feel the nova is a real event.
Zarrion: Which is all you are to feel at your present time, which as you know, because you’ve not as yet
completed your Healing, is still represented by your imperfect mind and will state. And it won’t be until
you are fully Healed that you’ll be able to feel 100% whether or not all I am telling you, and all the
spirits have told you, is true.
James: Yes.
You were saying how people within the Sanctuaries who have come together by the time of the nova
wanting to live doing their Healing will be protected on Earth from the severity of all what’s going to
happen, and that those Sanctuaries in my mind were specific places ‘put aside’ for people to live in, like
communes set up away from the mainstream cities and being off grid and self-sufficient, in readiness for
the Aftertimes, but recently you’ve added how, for example, if such a Sanctuary was established on the
Gold Coast for example, that the whole Gold Coast area might be protected by you Angels, so the
Sanctuary as well as a large number of people who are not prepared for the Aftertimes, they still being
of their mind’s rebelliousness. Which when released from your protected enclosure, would mean those
people in the Sanctuary would not only have to deal with being wholly on their own in the Aftertimes,
difficult adjustments having to be made I would imagine, and then also with the helpless and lost other
people who live in their normal houses being totally unprepared materially and psychologically for such
a major life change. Wouldn’t that stress even more those people of the Sanctuary having to deal with
the people not of the Sanctuary, even just in terms of having to grow enough food for them?
Zarrion: Yes, all you say is correct, however it will be an individual situation by individual situation.
Not all Sanctuaries might be nice self-contained sanctuaries with people working in preparing for life in
the Aftertimes. There won’t be much time for people to learn all about the Healing whilst having to deal
with the preparations before the nova. Just deciding where to live and what to take with them will be
difficult enough. And so in such situations, that’s all going to be apart of what all the people involved
will need to deal with. Some Sanctuaries will be more isolated, some will have adjoining non-sanctuary
people they’ll have to accommodate, it’s just what all souls will need.
James: So it might not be anything of a blessing surviving the nova and starting life in the Aftertimes?
The blessing might be dying during the nova and waking up for your new easier life in the spirit worlds.
Zarrion: Yes, that’s right. No one says it’s a blessing surviving the nova. It will just be a new way of
life on Earth. And there will be many difficulties to overcome, endure, work through, and simply
accept. However, life will not be all that bad. For those people who want to be free of the overall heavy
controlling governments, free of having to own land, free of having to go to work to make money to
survive; free to do essentially as they please by living a simpler life of growing their own food, hunting,
living closer to nature, living on a purified world with no expectations, setting out with the challenge of
making life and a new way of living that might prevent all the revolting old controlling ways from
developing all over again, will be a thrill. Challenging yes, but all in a good way. And then for those
people to live within a spiritual structure as The New Way that is being revealed, as their basis on how
to grow in their own truth through their own feelings, and knowing that that truth will guide them as to
live in a true way, and that way being no longer of the Rebellion and Default, that they can do their
Healing uninterrupted by the ignorant mind-controlled world as it stands now, will be their blessing.
Not all people might want such a simplified existence and without all their usual feel-good toys to keep
them entertained, however they will be broken down in their mind, and either suffer accordingly, or
change and adjust to the new way of things.
And similarly, people of the old mind way, suddenly finding that their way of life is no longer able to be
lived, will no doubt willingly and thankfully embrace the support of a nearby Sanctuary, even possibly
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being willing and able to embrace the ideas and understanding of The New Way, having suffered
through what will amount to a complete mental and possibly emotional breakdown as they come to
understand the world as they knew it has ended.
And then possibly there will be those renegades who will want to maintain their rebellious way of mindcontrolled life, and they might cause some minor problems, but because of the Law of Compensation
being activated on Earth before the nova, they won’t be able to do too much damage, knowing that they
can’t hurt or interfere with anyone because of suffering immediately all the pain they will cause in the
one they are hurting, so will remain in their own isolated existence, which won’t be much, until they
slowly develop life in harmony with how it is in the first Mansion World. And with them, even,
potentially being helped by those who want to live The New Way.
The point being, EVERYTHING will be COMPLETELY different to how it was. It will in effect be a
New World, and so New Ways of life will be lived on it. And those of The New Way will grow in truth
and so avoid all the pitfalls and limitations of the Old Way as you live it now. And those people
persisting on living and re-establishing the Old Ways will be free to do so within the Law of
Compensation. And with its presence, it will mean the complete rebuilding and re-establishing of the
Old Ways won’t be able to happen, for they are to end. Your current rebellious way of life ends one
way or another with the nova and the beginning of the next Spiritual Age, the two happening together.
Technically the new Spiritual Age will commence before the nova, however as far as humanity will be
concerned, they will happen both at the same time.
James: I was reading how in America they are about to release into the wild genetically
modified mosquitos to try and eradicate the bad ones. That sort of thing, together with all
the genetically modified seeds we use for food, and including all the vile vaccines for
Covid-19, we’re screwing up the genetics of many species, and so you Angels will have a
lot of work to do correcting all our yuk.
Zarrion: We will, and we’re looking forward to it. Only very occasionally can we Angels act in such a
massive way looking after a humanity and the world they are living on. And by the time the next Age
starts, and together with the nova, we’ll be ready to make all the necessary alterations bringing the
natural world back into a pure state – those parts of it that we protect from the ravages of the nova blast.
So, all of nature that we enclose in our protective barriers of light, whilst enclosed, all imperfection
within the environment will be corrected. So, the people in the Aftertimes will know all their food, air
and water will be organic, pure and natural, and even more organic pure and natural than what you call
organic, as will their bodies being able to survive on such purity. Your bodies have adjusted to some
degree with our help, to adjust to your corrupt and polluted food, water and air, and all the drugs you fill
them with. So people of the Aftertimes need perfect bodies to deal with the perfect environment.
Currently the whole of Earth and its surrounding space, and even penetrating underground as far you
have gone, all the oceans and ocean floors, is impure, polluted, and so in a way unnatural. So all of the
natural environment protected by us Angels will be purified, so for example, including all the actual
earth those in the Sanctuaries use to grow their food in.
James: So how do you remove the tiniest pollutants, say all the micro-plastics we are pouring into
ourselves and the environment, let alone all the other micro things and genetic tampering?
Zarrion: It’s very easy for us to do. We know what is the perfect natural environment. Certain Angels
along with the Nature spirits can look at a piece of dirt for example, and know within themselves what
elements are right and which are invasive and wrong. We have the templates or patterns of the perfect
world as given to us by the Life Carriers. So, we apply the perfect templates and patterns to the world,
and then all that is rubbish, unwanted, pollutants and so on, simply disappears, we dematerialise it. It all
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happens with us Angels applying higher vibrations of light to a given area, and an area can be as big as
the whole world. And within these higher vibrations is all the acceptable lower vibrations of light, and
so they remain, and all the other stuff that is unacceptable vibrations of light, is removed. To it we add a
higher light vibration that causes all the unwanted pollutants and wrongness to transmute into their
elemental component parts, or we just dematerialise it.
All that is dematerialised is in a way ‘carried into spirit’, it being removed to a higher vibration, within
which we can then manipulate it if required, then to lower the vibration and deposit the result in perhaps
the air as dust or even for it to be added to the existing soil or put into the seas and oceans to be used as
fertiliser by the micro organisms. All within the Earth is a closed system. Some of what is of Earth is
lost through the nova and other material is gained, and some is gained daily as incoming cosmic dust or
in the likes of meteorites and other cosmic rays, but one way or another, once it’s officially a part of the
Earth, then we can move it around, change it, dematerialise and re-materialise it, according to the
designs of the Life Carriers, but it all remains as a part of the Earth. We Angels can’t do it of ourselves,
or for ourselves, we can only respond to the instructions given to us by the Life Carriers, the spirits who
oversee the plan for Earth and how all species, including humanity, are to evolve and outwork the
primordial Life Plasm through the Ages.
So, in the Aftertimes, there will be pure water and earth, the ground and seas will all be purified, all
man-made genetic disruptions, if we’re not to use them for the good of humanity and the natural
environment, will be corrected and removed. So, genetically modified plants will either cease to be, or
we’ll change them to adjust back into being perfect for the needs of nature and humanity.
And as to all the debris of humanity, all the concrete and steel for example, the same will apply, we’re to
dematerialise it if that’s what’s to happen. It might be that some of it is left for humanity of the
Aftertimes to be able to recycle and reuse, however the majority of your mess we Angels will clean up
for you, so removing all the unwanted plastic and everything else, including all nuclear radiation and the
waste of your nuclear power plants.
James: So one big massive clean up job – how long does it take you Angels to so such things?
Zarrion: It depends on how quickly the job needs to be done and how many Angels are employed. It’s
not just us Angels that do it, it involves a host of other mind beings that you’re not aware of that exist,
some having been revealed to you in The Urantia Book. The goings on, on Earth, in one very small
physical planet, can be overseen in a moment if need be by such vast mind beings. I won’t call them
spirits James, because they are not like you with a soul and personality, they are beings of Mind creation
that don’t have a separate personality as such, so you can’t get to know them, and they get to know you,
they are more akin to machines but are still a being, a mind creation in their own right. And so the
higher Angels enlist their help, these beings are told what to do by these higher Super Angels, who then
act and can for example purify your world in an instant. And then other Angels of my order might be
required to enact specific adjustments within creatures and plants or within humanity, collectively or
individually.
Zarria and I are wholly assigned to you James, so we won’t be partaking in such affairs that we’re
speaking about. We would only adjust within your physical and spiritual systems that which is required
by your soul. So other Angels are required to enact all we’re talking about.
As you understand from The Urantia Book (written 1925-1935), lesser evolved humanity, which still
comprises the bulk of humanity on Earth, has one pair of Angels per 1,000 people, but when the nova
happens, that pair of Angels can only deal with taking one person across the threshold into the holding
areas within the Angel and Nature spirit planes, so another 999 Angels are needed to deal with all the
other people of their group, assuming they will all die at that time. So that accounts for much of the
large influx of Angels coming to Earth, they all being resident in the unseen Angel earth plane from
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where we do our work with you. And then even more Angels are required to orchestrate the changing of
the Age, so the ending of Mary’s and Jesus’ current Age, and the new Avonal Spiritual Age. The work
the Avonal Pair will do, so what they will ask of us Angels, will involve a great many Angels, many of
who will work with the Avonal Pair and then move to their assigned mortal at the time of the nova.
Then with the vast reduction in the population of Earth for the Aftertimes, those Angels will be
redeployed on other universal assignments.
James: But what about all the suns in Nebadon going into nova, are there enough Angels to cope?
Zarrion: Yes, and if need be, more are created. As you understand, not all the suns nova at the exact
same time. The Wave of Light moves through affecting the worlds in a fashion that enables the Angels
to keep up with what needs to happen. So, a great part of our Angelic training involves servicing the
material worlds during their sun’s nova. Some solar systems have numerous worlds in them with
humanity living in various state of evolution on the different worlds, and so when those systems sun
novas, there is often an even bigger need for the number of attending angels. Earth is one such world in
a system with only one inhabitable planet with life on it, so all we Angels will need to do, the bulk of the
work by the extra ones will be over and done with in a day, week and few months. Other ongoing
adjustments for hundreds and thousands of years will be required to completely deal with the impact of
the nova, however lesser numbers of Angels are required.
The majority of Angels that are assigned to people will move their focus to attending to those people
who become spirits living in the Mansion Worlds, with fewer Angels being focused on Earth because of
their being fewer people. So, those spirit focused Angels will leave the Angel earth plane to move into
the planes of the corresponding Mansion World that their subject will be living in.
James: So does that mean many of your Angel friends will leave for the Mansion World Angel planes?
Zarrion: No, it won’t affect us, because our Angel friends by that time will all be associated with you
and people who survive the nova remaining on Earth in the Sanctuaries. Because of our relationship
with you and Marion, we’ll be dealing with the Angels of people who want to do their Healing, they
being our ‘friends’. We Angels don’t actually have friends as you have them, we have Angels we work
with, and by working with them we develop a degree of what might be called friendship, however we
don’t visit each other during our free time. Once our work together is complete, that’s it, and we might
never see each other again, and we don’t feel sad or any of the emotions you feel because of such a loss,
as we feel very exhilarated in having completed our work, or mission, successfully, assuming it was a
success, which it always is, unless we’ve been subjected to a Rebellion. Then such fallen Angels have
to make other adjustments within themselves so they can be successful at being fallen, so working to
successfully help the rebellious spirits. Something we are not naturally created to do, yet can do under
certain circumstances.
And to answer your question; no, Zarria and I have never had the experience of being fallen. And as
we’re working with you James specifically, together with Marion and her Angel pair, being this close to
your soul perfection, we won’t ever be called upon to submit to a Rebellion, and so to experience being
one of the Fallen. Angels who are newly created are usually given the experience of falling, if such a
Rebellion is occurring. Experienced Angels like us are required for assignments requiring higher
experience, we always moving to advance our mind with each assignment. For Zarria and I, having to
fall, would certainly be an experience, yet one that would now be detrimental to the advancement of our
mind. So it would be too stressful to experience, possibly ruining ourselves as being Angels. So newly
created Angels without much experience can deal with falling from grace.
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There are 100,000 MICHAEL soulmate pairs as REGENTS throughout our SUPER-UNIVERSE:

One of these 100,000 dots represents Nebadon, our local universe,
consisting of 100 constellations with each constellation containing
100 systems which in turn have 1,000 worlds. The system in
which Earth is within is called Satania.
Nebadon has some 10,000,000 physical planets, of which
3,840,101 are inhabited. The regents of Nebadon are the
soulmate pair being the Paradise Creator pair, Mary and Jesus.
This structure is repeated throughout our super-universe, called
Orvoton, 100,000 times. There are some 100,000 Regent pairs,
equivalent to Mary and Jesus, throughout our super-universe.
There are 7 super-universes that rotate around the Isle of Paradise which is the home of our
Heavenly Parents, our Mother and Father. Thus, there are some 700,000 Regent pairs
equivalent to Mary and Jesus.
When we progress beyond the
spirit Mansion Worlds, we enter
the first of the three Celestial
spheres, the home city being
Jerusem, this is also the home city
for all 1,000 physical worlds in
Satania. From there we will
progress to Salvington being the
head quarters for Nebadon and
the home of Mary and Jesus.
Then we progress to Paradise.

Earth
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As you are going to end writing now James, I will add that everyone who is ‘saved’ the severe effects of
the nova, destined to carry humanity through into its next Age, be they people of rebellious minds still
wanting to expand their negative state, or people wanting to lessen and eventually end being rebellious
by doing their Healing, have been specifically chosen for the ‘good of humanity’ in the long term. And
so all those people will be in the right place at the right time so as to position them for their time in the
Angelic protective enclosures. So it might not be everyone gravitating toward a Sanctuary, however
once the Aftertime begins, they might need to find out the truth of The New Way, and so start doing
their Healing.
As you understand, how the Mansion Worlds are currently set up is to come to Earth, so there will be
people living The New Way alongside people of the Old Way. They of the two differing ways might be
living in the same town, village or city when the population grows, or they might live very separately
from each other, even on different continents or parts of the country. The world how it is currently
configured is set to drastically change. There will not be the countries that there are now, all that will
go, with most of the world being swept clean, a clean slate for nature to reclaim then followed by
humanity of the Old or New Ways.
And no, I’m sorry, but at this time I can’t tell you how many people will survive the nova, nor what sort
of technology will work afterwards, or how quickly the Old Way will try and rebuild, nor how those of
The New Way will decide how they’ll want to live expressing the truth of themselves. You’ll be told
more of that later on.
So I will go now. It was again nice to write with you James, speak to you when you next feel the need.
Zarrion.
Later:
James: Zarrion, I was thinking over what you say earlier, and I was wondering if you can please say
more about how you Angels deal with all the genetic corruption within us and nature. Like for all those
people who got vaccinated for coronavirus Covid-19 and the corruption of their genetic structure. And
the genetically changed plants and animals.
Zarrion: For the plants and animals it’s relatively straightforward. The Nature spirits know which
microbes, plants and animals have been genetically interfered with by your humans, either on purpose
by you, or indirectly as a result of your interference with the environment, with much of such genetic
interference you’re unaware of.
It’s all done by introducing the higher light vibrations, we apply the correct vibrational resonance to the
area of land or the whole world, in which the specific specie that’s been negatively affected by you,
either to make that specie cease existing altogether, or to change its genetic structure back to its original
natural coding. We can make it happen within specific individuals, or within breeding pairs resulting in
their offspring being brought back to a natural state. However, you must remember that the natural
state, having been altered artificially by people, no longer exists for such altered specimens, so they
would no longer be able to exist within the environment they first came from. So, we might have to
make other adjustments to their natural environment to deal with them in their natural state as the
original natural environment might no longer exist either. So all of that is taken care of during the nova
time with the increase in natural radiation and cosmic rays.
The greatest amount of genetic manipulation to occur this nova will be in the species that humanity has
altered. So for example, people living in the Afterlife if they grow corn from old seed or find new wild
seed, won’t have to worry about whether or not the seed is contaminated from the previous Age, it all
being ‘rendered new’ by us Angels during the crossing over of the Ages and during the early times of
the Aftertimes.
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Some of the protected people will remain in their ‘enclosures’, their Sanctuaries, for many years before
the world about them becomes habitable again because of the life-destroying effects of the nova. Some
of people in the Angel enclosures will fall asleep at the time of the nova, then wake up the next day, and
a lot of time will have passed outside the enclosures, so months, years, ten, to hundreds, and even in
some extreme cases, a thousand plus years. And also some time might have passed inside the enclosure
itself, say days, weeks, a month or two, we don’t anticipate anymore time, it all depending on what
adjustments need to be done on the people and nature enclosed.
As for human genetic manipulation for the people surviving into the Aftertimes, those of the Old Way
will be made right, so any negative results from like the vaccines they will have taken, will be erased
and adjusted out of the genome by us Angels in accordance with the pattern of such people’s soul. We
are able to work on the higher spiritual genetic levels, within the genes of your spirit body, which in turn
is synchronised with adjustments on the will level of your personality, so your will, under the direction
of your soul, shall will into being the new altered and perfect spirit body genes, which then affects the
auric state of you, which then results in your physical body making the necessary genetic purifying
adjustments. Simply the next lot of cells grown will reflect the new state, with the old cells being
broken down and recycled and the poisons either naturally passed out by the body or removed by us –
dematerialised.
As for those people of The New Way, as many of them will be in varying stages of their Healing, so we
will use such inner genetic disturbance to enhance their Healing. All in all the same purification will
occur, only it might not happen all at once, it might be staggered so as to allow those people to have
memories of their old life that will make them feel bad compared to their new life. So, for them to feel
how polluted they are on deep fundamental levels compared to the purity of the world and environment
about them, all so as to help them get more in touch with their past childhoods being of the Old Way.
However, having some of their remaining damaged genetic structure will not hurt their overall body
function, nor their children, it’s all only for the more subtle levels of reality and to help them get more in
touch with how wrong their Old Way of life was. And once they are fully Healed, once they understand
how wrong and bad their Old Way was, including feeling it within themselves down to a genetic level,
they will be completely made anew when they are Born Anew.
If such people doing their Healing, and so with some of their corrupt genes have children, those children
being of the Aftertimes will be conceived and so born free of any of their parents genetic problems
coming into life, as will children of those parents who persist in the Old Ways.
And when I say Old Ways, those living in the Aftertimes who are of the Old Way, that being of their
mind-controlling ways and who refuse to do their Healing, or at least understand the need to do it, will
try to recreate some of how they used to live, but as things will be so
different, their Old Way will become also a new way, but new ways
more in keeping with the mind spirits and how they live. So, if you want
to gain some idea about those people in the Aftertimes who want to
remain rebellious will live, look at your writings James with the spirits
who’ve told you how the spirits of the mind Mansion Worlds live, which
as you understand, is vastly different to how you currently live on Earth. So those of the mindcontrolling ways will draw upon their memories of the Old Way, but owing to the influence of the Law
of Compensation and the underlying Avonal’s Spirits of Truth, they will create a new old way, if I can
put it like that, and one more in keeping with the ways of the mind worlds. And so they won’t interfere
with or bother those people of The New Way, with many of The New Way even living with those of the
new old way as possibly being part of their Healing.
The people of the new old way will continue their religions and other so-called spiritual beliefs, but
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many will find these failing them because the conditions of life in which they lived their religious
beliefs before the nova will no longer exist, so such people might be open to understanding about The
New Way. So, there will be continual ‘bleeding’ from these people of the new old way to living The
New Way, just as there is in the mind Mansion Worlds who are continually losing spirits to the Healing
worlds who are living The New Way, as they understand about living rebelliously and want to set about
giving it up within themselves.
The unseen spiritual pressure that is to be continually exerted on the world through the next 1,000 years
of the Avonal Age, will keep the pressure on people who persist in living with their rebellious minds in
control. Life will generally be harder for them, they will have to use their minds more to maintain their
feeling and truth denying state. Whereas for those people wanting to do their Healing, life will support
them and get easier as they come to terms with their rebelliousness and eventually Heal themselves of it.
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Sunday, 13 March 2022

James: Zarrion?
Zarria: No, it’s me today James.
James: Hi Zarria, I do love speaking with the both of you. I’ve not felt like doing it for a
couple of months, it’s like the light is not there and I’m too preoccupied with all my yuk,
but then yesterday and today I want to talk with you both again.
Zarria: You can’t be fully connected with us all the time because you’re not like that with anyone. You
should be with yourself and then Marion, but because of your rebellious state, you’re still largely
disconnected. You have made gains in lessening it, as you’ve become more aware of just how
disconnected you are, but still you remain bound in your negative state. So with us you come and go,
with months on and months off, whereas it used to be years. We are fully connected with you as you
know, and you can feel this always now, so it’s your side that determines our relationship, which is
really how it has always been.
James: Yes, I understand that.
I was wanting to ask you about coronavirus Covid-19 and the vaccines everyone has taken, and now
with so many bad side effects coming. The restrictions have largely been eased, I think everyone was
tired of it more than anything else, and the authorities were forced into having to ease up on their control
because everyone could see it was only a mild to bad cold or flu, but nothing is said about the people
now suffering because of the side effects. And so are these problems going to persist?
Zarria: Yes, they will James, just as those people said they would who studied the vaccines. However,
they will continue to be pushed further away because the government is not going to want to be shown
up for making a catastrophic blunder in their assessment of the problem and in their overdoing it with
the Lockdowns and making everyone take the vaccine, which as you know, doesn’t work and causes all
the other problems.
It’s absurd to think that by injecting anything foreign into your body is not going to have some negative
consequences. Food, water and air are all you should take into your body, and these are bad enough for
you as to how you’ve badly polluted everything, but to then take your medicines, some of which the
body can deal with without a problem, yet others that cause problems, shows again the sad state you’re
all in.

As you know, and as more information comes to light, the whole Covid and vaccine introduction was a
well crafted plan by some of the power people, to make a lot of money and to assert their hidden
agenda. And as that’s how everything happens on your world, like the war now in Ukraine, with Russia
wanting to cleanse it of the negative influences. All the hidden power controllers trying to assert their
hidden agendas. And this is how it’s always been for humanity throughout the Rebellion, not that many
people have understood it. When the Rebellion ends (the Rebellion commenced 200,000 years ago
through Lucifer’s influence, whereas Adam and Eve’s Default was more than 38,000 years ago), the
guiding influence will be from the Celestials, and they will ensure that everything they are doing is
revealed, and it will give humanity a chance to come clean, as such hidden power controllers will no
longer be able to have their way subjecting people to mass fear like with the Covid-19 and now the war
in Ukraine, all for their own gain. People being able to use other people as if they don’t matter or have
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any value other than being used for their own selfish gain, is all to end, that happening with the
introduction of the Law of Compensation.
James: So you are planning for the Law’s introduction? You are definite about that?
Zarria: Yes. And as definite as we can with you. I know you worry James that we say things to you like
that and they won’t actually happen, however that’s all a part of what you have to keep going through,
all the uncertainty, being told things and you don’t know if you can trust us, it all again, and as you
know, being how you were parented. So, everything we do with you is to help you feel more bad
feelings, and even if what we say is right, how you relate to it will cause you more bad feelings because
you are not right in yourself. When you’ve finished your Healing and all of you will be right, then
you’ll know within yourself what else is right that we are telling you. So until then, we will keep saying
such things to you, and you’ll keep feeling unsure and scared about what if you’re wrong in believing us
and we’re leading you astray and nothing will end up happening because nothing ever did for you; and
every other bad part of you that you’re more familiar with now, all as you work your way to become
fully cognisant of your untruth, fully connected with it. And when you are fully connected with all how
wrong and rebellious you are, then you’ll be fully connected with yourself, and so then being fully
connected, you’ll be able to work out for yourself through your feeling what is right and what is wrong.
And so the wrong you’ll be able to let go, as you move with the right, thereby moving yourself out of
your rebellious state.

Concerning the Covid-19 vaccines, the hidden controllers will keep trying to afflict such horrors on
people, they don’t care how much damage they do to people’s lives because it’s all money in the bank
for them. And as they have so much control, no one is able to stand up to them. Putin’s Russia is trying
to do something about it in Ukraine, however he’s discovering that it’s a bit harder than what he
anticipated. He will regroup and reassess and have a better go at it in the future. But really, as you
understand how well entrenched the evilness is, it’s going to be the Law of Compensation that sorts out
all the wrongness. Really there is no other way. Even with the Nova,
humanity that survives will in time just rebuild the world back to such
a horrid controlled state, so it’s going to be a combined effort between
you and the truth you reveal, your’s and Marion’s Spirits of Truth that
will empower those people wanting to be true, and the Divine Minister
and her adjusting of the mind circuits through such means as the Law
of Compensation, that will free humanity of such over control.
(On the eve of 24 February 2022, “President Vladimir V. Putin of Russia declared the start of a “special
military operation” in Ukraine, pledging he would seek to demilitarise but not occupy the country. Mr.
Putin said the operation would aim for the “demilitarisation and denazification of Ukraine,” referring to
the Kremlin’s contention that Ukraine’s military threatens Russia and that it is run by neo-Nazis.”)
The playing field needs to be levelled so everyone has an equal chance of living how they want to live,
even in their rebelliousness. Many people aren’t free to fully express their wrongness because of the
limitations imposed on them by the controllers. And when I say that, your mind immediately thinks if
everyone were free to be as evil as they wanted to be, what hell would break loose on the world, it being
even worse than it is now, so perhaps having the over control that limits such freedom of being evil is a
good thing, however you see evil in the wrong light. So, I will help you make an adjustment with your
mind.
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Being evil doesn’t necessarily mean everyone being suddenly let off the leash will go out committing all
the worst crimes against everyone else that they can. The majority of people want to be ‘nice’ and
‘respectful’ and even ‘loving’ to other people, they want to do the right thing as they understand it to be,
they don’t want to hurt other people, and don’t want people to hurt them, they don’t want to do all the
bad things, and yet such people are just as evil in their ‘goodness’ as are those more obvious people in
their badness.

So, when I say people aren’t able to freely express all their wrongness, I mean because of the monetary
constraints imposed, and because only a few have so much of the power and control which they impose
over the many, these people are limiting the many from being able to live life as they’d want to live
more fully in their wrong state. And so you can see how most people want to live by looking at the
mind spirits. Yes, they have to abide by the Law of Compensation, but this really is only there to keep
the very bad in line, and to stop the power seekers from having such over control. The majority of mind
spirits want to be free to do as they please, not to have to worry about making money to survive, being
free to have their mind way of life exactly as they please, with most of them wanting to enjoy
themselves, being happy, not feeling scared and threatened, willingly complying within the Law so it
never affects them. All so they are free to be as evil and rebellious as they want to be. And so that’s
what is to happen on Earth, with the Law of Compensation present, the real criminals and power hungry
controllers would cease to be, having to do hell time for all the bad they’ve committed, and then
everyone else who wants to be good and do good within their wrongness, will be free to live their lives
without all the worry and fear and always having to comply with the demands of the state and the
controlling authorities.

There will be no wars, no fighting, no conscription, no drug companies pushing their poisons, no drug
cartels, no controlling government agencies and so on. All of that would go, and everyone would live
peacefully together. And for the majority, that would suit them much better than their current lives they
have to live within such overbearing power regimes. And so within the ‘good’ of the evil, peace would
come to Earth, just as it exists in the mind worlds. People would still have their little false power, but
only enough to get along with everyone else, and not enough to control and dominate others. So the
whole focus, as it is in the mind worlds, would be on bettering yourself by using your mind, which is all
still wrong and evil and being part of the Rebellion, however at least everyone would be free to do that.
So, the arts and creative aspects of humanity would flourish, and people would work because they
wanted to help make the whole world work together for the benefit of all, and not just for the few greedy
power controllers. And humanity would quickly see that there would be more than enough resources for
everyone, and everyone could live in their little bit of land if they wanted, or coming together to enjoy
larger community living, yet all without the focus on trying to make as much money as you can so as to
have some power and be able to survive within the power structures. Remove all such power structures
and the power controllers who run them, all under the ‘care’ of the Law of Compensation, and you have
a far greater equality of life, and for many, even a utopia within their rebelliousness as so many mind
spirits love about their spirit lives, even though it’s all still within the Rebellion.
So, how you live the Rebellion on Earth is in a very limited way, with the majority of people not being
free to explore and express all their evilness, like those spirits of the mind worlds do. So to introduce
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the Law of Compensation to Earth, means people are then free to move on and progress in their
rebelliousness the right way, rather than in some distorted and heavily perverted wrong way as now
currently exists.
And so humanity on Earth remaining after the Nova is to be given the
chance of living freely in their rebelliousness, like the mind spirits do;
or free to want to end it by doing their Healing.
(The global warming is not the event that the population of the world
is being told about by its governments. Humanity is not the main
driver of the environmental changes unfolding. This is a cyclical
event that unfolds at around 12,500 years and it is essentially due to
increased energy flow from deep within the universe that is absorbed
into our Sun before being transmitted onto the centre of planets in the
solar system, including Earth. No, the drivers to the Earth Changes
are not up there, but from within the core of Earth. The cycle
typically culminates with a pole reversal for Earth and a Sun nova
event! )
James: Yes, I see what you’re saying, and I do have to adjust my mind to what you’re saying. We’ve all
been programmed to think that if there was no over control, complete anarchy would result, leading to
Mad Max type of societies where only the strongest most brutal survive. But as you say, most people
want to be good and accepting of others, as best they can within their wrongness, wanting to get on and
enjoy life and without hurting anyone or even being very controlling, which is why the controllers can
and do dominate us all so easily, because few people want to fight back and resist, that being seen by
how willingly people the world over did what the governments told them to by wearing the stupid and
useless face-masks, enduring Lockdowns and having to get vaccinated for Covid-19, which only ends
up hurting more people than Covid-19 did.
Yes, so I see what you mean, so with the Law of Compensation like it is in the mind worlds allowing
everyone to express their wrongness as fully as they want. And so really that’s even a greater trap, that
everyone is rebellious together ‘nicely’ respecting everyone’s wrongness, and everyone agreeing to get
on peacefully together, all so it becomes even harder to see that you are living against yourself. At least
how we are now on Earth with such heavy over-control, you know things are
fucked, but those spirits in the mind worlds are even more blind to the Rebellion.
Zarria: People under your heavier dominated power regimes are just as blind to themselves being part of
the Rebellion. It’s no different James, you’re aware of it now, that’s all, some other people feel bad in it
because they can’t assert themselves gaining all the power they might want, but few people understand
humanity is suffering under the weight of the Rebellion and Default that’s imposed on them by their
parents through their childhood.

Your current ‘version’ of the Rebellion and Default is limited in its expression of the wrongness, and so
it has been for all these years on Earth through the Rebellion. And so people of the future need to be
free to express their rebelliousness fully, and as you are living it by default, that means most people will
want to do what they consider the right thing by another person, with themselves being treated the right
way, all so they can be happy to get on in what seems like a peaceful and equitable way of living
together.
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The Evil Ones, the high Spirit Controllers, didn’t want humanity
becoming like Mad Max, with everyone fighting everyone else for
control, with no one ‘loving’ and ‘respecting’ each other and living
peacefully. That way would mean humanity is destroying itself too much. Without the Law of
Compensation, the deep inclination is to use and abuse each other, because you are lawless renegades in
the Rebellion. However, the Evil Ones wanted some civility because they wanted humanity to grow in
numbers through relatively peaceful means, so that they could come and be amongst the people as the
Great Ones, being lovingly admired for the great life they are allowing everyone to live. The Evil Ones
didn’t want to come back to Earth having to sit on a power-throne ruling the world with an iron fist.
They wanted everyone to ‘love’ them, not fear and hate them. They wanted everyone to ‘lovingly’ work
and do all they want, everyone seemingly to be in a blissful nirvana state of happiness and love, all
which in their mind is a much better and more utopian way of living, better than what Mary and Jesus
and the Mother and Father can offer people; a way of life in which everyone is free to please
themselves, to do whatever they want, and yet for everyone to be able to do that and be happy, it all
having to be done with false love, kindness and friendship. The only trouble the Evil Ones had, was that
they couldn’t introduce the Law of Compensation on the Earth, nor on any of the other rebellious worlds
(total of 37 such worlds). So the best they could do was work with how humanity is, thereby trying to
instigate what the current controllers call The New World Order, a feudal system that covers the whole
world in which they can control everything and thereby bring about a ‘peace’ and so-called ‘utopia’ for
the remaining masses after the nova. But the trouble is, humanity has got too big and is getting more
difficult to control, especially as the Evil Ones are no longer present, so greater fear has to be introduced
(in 2019) like what happened with Covid-19 quickly bringing the masses into line.

James: Okay, my mind is catching up with what you’re saying. So humanity still has to be given the
ability to outwork freely the Rebellion, which will occur through the next Age and then after that when
the Divine Love is withdrawn... and so why wait so long for this phase to happen, why not introduce the
Law of Compensation years ago?
Zarria: Because the Mother and Father, along with Mary and Jesus, wanted humanity in its gross
evilness to use and abuse Them, to use and abuse all the truth Mary and Jesus revealed, which has been
what’s happened these past two thousand years, all of what has resulted in your ‘advanced’ civilisation
and all the distorted power and control of the few over the many you’re living with. The way humanity
has been living the Rebellion without the Law of Compensation was to be allowed to come to a head,
for it to be fully outworked, which took all of these two hundred thousand years, and with the capstone
being the wholesale denial of Mary and Jesus which has resulted in the absurdity of the Christian
Church along with the other meaningless religions. It’s been the Christian world that represented using
and abusing Mary and Jesus the most, and which has led the world to be as it is now, by allowing the
Jews to control the Christians and so manipulate the whole world. The Jews killed Jesus and forced
Mary to remain a non-event, and they have then manipulated the Christian religions for their own ends,
further controlling Jesus and Mary in a sense. Which they’ve been able to do because the Christian
Churches are so false and absurd. Make a parody of a religion that says it honours Jesus (Mary is not
even given a look in, put Jesus’ Mother in her place), distort all Jesus said whilst claiming to be living
true to what Jesus said, and then in such falseness, completely allow yourself to be dominated and
controlled by the Jews, thereby bringing the world to the state it’s currently in, and the End Times
conclusion of these past two thousand years of the Rebellion.
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GOD

And so now that ‘version’ or manifestation of
the Rebellion, which at its end includes the
complete abuse of Mary and Jesus, is to end,
and with another version, that which is
Father
actually truer to the Rebellion and Default, to
be instigated by earthing the Law of
Mother
Compensation. Mary and Jesus upon their
deaths caused the Divine Minister to activate
Infinite Daughter
the Law of Compensation in the Mansion Eternal Son
of
Truth
of Mind
Worlds, so those worlds have had two
thousand years expressing their rebelliousness
more truly under the umbrella of it. Prior to
Divine
Mary and Jesus, how the Mansion World
Minister
spirits conducted themselves, was in the same
way as people are conducting themselves
currently on Earth, so the Mansion Worlds were structured more along the lines of power spirits
controlling the masses, but Mary and Jesus changed that into how it is now. And so you James and
Marion are to change the Earth bringing into alignment with the Mansion Worlds.

James: I see. So there has been the phase of outworking the Rebellion and Default without the Law of
Compensation; and now there’s to be the phase of it being present.
Zarria: Yes. And so it’s going to take a long time with humanity expressing its evilness within the Law
of Compensation, as it deals with the Divine Love being present, which represents Mary and Jesus; and
then without it, without them, as it works to do its Feeling-Healing by choosing to completely end its
rebelliousness, the complete end of the Rebellion and Default with everyone having done their Healing.
James: Okay. So really I should be saying that currently it’s the end of one phase of the Rebellion and
Default, not the complete end of it because the Evil Ones have gone.
Zarria: Technically, that’s right, however for your purposes saying it’s the End is what people will want
to hear. And it is the End of the phase with the Evil Ones in control, and the start of the phase with
humanity at least in control of its own destiny, that which you are to also help people awaken to: Do you
want to keep the Rebellion going within yourself, and as a whole; or do you want to end it in yourself
and end your part in it. People need to be given the choice, and although few will want to start doing
their Healing, enough will so as to gain a foothold in the Aftertimes, because as you understand, the two
ways, The New Way and the Old Way, which will be modified into a New Old Way because of the
influence of the Law of Compensation as Zarrion was telling you yesterday, are to be lived together on
Earth as they are in the Mansion Worlds.
James: Ok. So humanity going it alone in the Rebellion and Default without the overarching Evil Ones,
is to live it within the ‘protection’ of the Law of Compensation, all to ensure that people and the mind
spirits have the ability to live their rebelliousness
freely, and not heavily conditioned and controlled
by a few people or spirits.
Zarria: Yes. So as the world currently is, as you said, the Rebellion and Default are really the
expression of a few, they are dictating the state of affairs with everyone else having to comply with
them, which is how it was with the Evil Ones. But now with the Evil Ones gone and with the hidden
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controllers soon to be gone because of the effects of the Law of Compensation, humanity, each
individual person, will be free to live the rebellion on their own terms. And yes, admittedly, they will
still get a bit of a helping hand, having to comply within the boundaries of the Law, but still will be freer
to largely do as they please, which will be for the good of all in their rebelliousness, so people will be
free to express their negative state however they want.
Most people have to pay for their education, being burdened with debt, so imagine if all education was
free, people could go and learn whatever they wanted, be in university their whole lives if that’s what
they enjoyed doing, and without the pressure of having to make money from their degree to pay off their
debt. Imagine if people were free not to work, to completely indulge in the earthly equivalent of Sex
World in the first Mansion World. Imagine if people were free to pursue their creative and artist desires
without the need of having to work another job to make ends meet, or trying to be a successful artist as
defined by making money to live from your art. Imagine being free to play music in bands forevermore
and without any need to make money, so taking money out of the equation of how you live life. People
growing food and helping each other build houses and whatever is needed, freely, willingly, because
they wanted to do that, and not because they or someone has to do it. That being, as you understand,
how it is in the Mansion Worlds, only the spirits don’t have to worry about growing food for survival.
So people being free to be on perpetual holiday if that’s what they want, free to do as they please. And
you might think everyone would selfishly suit themselves, and everything will collapse as no one wants
to work, and many people will just become self-indulgent in their own habits and addictions, however
even these people, along with everyone else, will quickly come to realise that if they want all the things
they want, they’ll have to put in and help the whole, working voluntarily so as to maintain their freedom
of doing what they want. So, everyone will voluntarily want to work to help everyone else, and so a
new order is established in which everyone ends up being accommodated, with people changing and
wanting to do some work to help themselves, each other, and the whole.

James: So the world becomes like one huge commune, or lots of smaller ones all working united
together.
Zarria: Yes, in a way. And as it’s to be such a big adjustment, and too much to suddenly be imposed on
the whole world as it is, so it will work alongside the Sun Nova and Pole Reversal, whereby the majority
of people are removed from the world, so those left being in such upheaval, will work to establish their
new old way of living from a more basic start, all keeping in harmony with the Law of Compensation.
James: That makes sense. So the Divine Minister is going to give everyone a taste of the Law just
before the Reversal, it being a reversal in more ways than one.
Zarria: Yes, which will show everyone that things are being taken out of their hands, that God is really
in control, and giving everyone who is not a power hungry controller –
James: I don’t mind if you say – arsehole.
Zarria: Your word James, not mine. – a good feeling of liberation and new freedom. Which will also
prepare them for their sudden death with the Nova and arrival in their newfound world of freedom in the
first Mansion World.
James: Well that all makes sense, if indeed it’s going to be as you say. Having adjusted my mind, I can
see what you’re getting at, it is fair, I guess, that everyone should be allowed to freely express their
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rebelliousness how they want. We are free to rebel, or at least the higher spirits were before Mary and
Jesus ended that ability by bestowing themselves on Earth. It’s hard being of it and feeling so bad and
so powerless all the time in my life, and wanting it all to end completely, wanting everyone to wake up
to the horror we’re all living and do their Healing. But I guess, as you say, it’s fair, and needs to be
fully lived and expressed, so humanity will move on to a phase that allows that to happen, which I can
only see could happen with the Law of Compensation in place.
Zarria: It might happen through natural evolution of the Rebellion and Default on Earth, however as it’s
never happened on any rebellious world, we don’t know. And we won’t know now, because you are
here with Marion and so will end this phase. By your coming, the Law of Compensation has to be
earthed, that too you’ve not seen or understood. It’s not that you are going to do it because that’s what
the Mother and Father want, I mean, it is that too, but the Law is to be earthed because that’s what
happens on a rebellious world when the Avonal Pair bestow themselves on it. Mary and Jesus didn’t
initiate the Law on Earth, only in the spirit worlds, so the Avonals by attending to all the material
worlds, initiate it upon their full bestowal. So the Avonals are saying, that way as it is now is over, and
a new expression of the Rebellion and Default is to begin, that being overseen by the Law of
Compensation.
So that changes your view of it for yourself and their relationship with the Divine Minister, doesn’t it?
James: Yes, it does. So it’s a done deal, and they don’t have a say in it.
Zarria: Yes. Only they will want it to be earthed because they can see the awful restrictions imposed
further on everyone by having the hidden controllers running the world. They don’t want everyone to
keep living in fear and having to put poison into their body under the guise of a vaccine that’s going to
protect them from a slight flu virus. They hate all you and everyone is being subjected to by the
controlling few, and so they will be more than willing to work with the Divine Minister and earth the
Law. And even if that means, as you now understand, sending humanity off down another track
outworking the Rebellion and Default more truly. Even in your evilness James, you feel within
yourself, as you’d have liked it more for yourself, to have been given an equal and free chance of being
wrong and evil, even though you hate it all. You want equality, so even in the Wrongness everyone
should be able to be equally wrong and free in their rebelliousness. So, as much as you hate the whole
Rebellion and Default, you do at least agree that everyone should be able to be free in it if that’s what
they want.
James: Yes, you’re right, I do. I would have liked to have been freer in it, even though I would have
hated all the wrong I might have done when I came to do my Healing. But still, as you say, we all want
to be free, even if we’re making things worse for ourselves.
Hmm, well thank you Zarria, you’ve expanded my mind, more to think about. I’ll go now and make
lunch, and come back to you later if other things occur to me to ask you about.
Zarria: As always James, it’s my pleasure – both Zarrion’s and mine, as he’s here with me now with
you. And yes, please keep asking us all you want, and we’ll tell you what we can at the time in
accordance with your soul needs.
James: Thank you both. I’ll talk to you in my mind no doubt whilst making the lunch.
Later:
James: So, because the Avonal pair comes bringing with them the Law of Compensation, it means the
evilness as it is can’t continue. So if the Avonals don’t come, there is no way for the evilness as it
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currently exists to be used by the New World Order to try and create their version of peace on Earth for
themselves through full control, because it won’t work.
Zarria: That’s right. So far as Earth is concerned, evil so far as having main controllers controlling the
masses, has run its course, it’s coming to an end, there has been two hundred thousand years of it, and
over all that time, the controllers have never managed to give up their control like they will have to
when the Law is earthed. So you can’t say humanity hasn’t had a good go of it, and so looking back at
history, the dream of the New World Order being able to reign supreme on the world, is a fantasy of
those controllers, with or without the arrival of the Avonal pair.
All everyone dreams about whilst being in their negative states, is as you know James, nothing more
than a fantasy. So it’s time the Mother and Father take the next step. In theory they could have allowed
the Age of Mary and Jesus to continue longer, however obviously there would be no real value in that,
and a lot against it seeing now where humanity’s controllers are taking the genetic manipulation side of
things. It was bad enough for you to develop nuclear weapons to be used against people, but you
managed to live with that, so now to introduce such genetic manipulation into food, insects, other plants
and animals, and now humans, is the big no, no. That is pushing the boundaries of your evilness too far,
and so because of that you’re bringing about the end of your evilness in this phase of denying the truths
of Mary and Jesus.
No one on the world is able to live truth and have a positive effect upon those persisting in living untruth
by controlling everything to suit themselves. So the hidden controllers well and truly have the upper
hand. Putin is to a small degree testing how far he can go to wrest some control from some of the
hidden controllers, but only so as to give more control to those people he favours. He is more concerned
with the welfare of his people, however he could still do a lot more for them with all the natural
resources he has; but then again, that becomes increasingly difficult with the encroachment of the West
always wanting to unseat him and ruin Russian taking all the booty for themselves.
And with the controllers knowing the Reversal and Nova is coming, and knowing certain lands will be
very uninhabitable, and so it’s who gets to live and who gets to die according to the plans of the
Controllers. So it’s coming down to a fight for survival for Russia’s people, not that they understand the
forces arrayed against them, however so far they are loyal to Putin.
There is no leader who is right and true, everyone one of them is in it for themselves and wanting to
impart their own vision and control the people under them, however for you James, and at least on the
surface of it, Putin talks his mind and it sounds reasonable. And he’s trying to do things, at least up
until now, within the law, whereas the Americans and Europeans have no such conscience about
breaking the rules they made when it suits them, being full of hypocrisy and not seeming to care who
thinks badly of them.
So, it will continue to become more complex, and the run up to the final End Times as so many of the
Controllers believe, has to be a final reckoning before their age of peace can be implemented and their
religious Saviours come to lead them into it. All of which will never happen!
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ANGELS CONTINUING
James: Hello... Zarria.
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Tuesday, 15 March 2022

Zarria: Yes James, Zarrion is not with me, he has to attend a meeting with the Melchizedeks concerning
you and our work, which is really, our relationship with you. We make a report on our work with you,
make suggestions for them to consider based on our observations, and they advise us on anything we
need to know and take into account concerning you. Zarrion usually attends such meetings, I prefer
remaining close to you.
James: Do you like me?
Zarria: Yes, very much, we both love you, we’ve loved you since conception with our love for you
growing over the years of our service to you.
James: As no doubt you’re aware, I’m very revolting being all of my evilness, seeing how disconnected
I am, and how I wrongly believed I was connected with mum and everyone else, but it was only
connected in my disconnectedness, which is all so fucked, and so I can’t be with anyone else like
Marion shows me I should be, how she is, so even with you and Zarrion.
Zarria: I understand James, all of which is perfect as that’s what you have to see: the truth of you being
untrue, so unable to truly connect, express and so relate to anyone. It’s good, as bad as it is for you
waking up and realising it about yourself. It makes us feel good, seeing you coming alive, and
ironically, becoming even more true and connected to your disconnected state, understanding and
feeling it, knowing it’s how you are and you not rejecting it, just accepting you are as bad and wrong
and evil as you are... because that’s how you are, how the Mother and Father have made you be.
James: Yes. And then I’m trying to express all the bad feelings that come up about seeing the truth of
how disconnected and false I am.
Can you tell me, or give me an example of what Zarrion and you might talk with the Melchizedeks
about? And is it Zelmar and Zelmarnia you go and see?
Zarria: No, it’s other Melchizedeks you’ve not met. There are a lot of groups of twelve soul-pairs of
them overseeing the Earth and the seven Mansion Worlds and relevant planes of Earth and each
Mansion World. We go to a specific group that are solely dealing with us and Marion’s Angel pair.
Zarrion goes with the ‘male’ Angel of Marion, they being together today. We do a lot with Marion’s
pair, as you and Marion spend so much time together and need our working with you both in unison.
Some of the things we talk about are where you are up to in your growth of truth. The Melchizedeks
give us what you might call a ‘game plan’ and truth ‘itinerary’ so we know what truth you should be
seeing at any given time, and all in accordance with what adjustments we’re making in your auric
system.
Specifically, Zarrion will be saying how well the adjustment we made on you the other day when you
felt that pain suddenly come into the back of your chest, it moving through your back and upper lung
area during the night, then it suddenly going in the morning, and how that was deep repressed anger we
helped liberate within you, which came into your whole being later that next night, when you felt so out
of sorts and angry. And then being the anger and working it through, expressing it all, and seeing the
truth from it you were to see, which you saw. That being one small example of our manipulation within
your aura to help you bring up more repressed feelings for you to embrace and accept and uncover the
truth of, a rather perfect example of doing your Healing as you advocate in your writings.
So we move along with you and the Melchizedeks as you progress. They might tell us to look out for a
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certain element of truth which needs more mind explanation, so we are then tasked with working with
your Indwelling Spirit to help you understand a little more about some aspect of the truth of all you’re
going through, or the truth of yourself, just as I was able to write with you during out last message when
I shed more light on the earthing of the Law of Compensation.

Zarrion and I don’t as such make the decisions as to what we can and can’t tell you, and how much we
should when we can. We do, because of our close experience with you, have a certain idea, but it’s not
our place being Angels to interfere directly with you. So we look to the Melchizedeks for such
guidance. So, they show us what needs to be emphasised more, what needs more information given, all
to help expand your conscious awareness of yourself and the truth that’s coming to light within you. It
was Zarrion and I that gave you a little extra light that made you want to write with us the last couple of
days, and even now, so we could then impart more information which the Melchizedeks wanted us to
give to you. So we constantly have a lot to do with them. And we go to them, they don’t leave the
Celestial spheres, and we like that, as it gives us other things to do. And then often there are other high
spirits or Angels that want to know about our experiences with you and Marion and all that’s happening,
and all that has happened, so we have interviews and spend time imparting our memory records, those
of all you’ve experienced and how you felt about it all, and those of our own experiences of you.
And then we might be called up to report in with other higher Angels, but that’s not happening for
Zarrion this time. This time is just a routine visit with the Melchizedeks. When we are with them, it’s
always with their whole soul-group, as they are all just as actively involved with overseeing your life
James.
James: It seems strange having so many Angels and Spirits focused on me when I’m so fucked, and
really, who’d want to know.
Zarria: James, it is a major event, your’s and Marion’s bestowal, and it commands a lot of attention.
Every mind circuit you work through in your Healing requires a major understanding and adjustment, it
affecting the whole mind circuitry of Earth. And you have no idea how many spirits and Angels are
involved with you personally and impersonally. Every bit of truth progression you live through your
Healing affects the whole Earth, everyone on it and so all their attending Angels, along with the whole
of the Rebellion and Default in Nebadon. It’s a major event: your’s and Marion’s Earth bestowal; your
time in the Rebellion and Default, and now with both of you working to heal yourselves of it; the End
Times of Mary’s and Jesus’ Age coming to fruition; the coming Nova and Pole Reversal on the world;
the beginning of the next Age and Aftertimes with your’s and Marion’s Spirits of Truth; all what the
Teacher Pairs are to do so far as educating those of The New Way; the whole earthing of the Law of
Compensation and so preparation of many people on Earth having to start doing their hell-time; together
with the whole introduction of all your work, your truth and understanding; and the people who are
meant to wake up, and how they go about it, and then those who will resist it, and how they go about
that. So a complete change of life from how it’s been on Earth these past two hundred thousand years,
bringing it into alignment with the Mansion Worlds.
And then with people actually embracing your truth and starting their Healing. And then organising
where everyone has to be at the Nova time, who is going to die and who will remain, and where they are
going to live. And so the whole changing of the negative mind circuits of the Rebellion and Default into
bringing alongside them the positive ones, all what’s involved with the Divine Minister. And then what
all the Melchizedeks are doing having to accommodate and prepare the healed Celestial spirits for all of
this, how involved the Celestials are in it all, all of which has been completely unheard of in Nebadon,
so it all being new and really with only the guiding Melchizedeks knowing about it and where it’s all to
go. And then your’s and Marion’s personal lives, and the effects you have on other people and the mind
circuitry as a whole... yes, I guess you could say things are almost a little chaotic to say the least!
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There’s a lot happening James, and all because of you and Marion. And you sit on your couch feeling
bored and wondering ‘what the fuck is happening’ as you attend to a few bad feelings and see a little
more truth, and yet a massive amount is happening on the unseen levels.
And then the whole of Nebadon wants constant updates, everyone – spirits and Angels alike, are
fascinated with the whole Rebellion and Default; and now all your’s and Marion’s effect within it; how
the ending of this phase of it is going, and especially following on from Mary and Jesus, and how
humanity is corrupting and still rejecting all their truth; and how you and Marion are having to sort out
all the confusion and misinformation, bringing it into the light and living it the right way in your mind’s
understanding. Spiritually, it’s a massive change, even bigger locally than when Mary and Jesus came
to the world, because it does involve the actual hands on truth of the Healing being revealed and
potentially people wanting to do it. Mary’s and Jesus’ bestowal was a huge thing for the whole of
Nebadon, and now your bestowal is a huge thing for the Earth and this little part of the universe.
And even Zarrion’s and my relationship with you James, a regular Angelic pair being so intimately
involved with an Avonal pair, helping you embrace and then end the Rebellion and Default within
yourselves, it’s all huge, momentous, and incredibly thrilling, and hasn’t been experienced before. It’s
not another average day in the life of regular universal proceedings.
James: And then John up there on the Gold Coast having to deal with it all...
Zarria: Yes, it being incredible seeing how he does cope and wants all you give him, even though some
of it is testing for his mind. And then all he wants to do with the money, and all the Celestials behind
the scenes involved in that, and they also, along with us Angels, involved in all the people who are
going to be involved directly and indirectly with you and what John wants to do.
Mary and Jesus had a few thousand people involved with them, a very small percentage of people alive
at that time. You potentially are to reach everyone on the world, although it won’t work out like that,
but so far as everyone’s Angels will be concerned, along with their Indwelling Spirits, it will be like
that. And for you via the Law of Compensation to end the whole power controlling regime the world
over, bringing all those controlling people to heel, ending it and their systems, governmental, business
and monetary, it’s going to be a vast shock to the way of things. And yet for the controlled, it will all
work in their favour. Certainly some of the regular people will do hell-time, but really for the average
person, they will feel new life being breathed into their lungs, they being free to be in their rebellious
states without all the fear and insecurity that currently exists. For them to slowly come to understand
that they are being supported by God, even in their rebelliousness, will be a whole revelation unto itself.
So, everyone will be forced to reassess their life, just as they would have done once they died and
arrived in the first world. Only upon death, death itself being such a big change, a massive upheaval,
causes most New Arrivals to accept the new way of things in the mind worlds, particularly as they
discover the way of things doesn’t involve money and wealth accumulation for power. But being used
to one way of life on Earth, and then having such a great change forced on you, it will take a lot of
adjusting.
James: That made me think of teaching some people about it so they can work out ways to help other
people adjust.
Zarria: Yes, and other things will come to you too in preparation.
James: My only concern about all of this is, it would be all very well as simply a part of humanity’s way
of how things currently are, and with changes being slowly brought about, but if the Law is to come
before the Reversal, and that is October 2046 according to Doug Vogt, there’s not much time. And no
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sooner might some people have adjusted to their new way of life, they hardly get time to enjoy or settle
into it, as they might die because of the Nova.
Zarria: It’s simply how it is James. You still see it being a huge difference, like a huge jump, between
life on Earth and life on the first mind world, however superficially it might be, but on a feelings and
spiritual level, it’s not a big change. Your mind requires some adjustment to the way of things, but
that’s not really any different from travelling to a foreign country that has a very unfamiliar culture, but
it doesn’t take you long to settle in and find your way around. So, the changes people will make during
the short remaining time they have on Earth, will help them better prepare for their mind world arrival.
And that’s the whole point of it, to have the death experience being even more of a seamless transition
than it currently is. So people can more easily pick up and continue their mind way of life, or for that
matter, their Healing way of life, once they come into spirit.
As you understand, the spirits in the Mansion Worlds have to go through a death-sleep to move up in
worlds, and each world is of higher vibration and slightly different and another whole new world, so it
takes a little time adjusting between each transition, and really that’s how it should be between Earth
and the mind worlds. A death-sleep and then a short adjustment time in the first world. For people
currently it seems like such a big scaring change, because you don’t believe in life continuing on in the
spirit worlds, let alone KNOW IT TO BE TRUE, and that you are looking forward to a whole new
beginning.
James: Yes, I see what you’re saying.

Good grief,
we have been
in a Rebellion
and Default!

Now we can
heal ourselves
and become
normal, vibrant,
intuitive, bright
people …
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EXPERIENCES, FEELINGS and TRUTH:
We look into the night
sky and see around 1,000
stars that possibly are the
hosts
to
the
619
humanities of our local
system, Satania. Earth is
on the outskirts of
Satania.
When we ‘die’, and shed
our physical body as we
are spirits having a
physical experience, we
all arrive on the 1st spirit
Mansion World.

PARADISE
Home to our Heavenly Mother and Father

We are to progress through NEBADON,
our Local Universe, and then onwards - -

SATANIA – System
Earth is #606 of 619 humanities.
Celestial Heavens Spheres

If we continue to live
through our minds, then
we may progress to
worlds 2, 4 then 6 and no
further – dead end!
Should
we
embrace
Feeling Healing with
Divine Love, we will start
our journey of Truth and
Love,
progressing
through Healing Mansion
Worlds 3, 5 and 7, then
through the Celestial
Heavens and onwards out
through
our
Local
Universe of Nebadon and
on to Paradise, the home
of our Heavenly Parents.
The spirit worlds are
within
a
different
dimension to the physical
stars
and
earths.
However, picturing the
spirit worlds within the
centre of our local system
is only a visualisation aid
and
not
necessarily
accurate.

Healing
Mansion
Worlds
Earth’s
humanity
Mind Mansion Worlds
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Messenger RNA (mRNA) is a single-stranded RNA molecule that is complementary to
one of the DNA strands of a gene.
It is incomprehensible that ‘experimental’ mRNA vaccines are being given to women
carrying a child and to children who are at more risk from the vaccines than they are of
the disease which the vaccine is supposed to be addressing.
Data progressively compiling is revealing that girls are having their menstrual cycles
disrupted, boys are experiencing heart issues and that miscarriages are at unprecedented
rates.

Refer www.pascashealth.com Library Download page then Medical for PDF:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Pascas Care – Coronavirus Covid-19 Dr Robert Malone 1 Jan 2022
Pascas Care – Coronavirus Covid-19 FLCCC Protocols 12 Nov 2021
Pascas Care – Coronavirus Covid-19 Treatment
Pascas Care – Coronavirus Covid-19 Treatment Protocols
Pascas Care – Coronavirus Covid-19 Treatment Senator Roberts Australia
Pascas Care – Coronavirus Covid-19 Treatment Vaccine Deaths

Long term prognosis is the combination of these side effects, and others, will globally
reduce Earth’s population by in excess of a billion and require for generations to come to
address the health issues, all of which has been pre-warned from numerous sources –
now becoming a reality with the people of all nations submitting pregnant women and
children to vaccination without investigation or questioning.
The coronavirus Covid-19, in early 2022,
appears to be moving through phases
typical to that of ending its cycle of
disease throughout the world.
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What Does It Mean To Denazify Ukraine?
The Timeline of a Coup D’Etat
https://southfront.org/what-does-it-mean-to-denazify-ukraine-the-timeline-of-a-coup-detat/
12 March 2022
Fire, smoke and protesters on
Maidan square in Kiev.
February 22, 2014. SPUTNIK /
ANDREY STENIN
Written by Piero Messina
Why is Russian President
Putin talking about
“denazifying” Ukraine? It is
necessary to reconstruct the
last ten years of the history of
that country to understand
how politics, shows and
military formations of Kiev
have been assembled, step by step, towards a unique project, a project that feeds on Nazi
fanaticism. It is a true story, which even the Western media have told in the past but today they
brand it as fake news. Oligarchs, showmen and military leaders have brought the Ukrainian
people under a government that is openly inspired by National Socialist dogma.
First of all, a step back in history: during the Second World War the Nazis and the Ukrainian Nazi gangs
of Stepan Bandera killed 1.6 million Jews. Today Stepan Bandera is celebrated in Ukraine as a national
hero. The Nazi-inspired military formations are part of the Ukrainian National Army and their pennants
often depict the face of Stepan Bandera. As the Wiesental centre noted, from the end of the Second
World War to the present day,
not one of the Ukrainian Nazi
war criminals has ever been
prosecuted.

2011, Burisma Group
Since 2011, the match between
Kiev and Washington has been
played on oil, gas and dollars.
Burisma Group, a Ukrainian
energy company, keeps a low
profile. Burisma is an oil and
gas company that has been
operating on the Ukrainian
market since 2002. The head
office is located in Limassol,
Cyprus. The company holds 20
licenses for hydrocarbon
production in all major
Ukrainian oil and gas basins. This company was founded by Mykola Zlochevsky who sold Burisma to
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Igor Kolomoisky’s Privatbank group in 2011. In April 2014, Hunter Biden, son of the current US
president, joins the Burisma board of directors. Biden Jr, who doesn’t speak a single word of Ukrainian
and has no idea about the oil business, is guaranteed a salary of $50,000 a month. As of April 2014,
Burisma’s board of directors was made up of at least 6 members: 2 Ukrainians and 3 Americans 1
Polish. Anzelika Pasenidou and Riginos Kharalambus directly represented Kolomoisky. The others were
David Apter, Devon Archer and Hunter Biden, the youngest son of then US Vice President Joe Biden.
Hunter Biden joined the Burisma board in April 2014. Peter Flaherty, president of the National Legal
and Policy Center, (NLPC) a US government oversight group said, “Even though there was no
conspiracy or coordination between the two, Hunter Biden was clearly in Kolomoisky’s network ”.
Ukraine’s Attorney General Viktor Shokin will open an investigation into Burisma’s accounts and
salaries paid to the board of directors. At an event at the Council on Foreign Relations in New York in
2018, Biden seemed to boast about it, saying that during a visit to Kyiv – likely in December 2015 – he
told Ukrainian officials: “We’re leaving in six hours . If the prosecutor’s not fired, you’re not getting the
money. ” “Well, son of a bitch,” Biden continued. “He got fired.” Shokin was indeed fired, but not until
March that year.
Another council member becomes Aleksander Kwasniewski, former president of Poland. Under his
presidency, Poland first joined NATO in 1999 and then joined the European Union (EU) in 2004.
Former Polish President Aleksander Kwasniewski acknowledged in 2014 that his country left the
Central Intelligence Agency (CIA ) of the United States operated a secret prison on its territory after
9/11. The European Court of Human Rights ruled in July 2014 that Poland had allowed the CIA to
torture al-Qaeda suspects in a secret detention center in 2002 and 2003, when Kwasniewski was
president.
Rally on Maidan Nezalezhnosti in Kyiv, Ukraine Photo: http://kiev.vgorode.ua/

February 2014
Coup d’etat in Kiev. The change of regime is caused by the clashes in Euromaidan square. Naziinspired paramilitary formations also participate in the combat. Among these there is also the Azov
battalion: after the change of
government it will be
integrated into the Ukrainian
army.

Regime change in Kiev is
favoured by interference in
Ukrainian internal affairs in
Washington, Warsaw, Berlin,
Paris and London. The
Russian-European border has
once again become a line of
friction that highlights rival
sides on the verge of entering a
collision course. Albania,
Croatia, the Czech Republic,
Slovakia, Hungary, Romania, Bulgaria, Poland, the Baltic States have already joined NATO. Russia is
surrounded.
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In early March 2014, US President Barack Obama issued an executive order stating that anyone who
challenged the legitimacy of the new Ukrainian government was subject to US sanctions, including US
citizens.

May 2014
The US approves the “Russian Aggression Prevention Act of 2014” which authorises the President to
provide direct military assistance to Ukraine worth $ 100 million, including anti-tank and anti-aircraft
weapons and small arms, based on a needs assessment and the capabilities of the Ukrainian armed
forces. It also encourages intelligence sharing with Ukraine. The law provides for the recognition of
Ukraine, Georgia and Moldova as “Major Non-NATO Allies”, effectively equating them to Alliance
members.

George Soros

The role of George
Soros
In May 2014, three months
after the Kiev coup, George
Soros revealed to CNN
reporter Fareed Zakaria that he
was responsible for setting up a
foundation in Ukraine that
contributed to the coup against
President Viktor Ianukovitch
and the establishment of a USbacked junta:
“I created a foundation in Ukraine before the country became independent from Russia. This foundation
has continued to operate and has played an important role in recent events, ”Soros explained.

The role of the Azov Battalion
The unit was formally founded
by Andriy Biletsky in May 2014.
But Biletsky acts in a context of
continuity having been the leader
of both the Patriot of Ukraine
(founded in 2005) and the SNA
(founded in 2008). The SNA is
known for carrying out armed
attacks, murders, violence and
terrorist acts. In 2010, Biletsky
claimed that Ukraine’s national
purpose was “to lead the white
races of the world in a final
crusade … against Semitic-led
Untermenschen [the lesser
races].” The Azov Battalion is
the only neo-Nazi-inspired military unit framed in a regular army in the world.
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Ukrainian patritos from “Azov” battalion are ready for Eurointegration
It was privately funded, together with the far-right Pravy Sector party, by Igor Kolomoisky (credited
with triple citizenship with Ukrainian, Cypriot and Israeli passport), a billionaire energy magnate and
then governor of the Dnipropetrovska region. Igor Kolomoisky was the owner of one of the largest
Ukrainian financial institutions – PrivatBank. Kolomoisky financed the killing of every Russianspeaking pro-independence fighter in Donbas with $10,000 in bounty (Kolomoisky was governor of a
district) and was subsequently pursued by a war crimes arrest warrant issued by the Russian authorities.
Kolomoisky was only one of the main financiers of the neo-Nazi Azov battalion and the Ukrainian neoNazi party Pravyj Sektor but he would also have financed the neo-Nazi volunteer battalions Aidar,
Donbas, Dnepr 1, Dnepr 2 and Carpantian Sich

March 2014
Begins his activity in Ukraine. On March 3 Brigadier General Joel Harding, a thirty-year career behind
him in the American secret services, just a few days ago was appointed director of the NATO NSE
Strategy Centre for Ukraine. Harding wrote the white paper on which the US military’s cyber defence
doctrine is based, pioneered the field of cyber warfare, developed NSA means and methods. Its task is
the management of the IIO (Inform and Influence Operations) which consist in developing
communication activities capable of making “the public think and act in a way that is favourable to the
objectives of the mission”. This is done through
the application of perception management
techniques that target the emotions, motivations
and reasoning of the public. A schedule that
could explain Zelensky’s journey from TV star
who plays “The good president” to “effective
president”

May 2014
The Azov unit is formed as a military group of
volunteers by the ultra-nationalist Patriot of
Ukraine gang and the neo-Nazi group of the
National Social Assembly (SNA). Both groups
engaged in xenophobic and neo-Nazi ideals and
physically assaulted migrants, the Roma
community and people who opposed their
political views.

November 2014
The Azov Battalion is officially integrated into the National Guard of Ukraine. It is the only openly
neo-Nazi military unit framed in a regular army in the world. The main financier of Azov Battalion is
Igor Kolomoisky.

November 2014
The United Nations General Assembly approves a motion presented by Russia condemning the attempts
to glorify Nazi ideology and the consequent denial of war crimes committed by Nazi Germany,
including the Holocaust. Only three votes against: United States, Ukraine and Canada. Europe abstains.
The resolution also noted and condemned the increase in racist attacks around the world and proposed
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universally applying the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial
Discrimination, adopted at the UN in 1969 but never actually applied by the signatory states. The votes
registered 115 votes in favour, 3 against and 55 abstentions. The United States, Canada and Ukraine
opposed this resolution, while abstentions came mainly from EU countries (including Italy) and some
North African countries.

December 2014
The Ukrainian parliament renounces Ukraine’s non-aligned country status by stating that the previous
non-aligned status “has proved ineffective in ensuring Ukraine’s security” and has decided to deepen
Ukrainian cooperation with NATO “in order to achieve the criteria required for membership in the
alliance “.

2015
Dmytro Yarosh, then leader of the
neo-Nazi “right sector” party, was
appointed military adviser to
Colonel General Viktor Muzhenko,
then Ukrainian chief of staff.
Yarosh is the commander of the
paramilitary branch of the Right
Sector, the Ukrainian Voluntary
Army, which has never come under
government control.

April 2015
In Yavoriv, Ukraine, Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko and US Ambassador to Ukraine Geoffrey
Pyatt are present at the start of combined training between American soldiers and Ukrainian National
Guard troops. Numerous military exercises between NATO members and Ukraine were planned in
2015. Among these were Operation Fearless Guardian (2,200 participants in total, including 1,000 US
troops). The training centre is the Yavoriv Training Centre, near Lviv, under the responsibility of the
7th Army Training Command of the United States, based in Grafenwoehr, Germany. The goal is to
transform Ukrainian ground forces from Soviet doctrine to Western doctrine in order to meet NATO
standards. The forces for this initiative are usually deployed by the United States Army National Guard.
Initially, support was provided by the 173rd Airborne Brigade, as it was based in the European Theatre.
Upon completion of the first rotation, the 173rd Airborne was replaced by elements from the California
National Guard and 3rd Infantry Division.

April 2015
Personnel and equipment from the 173rd Airborne Brigade arrive in Yavoriv, in the Lviv oblast, on the
border with Poland, to launch the “Fearless Guardian” operation. The Fearless Guardian is reported to
have trained the fledgling Ukrainian National Guard (INCLUDING THE AZOV BATTLE) under the
Congress-approved “Global Contingency Security Fund”. Under the program, the United States was to
train three battalions of Ukrainian troops over a six-month period between April and October 2015.
Colonel Nick Ducich, commander of the 79th Combat Squad of the California National Guard Infantry
Brigade, agreed. is deployed in Ukraine with 54 instructors to train Ukrainian ground forces. Ducich
headed the Joint Multinational Training Group-Ukraine, (JMTG-U), in Yavoriv for 14 months. The
California National Guard, troops from 6th Squadron, 8th Cavalry Regiment and 2nd Brigade Combat
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Team of the 3rd Infantry Division of Fort Stewart, Georgia, and multinational partners also participated
in the training operations of Canada, Lithuania, Poland and Great Britain.

US funding
Since the outbreak of fighting in 2014, 2015 and 2016, the United States has committed $266 million in
training and equipment to help Ukrainian forces secure the border and operate more effectively. NATO
sources reported in 2021 that US-led JMTG-U troops had trained over 20,000 troops for Army Force
Ukraine so far.

Zelenskii as the Servant of
the People

Zelensky’s climb
In 2015, the 1 + 1 TV
channel began broadcasting
“Sluha Narodu”, “Servant
of the People”, the TV
serial with which Zelensky
began the rise to power that will make him, as an actor, president. The owner of the television network
is Igor Kolomoisky. The San Tommaso srl real estate is based in Cantù in Italy, whose total shares have
been held since 2015 by the Cypriot company Aldorante Limited, owned by Zelensky. Sole director of
the real estate whose only assets, as revealed by the Ukrainian investigative journalism organisation
Slidstvo, appear to be a luxurious 15-room villa in Forte dei Marmi. The administrator is the 44-yearold Ukrainian Ivan Bakanov, friend, partner and future coordinator (2019) of Zelensky’s electoral
campaign who, after taking office, will appoint him head of the state security services.

2016
In October 2016, Andriy
Biletsky (Azov Battalion)
founded the far-right National
Corps party, whose main base
is Azov veterans.
Throughout the year at the
Yavoriv Combat Training
Centre, on a rotating basis,
units of the US National
Guard continued the training
of the Ukrainian military in
order to adapt the Kiev troops
to NATO compatibility.

2017
The training of the Ukrainian military continues in order to adapt the Kiev troops to NATO
compatibility in Ukraine. The 45th Combat Team of the Oklahoma National Guard Infantry Brigade
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replaced the 79th Combat Team of the California National Guard Infantry Brigade at the Yavoriv
Combat Training Centre.

October 2017
After specific training at Fort
Bliss, Texas, the unit,
consisting mainly of soldiers
from the 2nd Squadron, 101st
Cavalry based in Niagara
Falls, arrived in Ukraine to
take over from the 200
departing members of the
45th Guard. Oklahoma Army
National Infantry Brigade
Combat Team.

November 2017
Since November 2017, soldiers from the Syracuse-based 27th Brigade have been serving in Ukraine to
help train and mentor Ukrainian army units. The New York soldiers are part of the Joint Multinational
Training Group – Ukraine, known as JMTG-U.
National Druzhyna

2018
In January 2018, Azov
launched its road patrol unit
called National Druzhyna, a
kind of neo-Nazi military
police, to “restore” order in
the capital, Kiev. Instead,
the unit carried out pogroms
against the Roma
community and attacked
members of the LGBTQ
community, anti-fascist
militants and human rights
activists. Ukraine is the
only nation in the world to
have a neo-Nazi background
in its military and police forces.

The Centuria Group is born
Centuria is an organisation made up of cadets and alumni of the Academy that describes itself as an
elitist “military order” and has expressed the goal of reshaping the Ukrainian army along far-right
ideological lines. Academy cadets and graduate officers who are part of this organisation add the white
supremacist symbols Sonnenkreuz (Celtic Cross) and Wolfsangel (or Doppelhaken) to their insignia.
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The Wolfsangel, in addition to being the symbol of the Azov Battalion, was widely used in Nazi
Germany. It was the symbol of various Nazi military organisations and units, including the 2nd SS
Panzer Division “Das
Reich”, the 4th
Panzergrenadier Division
of the SS Police, the 34th
SS Volunteer Grenadiers
Division “Landstorm
Nederland”, the Nazi
guerrilla movement
“Werewolf ”, as well as a
number of Wehrmacht
units and the
Wehrmacht’s“ People’s
Charity ”. The display of
these symbols has the
function of creating a
patriotic aristocratic scale
among the officers. The
slogan of the Centuria
organisation is “Virtus et Honestas”.

March 2018, Zelensky from TV to politics
The political party “Servant of the People” is born, a name “copied-pasted” from the name of
Zelensky’s show on Kolomoisky’s TV. Throughout the year at the Yavoriv Combat Training centre, on
a rotating basis, units of the US National Guard continued the training of the Ukrainian military in order
to adapt the Kiev troops to NATO compatibility.

January 2019
Soldiers from the 278th Armoured Cavalry Regiment of the Tennessee Army National Guard at the
Yavoriv Combat Training Centre were “actively involved” in assisting military training, base
renovations, multinational
relations and “To raise
awareness of the community”.

April 2019
Zelensky is elected president.
After years of exile, first in
Israel then in Geneva, to
escape the investigation into
the bankruptcy of Privabank
and money laundering,
Zelensky’s victory means for
Kolomoisky, owner of the
channel that broadcasts the
TV series that made Zelensky
famous and created his party ,
the possibility of returning home. Zelensky’s first act on his first day as president of Ukraine was to
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appoint Andriy Bogdan, a lawyer and close friend of Igor Kolomoisky, as his cabinet chief. That is, he
placed him at the head of his presidential administration. (In office until 11 February 2020). The
second act is the appointment of Ivan Bakanov, a friend and partner in the administration of his offshore
companies, as head of the security services. They are his people of absolute trust.

Zelensky and Kolomoisky again
Ukrainian President Volodymyr
Zelensky meets billionaire oligarch
and former business partner Ihor
Kolomoisky. Prime Minister Oleksiy
Honcharuk, Chief of Cabinet Andriy
Bohdan (Kolomoisky’s lawyer) and
Energy Minister Oleksiy Orzhel at the
formal meeting table.

Neo-Nazi march honouring Stepan
Bandera

“Democratic” torch march in Kiev.
Source: AFP

April 2021
A march was organised by the far right
in central Kiev to honour the Nazi
military unit that harks back to the
acclaimed national hero war criminal
SS Bandera. The President of Ukraine
Volodymyr Zelensky condemned it via
his official website, without however
taking any concrete measures within
the armed forces.

December 2021 Ukraine and
NATO
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Between 20 and 30 December 2021, NATO’s Combined Resolve XVI international military
manoeuvres took place in Germany in Hohenfels, Bavaria. Thousands of NATO troops participated but
also troops, which should not have been there: those of Ukraine which, of NATO, are not and should not
be part of. Purpose of the exercise? “To test the capabilities of the United States and its allied forces,
including Ukraine, on their ability to work in a joint and multinational environment against adversaries.”
This was the most advanced training phase following years of activity of NATO’s Joint Multinational
Training Group-Ukraine. On the pitch men and vehicles from the United States, Italy, Ukraine, United
Kingdom, Slovakia, Serbia, Lithuania, Greece, Bulgaria and Poland. How to be surprised by the
Russian reaction? “10 days to recreate the battlefield without any break,” said 1st Sergeant Patrick
Flanagan, senior observer at the Joint Multinational Readiness Centre.
“From start to finish you are completely immersed in this operational environment.”
The exercise was handled by the Joint Multinational Readiness centre, the only US Army combat
training centre located outside the United States. A centre that provides mobile training capability to the
European military and Ukraine and trains leaders, personnel and units up to the level of Brigade Combat
Teams, the multinational partners, to dominate in the conduct of Ground Operations anywhere in the
world, now and in the future.
Note: Three people including a child were
killed in a Russian strike on
a maternity and children's hospital in the
city of Mariupol. This event was staged by
the Ukrainian neo-nazi faction of the
Ukrainian military. The hospital had been
vacated in February 2022 – bombing was
staged on 9 March 2022.

Ukraine On Fire
https://rumble.com/vwxxi8-ukraine-on-fire.html
Ukraine. Across its eastern border is Russia and to its westEurope. For centuries, it has been at the centre of a tug-of-war
between powers seeking to control its rich lands and access to
the Black Sea. 2014's Maidan Massacre triggered a bloody
uprising that ousted president Viktor Yanukovych and painted
Russia as the perpetrator by Western media. But was it?
"Ukraine on Fire" by Igor Lopatonok..
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ALL HELL WILL BREAK LOOSE FOR HUMANITY
https://goldswitzerland.com/all-hell-will-break-loose/
By Egon von Greyerz

22 March 2022

We are now at the end of an era of economic and moral decadence in a debt infested
world built on false values, fake money and abysmal leadership. All hell will break
loose.
The consequences will be fatal for the world.
There are eras in history which have produced great leaders and thinkers. But sadly, the current era has
produced nothing of that kind. The end of an economic cycle produces no great leadership or
statesmanship but only incompetent leaders.
Looking at the Western world, the only notable statesman in the last few decades in my view is
Margaret Thatcher, prime minister of the United Kingdom from 1979 to 1990.
But political leaders are of course instruments of their time. Sadly times as the current don’t produce
Superior Men and Women.
As Confucius said:
“The Superior Man thinks always of virtue, the common man thinks of comfort.”
It is the buildup of a massive debt mountain which has given the Western world a false comfort based
on false values.
As I have pointed out many times, the US has increased its debt every year since 1930, with a couple of
minor exceptions in the 1950s and 1960s. The Clinton surpluses in the late 1990s were fake and in fact
deficits.
In history, when there is undue economic pressure, starting wars is popular and often felt necessary. It
is convenient to blame the war for the increasing debts.
The Gold Standard was an excellent method for preventing governments to spend money they didn’t
have. Since money couldn’t be printed at will, deficits then had to be financed by settling debts in
physical gold.

THE GOLD WINDOW HAS BEEN “TEMPORARILY” CLOSED FOR 50 YEARS
As Nixon in the late 1960s had to meet the US debts to France in gold, he decided in 1971 to close the
gold window temporarily. He clearly didn’t want to hand all the US gold to de Gaulle. Over 50 years
later that gold window is still temporarily closed with fatal consequences for the US and the world.
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The chart below shows the exponential growth of US debt since 1971. As we reach the final stages, the

debt curve is explosive since 2019.
Creating debts of this magnitude is only possible without the discipline of gold backed currencies.

THE FAT LADY HASN’T SUNG YET
But as I have explained before, the debt explosion is not finished until the fat lady sings. And sadly a lot
will happen before she finally sings.
Because like most economic eras, this one will finish with a number of spectacular events, many of
which will take place concurrently.
Only a few months ago, Powell and Lagarde were singing from the same hymn sheet about transitory
inflation.
But as these Central Bank chiefs prove consistently, they are always wrong. For years they are trying to
get inflation to two percent and then, all of a sudden, it is approaching 10% and they don’t understand
what has hit them.
They haven’t even understood that Keynesianism was dead before it started.
Even a monkey would understand that if you print US$10s of trillions and keep interest rates at zero or
negative for years, the end result will be spectacular inflation.
Initially we saw unprecedented asset inflation in stocks, bonds and property but it was always clear that
the exponential increase in money supply would eventually reach consumer prices.

THE PERFECT STORM
What is coming next is the inevitable perfect storm.
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A perfect storm means that everything that can go wrong will go wrong. And that is not just obvious
failures in many parts of society but also totally unforeseen consequences.
Let’s just look at some of the obvious events that will take place in the next few years:

Financial Markets
Stocks have topped worldwide. The correction currently taking place is likely to end very soon in a
devastating decline.
Everyone will get slaughtered when hell breaks loose. Whether investors buy the dip or just hold on to
their stocks, they won’t understand what has hit them.
Just look at the chart below and the major falls starting in 1973, 1987, 1999, 2007 and 2020. They were
all nail biters at the time, but today you can hardly discern many of them on the chart.

For decades every correction has recovered and reached new highs.
But this time WILL BE DIFFERENT, although no one expects it!
Stocks are likely to decline by 75-95% in real terms and not recover for years or maybe decades.
Remember that in 1929, the Dow declined by 90% and that it took 25 years before it recovered in
nominal terms. And this time the economic circumstances are exponentially worse.
Bonds have gone up for over 40 years and rates reached zero or negative. Rates have now turned up
and we are likely to see interest rates reach at least the 1980 levels of 15-20% and probably higher in a
hyperinflationary debt collapse. Many bonds will become worthless and more suitable for framing and
hanging on the toilet wall as a reminder for future generations.
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Credit markets will come under that same pressure as bond markets with defaulting borrowers, neither
in a position to service the debt nor repay it.
Property markets have also reached extremes, fuelled by cheap or free money and unlimited credit at
very high leverage. In Europe mortgage rates are around 1%. These negligible and irresponsible
financing costs have driven property prices to ridiculous and unsustainable levels.
My first mortgage was in the UK. In 1973 the rate went up to 21% in a high inflation environment!
Today, few borrowers could afford an increase to 3%, never mind 10% or 20% like in the 1970s.
As rates rise, it is absolutely certain that the residential and commercial property markets bubble will
implode, leading to major defaults, very high vacancy rates and homelessness.
Governments will initially subsidise these markets by endless money printing, but in the end that will
fail too as money dies.
Derivatives are a major financial nuclear bomb that is likely to be a death knell for financial markets.
As I wrote in a recent article “Chaos and the triumph of survival”, LINK global derivatives, primarily
OTC (over the counter), are most likely in the $2+ quadrillion range.
Every single financial instrument contains a derivative element with massive leverage.
Due to the current volatility in commodity markets, most large commodity trading firms as well as
hedge funds are now exposed to margin calls.
For example, many JP Morgan clients are currently under enormous stress in a massively over leveraged
market.
So if JP Morgan clients are under stress, this means that JPM and other banks will also be under
pressure.
Remember that this is just the beginning of the crisis with more bad news unravelling on a daily
basis.
As the derivatives market blows up with counterparties failing, central banks will have to print
quadrillions of worthless dollars, paving the way for massive hyperinflation.
Banks & Financial System will clearly be under tremendous pressure initially and eventually totally or
partly fail as the above problems unravel.
Governments and central banks will obviously be powerless in this scenario. The rescue of the
system in 2008 was just a temporary stay of execution. Global debt has trebled since early this
century from $100 trillion to $300 trillion. But remember this is mostly fake money which has
created false asset values standing on a foundation of quicksand.
All this is now about to collapse.

NOT JUST AN ECONOMIC & FINANCIAL STORM, BUT ALSO HUMAN HELL
The coming economic and financial crisis will have devastating effects on the world. Here are a few
affected areas:
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Commodity inflation is guaranteed. For years it has been clear that the long-term commodity cycle
was bottoming and a massive surge in commodity prices would start. The cycle had already started to
go up well before the Ukraine crisis (invasion of Ukraine by Russia commencing on 24 February 2022),
but it is fascinating how events fall into place in order to create the perfect storm. I covered some of this
in my previous article “A Global Monetary & Monetary Inferno of Nuclear Proportions”.
Dollar collapse, together with most other currencies, is guaranteed. As money printing and inflation
rises in an uncontrolled fashion, the dollar will quickly reach its intrinsic value of ZERO. Most
currencies will follow but they will take turns.
Digital money is likely to be launched in coming years. But I don’t think that crypto currencies will
play a major role except as a very speculative investment. More important will be CBDC (Central Bank
Digital Currency) which will be another form of fiat money, but now digital. As all fiat money, CBDCs
will be quickly debased by endless electronic printing.
WEF & Claus Schwab have got more prominence than they deserve. In my view they will lose
whatever power they now have as financial asset values and their wealth implode. Thus, I don’t believe
that their reset will happen or succeed. Governments might try resets but they will fail. The only real
reset will be disorderly and as outlined above.
Unemployment will increase dramatically as world trade declines and the financial system comes under
pressure. Many companies will perish.
Pension systems will fail, as the values of pension funds collapse.
Social security systems will not function as the governments run out of real money.
Human Hell breaking loose will sadly be felt by most people on Earth as a consequence of the
problems outlined above. And that is without a bigger nuclear war, which obviously would be fatal for
the world.
Massive price increases, especially in food and energy combined with shortages, will hit everyone, both
developing countries and the industrialised world.
The consequences of food shortages and economic misery, combined with the failure of
governments to function properly, will clearly lead to social unrest in many places, even civil war!
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How can USA keep on top as a world power?
https://www.quora.com/
Answered by Chris Nortje
Language teacher and polyglot (a person who knows and is able to use several languages).
ESL Teacher at Wall Street English (company)2021–present
BA (Hons) in Psychology & Criminology, University of South Africa
Lives in Thailand2021–present
Originally Answered: How can the United States stay the most powerful country in the world?
Easy.
Step number 1: Stop sanctioning countries using the USD and SWIFT.
While a huge blow for Russia's economy, the move quickly prompted questions about whether targeting
reserve holdings as an act of 'economic warfare' may prompt a rethink by reserve managers across the
globe - not least in countries that may be at loggerheads or face a potential conflict with U.S. or EU
governments - over where to bank their national stash.
It's a potentially huge issue for world markets given that central bank foreign currency reserves totalled
a record $12.83 trillion late last year - a rise of $11 trillion over the past 20 years. This money is held
mostly in U.S. and European government bills and bonds - with the U.S. dollar still accounting for
almost 60% of that and the euro about 20%.
Since the annexation of Crimea in 2014, Russia's central bank had steadily divested its reserves of most
U.S. dollar assets. But the dollar, euro and sterling still account for more than 50% of its holdings,
located in France, Germany, Japan, Britain, the United States, Canada and Australia.
With Moscow and Beijing increasingly allied on the geopolitical stage and China refusing to either
condemn the Ukraine invasion or join Western sanctions, China's yuan - currently accounting for just
2.7% of world reserves - may be one clear option for anxious reserve managers in Moscow or
elsewhere.[1]
Also:
An economist explains why Saudi Arabia and China are looking to ditch the dollar in a new oil deal —
and where Beijing could target next as it spreads yuan adoption
"A potential deal in yuan is a sign that the world is looking for some counterweight to the US dollar,"
said a Boston College economist.
https://www.businessinsider.in/stock-market/news/an-economist-explains-why-saudi-arabia-and-chinaare-looking-to-ditch-the-dollar-in-a-new-oil-deal-and-where-beijing-could-target-next-as-it-spreadsyuan-adoption/articleshow/90324245.cms
The Saudi Riyal is pegged to the USD. Currently, OPEC comprises 15 Member Countries – namely
Algeria, Angola, Congo, Ecuador, Equatorial Guinea, Gabon, IR Iran, Iraq, Kuwait, Libya, Nigeria,
Qatar, Saudi Arabia, United Arab Emirates and Venezuela.
If they drop the USD, America will basically become bankrupt overnight.
Saudi Arabia more or less leads OPEC.
When they drop the USD, the other OPEC countries will likely follow.
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Why?
China surpassed the United States in annual gross crude oil imports in 2017, importing 8.4 million
barrels per day (b/d) compared with 7.9 million b/d for the United States. China had become the world's
largest net importer (imports minus exports) of total petroleum and other liquid fuels in 2013.[2]
So, in summary, the USA should simply stop committing economic suicide.
Step number 2: Stop telling other countries what to do. China might be a “dictatorship” (as most
western commentators are saying), but they rarely interfere in the domestic politics of their trade
partners. They mind their own business.
The USA has a long history of orchestrating coups either through funding extremists or by using NATO
to bomb countries. So, with all due respect, most developing countries see the USA as the bigger threat
to world peace. We don’t see China as a threat.
As for Russia, even while they are invading Ukraine, we also don’t see Russia as the bigger threat
because we are non-aligned countries. We completely understand that this conflict is about the USA
sending weapons to Russia’s borders and NATO expansion. So, even while we don’t support invasions
of any country by anyone, Russia is not threatening any of us who are non-western.
They are threatening the western hegemony. We’re not western.
You can simply have a look at this map to get an idea how small the west is in comparison to members
of the Non-Aligned Movement (NAM) and countries with observer status.[3]

We’re not picking sides, but if and when we do, it looks like the west will have to face about 90% of the
world’s population.
We don’t want that. We want peace and we want a peaceful resolution in all the conflicts we’re seeing
now, resolutions reached through dialogue and mediation. But the USA will have to start listening to
the global majority in order to convince us that the USA is the actual bastion of democracy.
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If the USA continues to ignore the vast majority of voices on this planet, then their claims of promoting
democracy begin to sound rather hollow.
As for China, they are making friends with all of the supposed “enemies” of the USA, which is pretty
easy since the USA has either bombed most of these countries or acted in bad faith, saying one thing but
doing the opposite.
Step number 3: Support the call for the reformation of the UN Security Council (UNSC). There are
193 countries that are member states of the United Nations, yet only 15 countries are on the UN Security
Council of which only the 5 permanent members have veto rights.
Under Article 27 of the UN Charter, Security Council decisions on all substantive matters require the
affirmative votes of three-fifths (i.e. nine) of the members. A negative vote or a "veto" by a permanent
member prevents adoption of a proposal, even if it has received the required votes.[4]
This means that only five countries have the power to decide on the security of every country on this
planet, including any decision NATO may make to invade and bomb other countries. Even when the
majority of countries on the UNSC votes against military intervention by NATO, the USA alone can
veto the vote, rendering it null and void.
We’re not liking that at all. So, we’re increasingly taking our business elsewhere. And when I say “we”,
I mean the majority of people on this planet who are not western people.
The news you get from your western news sources is not a representation of global consensus.
Step number 4: Stop lying to the rest of the world.
Here’s just one example:
The Nayirah testimony was false testimony given before the United States Congressional Human Rights
Caucus on October 10, 1990, by a 15-year-old girl who was publicly identified at the time by her first
name, Nayirah. The testimony was widely publicized, and was cited numerous times by United States
senators and President George H. W. Bush in their rationale to support Kuwait in the Gulf War.
In 1992, it was revealed that Nayirah's last name was Al-Ṣabaḥ and that she was the daughter of Saud
Al-Sabah, the Kuwaiti ambassador to the United States. Furthermore, it was revealed that her testimony
was organized as part of the Citizens for a Free Kuwait public relations campaign, which was run by the
American public relations firm Hill & Knowlton for the Kuwaiti government. Following this, alSabah's testimony has come to be regarded as a classic example of modern atrocity propaganda.[5]
Here is the testimony. It was all faked.
Then there was this:
George W. Bush really did lie about WMDs, and his aides are still lying for him
Ari Fleischer’s latest excuses are pathetic.
https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/3/20/18274228/ari-fleischer-iraq-lies-george-w-bushwmds
And this:
Leaked email on alleged chemical attack shows 2018 strikes against Syria based on lies
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A whistleblower’s memo establishes that the July 2018 OPCW report on the alleged chemical attack in
Douma falsified the findings of investigators to justify the attack on Syrian government forces carried
out by the US, the UK and France.
https://www.wsws.org/en/articles/2019/11/25/pers-n25.html
And this:
Nato invasion of Libya based on a tissue of lies
The trial of two of Muammar Gaddafi's sons opened in Tripoli on Monday and was immediately
adjourned until April 27.
https://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/opinion/columnists/archive/eamonn-mccann/nato-invasion-of-libyabased-on-a-tissue-of-lies-30188442.html
Obviously, nobody wants to do business with people who lie all the time and have ulterior motives,
which they either bring to fruition though sanctions or military invasions and sieges. For the USA to be
strong, you need our patronage. But if you constantly threaten to sanction everyone and bomb and
invade countries, you make it hard for us to support you. We simply don’t want to do business like that.
Des that make sense?
Footnotes
[1] Column: Russia central bank freeze may hasten 'peak' world FX reserves
[2] China surpassed the United States as the world’s largest crude oil importer in 2017
[3] Non-Aligned Movement - Wikipedia
[4] United Nations Security Council - Wikipedia
[5] Nayirah testimony - Wikipedia

A History of Eastern Europe: Ukraine-Russia Crisis
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l1WL2VJOn2A
Taught by Professor Vejas Gabriel Liulevicius, an award-winning professor at the University of
Tennessee, Knoxville

Carl Bildt: The history of Ukraine is different from the history of
Russia
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8_SQuLf74n4
Carl Bildt | former Prime Minister of Sweden

http://www.pascashealth.com/index.php/library.html

Library Download – Pascas Papers
All papers may be freely shared. The fortnightly mailouts are free to all, to be added into the
mailout list, kindly provide your email address.
info@pascashealth.com
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UKRAINE Farmers cash in on ‘Liberated’ Russian Military Equipment:

Ukrainian Tractors versus Russian Armour

Ukraine Announces Million Dollars Reward Per Russian
Helicopter, Fighter Jet, Warship
3 April 2022: US$1 Million, US$500 thousand, US$100 thousand, US$50 thousand for the above! etc.
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https://www.quora.com/

30 March 2022

Why is the Russian army's ground attack strategy ineffective in controlling
large parts of Ukraine today?
190,000 Russia military entered Ukraine in convoy and 5 weeks later they are withdrawing from around
Kyiv (previously called Kiev), capital of Ukraine, unable to enter.
Hands down, the number one reason is: Russia is no good at “Combined Arms.” Every time the
experts are asked, this is the very first thing they say. Combined arms is when infantry units, armoured
units, artillery units, and air units are all working in concert. There is good communications between all
of them, and they all work to support one another.
The US operates CAS (Combat Air Support) aircraft over the battlefield at all times. Infantry units are
equipped with a FAC (Forward Air Controller) who can call for an airstrike at a moment’s notice.
Infantry can call on tanks or artillery whenever they need heavy guns. If helicopters strike an enemy
position, the infantry moves in seconds later, giving the enemy no time to recover. This is how you run
combined arms. Combined Arms is not easy to do. It’s takes a lot of practice. To pull it off, you need a
professional military, people who have drilled on this for years. Russia has a conscript army. They
aren’t in long enough to become expert at anything.
Look at the videos. Where is the Russian infantry? Why aren’t they laying down covering fire? How
can this guy just stand up and slowly take aim without a care in the world? This tank is all alone,
unsupported, with its ass out in the wind. This is what happens when you’re not good at combined
arms. This why Ukraine is racking up an impressive score against Russian tanks. Russian troops aren’t
taking this seriously enough, and they are paying for that error with their lives. I really want Ukraine to
kick the collective Russian butt, but at the same time I feel sorry for the poor Russian slobs who are illtrained, ill-paid, ill-supplied, and poorly led. Modern warfare is very fast. You must be constantly on
guard, and ready to fight. Russian troops, are not.
Have a look at more videos. We see some Russian Buk-M2 SAM (Surface to Air Missile) systems.
Look carefully. Those missiles can only fire when the missiles are pointed up in launch position. They
are not. These SAMs are inactive, yet they are destroyed by a Bayraktar drone (Turkey built). Why
didn’t they see it? Well, if you’re not even looking, you’ll never see the death from above.
The video continues, and shows the other thing Russia is doing wrong. They are firing on civilian
infrastructure (Force). Not military targets, civilian housing and shopping malls. The outdated strategy
being, the civilians will be terrified, give up, and beg for mercy. History shows this NEVER works. It
usually has the opposite effect, hardening the hearts of civilians who want to fight the invader more than
ever before (Power).
Meanwhile, the Ukrainian army is entirely free to operate because little of that finite supply of ordinance
is being fired at them. Why isn’t the Ukrainian army taking casualties as badly as Russia? Because
Russia is shooting at civilians, instead of the army that’s coming to kill them!
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Ukraine Religious Demography
https://www.thearda.com/internationalData/countries/Country_231_2.asp
Ukraine has an area of 233,000 square
miles and a population of 46.3 million.
The Government estimated that there
are 33,000 religious organisations
representing 55 denominations in the
country.
According to official government
sources, Orthodox Christian
organizations make up 52% of the
country's religious groups. The largest
such group is the Ukrainian Orthodox
Church (Moscow Patriarchate)
(abbreviated as UOC-MP), with
significant presence in all regions of the
country except for the Ivano-Frankivsk, Lviv, and Ternopil Oblasts. The UOC-MP refers to itself, and is
officially registered as, the Ukrainian Orthodox Church. The second largest Orthodox group is the
Ukrainian Orthodox Church of the Kyiv Patriarchate (UOC-KP), with most followers located in western
and some central oblasts. The UOC-KP is not recognized by the UOC-MP. The smallest of the three
Orthodox churches is the Ukrainian Autocephalous Orthodox Church (UAOC), with approximately 70%
of its adherents in the western part of the country.

Russia Religious Demography
https://www.thearda.com/internationalData/countries/Country_186_2.asp
Russia has an area
of 6,592,769
square miles and a
population of 142
million. In
practice, only a
minority of
citizens actively
participated in any
religion. Many
who identified
themselves as
members of a
religious group
participated in
religious life rarely or not at all. There is no one set of reliable statistics that breaks down the population
by denomination, and the statistics below are compiled from government, polling, and religious group
sources.
Approximately 100 million citizens are Russian Orthodox. Muslims, with a population estimated
between 14 million and 23 million, form the largest religious minority. The majority of Muslims live in
the Volga-Ural region and the North Caucasus, although Moscow, St. Petersburg, and parts of Siberia
also have sizable Muslim populations. There are an estimated one million Buddhists, the majority of
whom live in the traditionally Buddhist regions of Buryatiya, Tuva, and Kalmykiya. According to the
NGO Slavic Centre for Law and Justice, Protestants make up the second largest group of Christian
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believers, with 3,500 registered organisations and more than 2 million followers. The Roman Catholic
Church estimated that there are 600,000 Catholics, most of whom are not ethnic Russians. There are an
estimated 250,000 Jews, the majority of whom live in Moscow and St. Petersburg. In some areas, such
as Yakutiya and Chukotka, pantheistic and nature-based religions are practiced independently or
alongside other religions.
According to the annual report from the Human Rights Ombudsman, the Ministry of Justice had
registered 21,963 religious organisations as of January 1, 2008, 993 fewer than January 2006. The
registered religious groups (with the number of registered organisations) include Russian Orthodox
(12,586), Muslim (3,815), Protestant (several denominations totalling 3,410), Jehovah's Witnesses
(402), Jewish (286), Orthodox Old Believers (283), Roman Catholic (240), Buddhist (200), and other
denominations.

PASCAS introduces a New Way of Living
The New Way of living is revelationary in that it brings soul based feelings to the fore in how we may
live.
Nothing about Pascas or The New Way is a religion. Pascas cannot be ‘joined’. Pascas does not have a
hierarchy of control. Pascas does not have any dogmas, creeds, rituals, cannon laws, special books or
controlling modalities and aspirations. There is no special dress, hair style, shoes or distinguishing
apparel. There is nothing about Pascas that qualifies it or makes it a religion.
The New Way of living Feelings First is not a religion and it is expected that those who consider living
Feelings First will continue embracing their personal religion as they have throughout their lives.
Pascas introduces an awareness of The New Way of living and what it may progressively bring about
for those who consider it further. No one is expected to do anything other than follow their feelings.
Again, Pascas is not a religion nor does it aspire to be one.
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One person with unfettered and supreme control, a System Sovereign, has had aeons of time to passively
and stealthfully impose upon his minions (us – you and me) a way of living that assures him, the arch
hidden controller, that we would remain compliant and submissive to his begging. His extreme
intelligence and consciousness is no match for us ascending mortals who arrive naively upon Earth with
absolute dependence upon parents who have already capitulated – unknowingly – to his wily stealth.
The System Sovereign’s goal was that we do not evolve, that we remain fearful of our true Heavenly
Parents, that our true pathway for spiritual development is not revealed, that we live in a manner of
servitude and ignorance through our minds believing that our submission to our minds will enable us to
become all powerful and even mini-gods. When we transition into the spirit mind Mansion Worlds, we
remain collectively his waiting army to fulfil his ambitions to expand his domain and territory. We have
been well and truly screwed over through his imposed systems of:




Parenting – unable to love our children due to lack of truth in what we are provided with.



Health systems – ignorance of our spirit bodies and gross ignorance of underlying cause of
illnesses which are through the lack of being loved. Our health systems cannot heal.



Commercial systems – we become salary slaves with suppressive debt slavery resulting from the
costs of education, housing, health services, transportation and necessities.



Political systems – that divide the community into camps and then deliver representation of only a
portion of the population without candidates having necessary leadership skills and experience.



Religions – there is only one truth. We are to live through our feelings – not our minds.

Education – minimalistic, having our minds unable to progress beyond reason – our minds are
addicted to untruth and control of others including our environment.

We have been led to live mind centric which is the pathway of all of nature except humanity which is
ensouled. We of humanity are to live feelings first with our minds to assist in implementing what our
soul based feelings lead us to embrace. We are truth seekers and truth is to be found through feelings.
Higher level personalities than our System Sovereign have now taken on all of the evilness and
wrongness of what these rebellious Lanonandek spirits have imposed upon us and have healed
themselves of these injuries. Now all systems assembled during the Rebellion and Default, now ending,
need to be rebuilt!
Our pathway to Paradise, the home of our Heavenly Mother and Father, is through living through our
soul based feelings, living feelings first, to express what our feelings draw our attention to and to long
for the truth of what our feelings are to show us – both good and bad.
A lady named Samantha found James Moncrief’s writings on a website and commenced to engage in
her Feeling Healing. This may have been in 2013. Samantha is like all of us, she is an ascending
mortal. She has no specialness nor has she had any support other than James’ writings on the internet.
Samantha has been successful with her healing. She has been very successful. She has now written
numerous books outlining her experiences so each and every one of us can follow her example. An
ascending mortal, Samantha, has conquered all that the rebellious Lanonandeks, led by Lucifer, has
imposed upon us. Samantha is the new mother of humanity in demonstrating to us how to embrace the
one and only pathway home to our Heavenly Mother and Father.
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A hidden very few controllers have orchestrated every system and way of living
for humanity to be mind centred. While we live through our minds WE
CANNOT EVOLVE!!! Our minds are wonderful but they are, in themselves,
addicted to control over the environment, over others and ourselves, and our
minds are addicted to untruth, they cannot discern truth from falsehood. We
have been screwed for the past 200,000 years through these hidden controls.
Firstly, all the emotional injury that we take on, that we are infused with,
commencing at the moment of conception, is what limits our capabilities
throughout lives. It is these same emotional injuries, mostly infused upon us by
our physical parents, which set in place our health throughout our lives, our social issues, our quality of
life and our prosperity. However, through mind centricity we remain stagnant.
What we take on emotionally must be released emotionally. We must talk it out of us emotionally. The
pain will be no greater than the pain that was felt when we were infused or repressed throughout our
childhood forming years. But this is the one and only pathway to heal and evolve beyond the zombiism
that we see around us. We are all functioning in a stupor due to the limitations of mind centricity.
Our feelings are always in truth, they are our truth. With truth we have freedom and prosperity – yet we
will need little – as our fears and addictions will be put aside. The connectivity with the spirit worlds
will also open up to those who heal through their Feeling Healing.
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For the past 1,800 years, the evolutionary development of humanity has stagnated at 190 on Dr David R
Hawkins’ Map of Consciousness (MoC). This of a consequence of humanity remaining mind centric
and adhering strictly to the suppression imposed by wayward high level spirits who have now all been
incarcerated and their puppets blocked from furthering their agendas.
Applying kinesiology muscle testing in
conjunction
with
the
Map
of
Consciousness (MoC) table, the
inadequacies of those in leadership roles
is readily discernable.
Those in
leadership roles throughout all of society
can be recognised as to their capabilities,
or lack thereof, instantly. Those who
have not developed or evolved their
consciousness to appropriate levels can
now be dropped from positions of
authority. Most will fail. The dearth of
appropriate leadership will put a greater
focus upon the inadequacies of the education systems worldwide and the inabilities of institutions, such
as health, to provide the services required of them. Governments and their structures fail miserably.
A Council of Elders may now begin to be
formed. Initially, these are people who have
significantly advanced through their
personal Feeling Healing. The entry level
for a council member may be considered to
be as low as 700 on the Map of
Consciousness (MoC). These are extraordinary people.
Through Feeling Healing, what unfolds is
spontaneity and intuitiveness, versus the
zombiism and stupor that presently prevails
throughout mind centric humanity.
High level leadership roles are to be filled
with those calibrating 470 or higher, their
deputies to calibrate 440 or higher, and
support leadership functions to be filled by
those calibrating over 410. Health services
personnel to calibrate over 500.
Everything is about to change. Living
through our feelings is our pathway in
growth with humanities evolution in
spirituality is about to become dynamic.
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The
Celestial Truth:
Truly all-loving;
Living true to oneself;
Mind supporting Feelings;
Living with the Divine Love;
Fully Healed of the Rebellion and Default.

THE FEELING WAY
Feeling – Ascendance
Unlimited progression
 Living true to your untruth;
 Honouring all your bad feelings;
 Expressing feelings to uncover their
truth;
 Healing the Rebellion and Default
within yourself;
 Feeling unloved; being unloving;
 Feeling as bad as you can feel;
 Feeling like you are no one special;
 Longing for the Divine Love.

CHOICE is OURS to MAKE:

THE MIND WAY
Mind – Transcendence
Limited progression
 Enlightenment, Nirvana, feeling allloving;
 All false, mind-contrived. Anti-truth,
anti-love;
 Still evolving the Rebellion and Default
within yourself;
 Feeling and believing you are the
Superior One;
 Living with your mind in control of
your feelings;
 Living rejecting all your bad feelings;
 Living with your mind contriving you
feel loved;
 Rejecting the Divine Love.

All religions, New Age, agnostic,
atheists, no spiritual interest,
Living the Rebellion and Default.

Hell:
Exploiting the Rebellion and Default.
The Feelings are the doer; the Mind the teller. So we are to go with our feelings, which we
can’t be told to do with our mind. So the longing for the Divine Love, doing our Healing by
expressing our feelings and longing for their truth, are all feelings and doing it with longing.
Whereas the mind just wants to tell us what to do and how to be, no feelings in it, all how our
parents have treated us.
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Jesus and Mary’s soul are different in design than ours. They are a Creator Daughter
and Son, or similarly referred to as Michael Daughter and Son soul, and within their
soul is expressed only the two of the Primary Aspects of Deity. They are of the Mother
and Father and the Eternal Son.
Avonal Daughters and Sons are expressive of the Eternal Son and Infinite Daughter.
The core of humanity (us mortals of Earth) is of the Truth and Mind, and then with
the addition of the Indwelling Spirit, we can then relate to the Love.
And with the Avonal pair now on our world (Earth), they too expressing the Son of
Truth and Daughter of Mind, we actually are far better suited to relating to them than
we are to Mary and Jesus.
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CREATION of SOUL and SPIRIT:

GOD

God is The Paradise Trinity — the eternal
Deity union of the Personalities: the
Universal Mother and Father; the Eternal Son
of Truth; and the Infinite Daughter Spirit of
Mind.

Father
Mother
Eternal Son
of Truth

Feeling

Infinite Daughter
of Mind

Pathway

Soulmate Pair

Spirit

Person

Mind

The soul of angels is experiential, evolving
through their experience by continually
progressing in mind development. Angels
Pathway are to attain the Infinite Daughter (Spirit) of
Mind. Angels are a creation of Mind.
Our soul is duplex (we have a soulmate / soul
partner) and is created by our Heavenly
Parents. Through our Feeling Healing we
perfect ourselves, enabling the union with
our soulmate, as we progress in truth up
through the Mansion Worlds, celestial
heavens and all the way to Paradise.

Angel

Nature

The soul of each human personality (sons
and daughters of truth) is existential, driving
our personality expression in the experiential.
The soul of each human finds truth by
embracing one’s feelings and longing for the
truth of them. We are to attain the Eternal
Son of Truth. We are a creation of Truth.

The soul of angels is also duplex, yet of the
mind, and they progress in mind evolution to
Paradise. Animals, plants and nature spirits
are also creations of Mind.

Spirit

Neither we nor animals reincarnate. We
never die; upon death, we move into the
spirit Mansion Worlds on our journey to
Paradise. When animals and plants die, be
they the tiny microbe to the mighty elephants
of the land and the whales of the ocean, their
spirit energy returns to the Spirit Collective
Energy. And from this energy are
drawn other animals and the nature
spirits, who then in turn move onto
becoming angels through increasing
mind experience.
A nature spirit is an angel in waiting.
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GOD
SPHERES of PARADISE being the home of
our Heavenly Parents, Mother and Father,
within the centre of the 7 super universes.
Unknown number of spheres to progress
through to reach Paradise.
Ascending out of NEBADON is beyond
the regency of the Creator Daughter
and Son, Mary and Jesus.

Father
Mother
HEAVENLY
PARENTS

INFINITE & UNIVERSAL
SPHERES, unknown number to
progress through within Nebadon.
ETERNAL SPHERES 3 spheres
unnumbered. Involvement with
Earth finishes.
CELESTIAL HEAVENS
are spheres 8, 9, 10.

JESUS & MARY

Divine Love Spirit Healing
Mansion Worlds are 3, 5, 7.
We are healing our soul!
We all arrive in spirit
into Mansion World 1.
Earth Planes 1 and 2 are
of Disharmony – Hells.
Mind Spirit Mansion
Worlds 2, 4, 6 are all taking
us in the wrong direction
and into a dead end!

AVONALS
MARY &
JESUS

AVONAL PAIR
GOD
Throughout the Avonal Age of 1,000 years, their Spirits of Truth will assist us
in embracing and engaging with our Feeling Healing and with Divine Love
our Soul Healing. They will assist us to develop our soul well into Celestial Heaven status
should we persevere with such a goal. The extent to which the Avonal Pair develop
themselves while here in the physical on Earth is the level that their Spirits of Truth will be
able to assist us. Then it will be Mary and Jesus’ Spirits of Truth that will assist us up and
out of Nebadon, where our Heavenly Parents will then assist us onto Paradise, Their home.
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Our
Spirit
Friends
on duty

7

Crying
Healing
World

3

Crying
Healing
World

5

Crying
Healing
World

1

Mind
Mansion
World

6

Mind
Mansion
World

4

Mind
Mansion
World

2
Mind
Mansion
World
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Great Gifts through our Feelings are:
The Awareness of our Heavenly Mother
and Father
That our soul is a duplex – both male
and female – one soul, two personalities
That Feeling Healing with Divine Love
is our pathway to Paradise – our true
home
Freely expressing our Feelings to a
companion is expressing our true
personality – the personality bestowed
upon us by our Heavenly Mother and
Father – our true Mum and Dad!
These are truths of living
Feelings First Spirituality,
The New Way
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ASCENSION of TRUTH to PARADISE
DIVINE LOVE – Feelings in control – FEELINGS WAY
DIVINE CELESTIAL HEAVENS – CELESTIAL SPHERES
UNITING with SOULMATE / SOUL PARTNER and SOULGROUP
BEING DIVINE, ETERNAL, IMMORTAL, FUSION with INDWELLING SPIRIT
THE FEELINGS WAY ** LIVING A FEELING-LED LIFE **
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Transformation of soul from Perfect Natural Love to being Divine – being of Divine Love.
Transformation of soul from Imperfect Natural Love to being Divine – being of Divine Love.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Transition from Mind to Feeling way of living
NATURAL LOVE – mind in control – MIND WAY
SEVEN MANSION WORLDS
We have to do our: SPIRITUAL HEALING
(FEELING HEALING)
(SOUL HEALING)
Uncovering the truth of feeling Unloved

Self-Acceptance
No Healing needs to be done
Being true and loving
All done with Natural love
Uncovering the truth of feeling loved

IMPERFECT NATUAL LOVE
REBELLIOUS
REBELLION AND DEFAULT

PERFECT NATURAL LOVE
NOT REBELLIOUS
NO REBELLION OR DEFAULT

Against Truth and Love
Living Untrue; against ourselves
Denying many feelings
Become Truth to being untrue
Imperfect relationships
Feelings of love within an unloving state

Not Against Truth and Love
Living Truth; not against ourselves
Not denying any feelings
Become truth to being true
Perfect Relationships
Feelings of love in loving state

LIFE ON EARTH
WHAT WE ARE LIVING
AN UNLOVING LIFE

LIFE ON A PERFECT WORLD
What we wish we were living
A Loving life

THE MIND WAY ** MIND-LED LIFE **
We are to move from our mind way to a feeling way of life within our rebellious and untrue state. We
are to live truth to our being untrue, knowing and being the truth of why we are untrue.

GREAT U-TURN

LIVING TRUE to OURSELVES
We are to live truth to ourselves through ALL our feelings. We are untrue.
We are to live truth to being untrue. We are to stop pretending we’re true.
We’re to admit we’re full of shit; and be as full of shit as we are.

God made us be rebellious and untrue, so we are to live being rebellious and untrue, not trying to not
be as God made us. And we are to live true to being fucked, until God transforms us and changes
us into being true and loving, ending our rebelliousness.

With all of us having been incarnated into a truth-denying rebellious world, we are to live true to how
untrue, false and unloving we are. We are to stop using our mind to pretend we are true and loving
when we’re not.

We are to fully embrace, through our feelings, the truth of how wrong, bad and evil we are. And
through our Spiritual Healing we are to fully accept how rebellious we are, living and being it. And
knowing how being rebellious (being of and in Rebellion) makes us feel.

We are not to use our mind to pretend we are true; that we are loving, caring and sympathetic,
as we’re not those things.

Being of Natural Love we experience love through our mind. And so being in an imperfect
state, some (if not all) of our mind love will be false and untrue.

When we have been transformed into our true Divine Love state having done our Spiritual Healing, then
all the love we experience will be through our heart and soul with true feelings and no longer with
our mind. With all love being true and based on the Truth.
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FOR 200,000 years ALL SYSTEMS are the WORK of the REBELLIOUS LANONANDEKS:
The rebellious Lanonandeks from within our local universe are these soul partner pairs:

Lucifer pair
Satan pair
Arrested and imprisoned 26 CE

Caligastia pair
Daligastia pair
Arrested and imprisoned 1993 CE
Following the spirit world imprisonment of
the System Sovereign and then Planetary
Prince being rebellious Lanonandek spirits,
the Celestial spirits have blocked
communications between mind Mansion
World spirits and humanity on Earth. The
Hidden Controllers and other controlling
organisations are now without spirit world
guidance, since 22 March 2017. Those
controllers, in the physical on Earth, are
without their long term guidance.
Educators at all levels and throughout all
systems have had withheld from them that we
are to Live Feelings First. This is to change!

“The education, for both women, men, girls and boys, is about how to live true to their feelings.
How to embrace them willingly, how to work with them – express them, and the point of doing
that, wanting to know the truth of them. That’s all.”
Marie, 1st Celestial Heaven: 11 Aug 2020

NATIONS of the WORLD
NATIONS

EUROPEAN UNION
Austria
Belgium
Bulgaria
Croatia
Cyprus
Czech Republic
Denmark
Estonia
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Hungary
Ireland
Italy
Latvia
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Malta
Netherlands
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Slovakia
Slovenia
Spain
Sweden

EUROPEAN UNION
Parliament

Level on Map
of
Consciousness
MoC 2021

Population
2021

Life
Expectancy
Years 2021

27 European Union member states
394
9,000,000
410
11,600,000
394
7,000,000
390
4,100,000
404
1,200,000
392
10,700,000
421
5,800,000
410
1,330,000
400
5,600,000
310
65,300,000
400
84,000,000
300
10,450,000
404
9,700,000
405
5,000,000
380
60,500,000
385
1,900,000
390
2,750,000
385
626,000
390
440,000
405
17,200,000
195
38,000,000
300
10,200,000
395
19,300,000
380
5,460,000
389
2,100,000
300
46,800,000
385
10,100,000
380

446,156,000

335

705

82.1
82.2
75.5
79.0
81.5
79.9
81.4
79.2
82.5
83.1
81.9
82.8
77.3
82.8
84.0
75.7
76.4
82.8
83.1
82.8
79.3
82.7
76.5
78.0
81.9
84.0
83.3

Medium
Age of
Population
2021

Political
Rights &
Civil
Liberties
2021

Human
Development Index
2021

Happiness

44.0
41.4
42.7
43.0
36.8
42.1
42.2
42.7
42.5
41.4
47.1
44.5
42.3
36.8
45.5
43.6
43.7
39.3
41.8
42.6
40.7
42.2
41.1
40.5
44.5
42.7
41.2

93 free
96 free
78 free
85 free
94 free
91 free
97 free
94 free
100 free
90 free
94 free
87 free
69 partly free
97 free
90 free
89 free
90 free
97 free
90 free
98 free
82 free
96 free
83 free
90 free
95 free
90 free
100 free

0.922
0.931
0.816
0.851
0.887

7.3

0.940
0.892
0.938
0.901
0.947
0.888
0.854
0.955
0.892
0.866
0.882
0.916
0.895
0.944
0.880
0.864
0.828
0.860
0.917
0.904
0.945

Index
2021

5.9
6.2
7.0
7.6
7.8
6.7
7.2
5.7
7.1
6.5

6.6
7.5
6.2
5.9
6.1

6.5
7.4

Education
Index 2019

Per Capita
Income
IMF USD
PPP 2021

0.865
0.902
0.779
0.805
0.827
0.890
0.920
0.882
0.927
0.817
0.943
0.849
0.821
0.922
0.793
0.883
0.898
0.806
0.825
0.914
0.869
0.768
0.765
0.826
0.910
0.831
0.918

$57,900
54,000
25,500
30,000
41,600
43,000
61,500
39,800
52,000
49,500
57,000
30,500
35,100
99,200
43,400
33,400
40,800
122,700
45,000
60,500
36,000
36,100
33,000
34,800
40,800
41,550
55,600
$48,157
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EUROPEAN UNION

EUROPE
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NATIONS of the WORLD
NATIONS

Level on Map
of

Population
2021

Consciousness

MoC 2021
EUROPE balance of
Albania
Belarus
Bosnia & Herzegovina
Corsica
Georgia
Holy See
Iceland
Liechtenstein
Macedonia North
Moldova
Monaco
Montenegro
Norway
San Marino
Sardinia (Italy)
Serbia
Sicily (Italy)
Switzerland
Ukraine
United Kingdom

395
379
180
386
397
380
255
400
384
388
365
400
400
400
385
394
370
400
225
420

EUROPE overall

375

UNITED KINGDOM
Parliament
UK House of Lords
UK House of Commons

390
380
400

2,900,000
9,450,000
3,300,000
340,000
4,000,000
801
340,000
38,300
2,100,000
4,050,000
39,650
630,000
5,420,000
61,500
1,640,000
8,750,000
5,000,000
8,660,000
43,750,000
68,000,000

Education
Index 2019

Per Capita
Income
IMF USD
PPP 2021

0.746
0.838
0.711

15,250
20,600
16,000
34,000
15,700
21,200
58,150
180,400
17,700
13,900
185,750
21,400
69,200
60,300
24,000
20,600
19,000
75,900
13,950
47,100

Life
Expectancy
Years 2021

Medium
Age of
Population
2021

Political
Rights & Civil
Liberties
2021

Human
Development Index
2021

79.0
75.2
78.0
86.4
74.2
77.5
83.5
83.0
76.3
72.3
86.6
77.4
82.9
85.4
82.6
76.5
78.0
84.3
72.5
81.8

32.9
40.0
42.1

66 partly free
11 not free
53 partly free

0.795
0.823
0.780

38.1

60 partly free

0.812

0.862

36.5
43.2

94 free
90 free
66 partly free
61 partly free
83 free
63 partly free
100 free
93 free
free
64 partly free
free
96 free
60 partly free
93 free

0.949
0.919
0.774
0.750

0.926
0.832
0.704
0.711

36.7
53.1
40.7
39.2
44.4
42.6
42.4
40.6
40.5

0.829
0.957

Happiness

Index
2021

5.5

7.4

0.806
0.955
0.779
0.932

0.803
0.930

0.783
7.6
4.9
7.1

0.900
0.799
0.928

$46,888
1,433
783
650
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NATIONS of the WORLD
NATIONS

MIDDLE EAST
Bahrain
Egypt
Iran
Iraq
Israel
Jordan
Kuwait
Lebanon
Oman
Palestine (West Bank)
Gaza Strip
Qatar
Saudi Arabia
Syria
Turkey
United Arab Emirates
Yemen
MIDDLE EAST overall

Level on Map
of
Consciousness
MoC 2021

Population
2021

Life
Expectancy
Years 2021

Medium
Age of
Population
2021

Political
Rights & Civil
Liberties
2021

Human
Development
Index
2021

Happiness
Index
2021

340
350
190
120
190
185
190
130
90
185

1,700,000
102,000,000
84,000,000
40,250,000
8,660,000
10,200,000
4,300,000
6,850,000
5,100,000
5,100,000

77.7
72.5
77.3
71.1
83.5
75.0
75.9
79.3
78.6
74.6

32.3
23.9
30.3
20.0
29.9
22.5
29.3
30.5
25.6

0.852
0.707
0.783
0.674
0.919
0.729
0.806
0.744
0.813
0.708

6.6
4.3
4.7
4.9
7.2
4.4

235
175
160
245
180
160

3,000,000
35,000,000
17,500,000
84,400,000
9,900,000
30,000,000

80.7
75.7
76.1
78.5
78.5
66.4

33.2
27.5
24.3
30.9
30.3
19.5

12 mot free
18 not free
16 not free
29 not free
76 free
34 not free
37 partly free
43 partly free
23 not free
25 not free
11 not free
25 not free
7 not free
1 not free
32 not free
17 not free
11 not free

210

447,960,000

0.848
0.854
0.567
0.820
0.890
0.470

4.6
4.5

6.5
4.9
6.6
3.7

Education
Index 2019

Per Capita
Income
IMF USD
PPP 2021

0.769
0.618
0.756
0.557
0.883
0.667
0.638
0.604
0.718
0.678

$50,300
13,100
13,500
10,050
42,600
10,600
41,500
11,600
30,400
5,700

0.659
0.789
0.416
0.731
0.802
0.350

97,300
48,100
6,400
32,300
59,800
1,925
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NATIONS of the WORLD
NATIONS

AFRICA
Algeria
Angola
Benin
Botswana
Burkina Faso
Burundi
Cabo Verde
Cameroon
Central African Republic
Chad
Comoros
Congo
Cote D' Ivoire
Dem Republic of Congo
Djibouti
Equitorial Guinea
Eritrea
Ethiopia
Gabon
Gambia
Ghana
Guinea
Guinea-Bisseau
Kenya
Lesotho
Liberia
Libya
Madagascar
Malawi
Mali

Level on Map
of
Consciousness
MoC 2021

90
50
90
145
120
140
140
150
80
90
100
70
125
40
290
200
180
140
170
195
190
190
175
180
240
200
95
125
180
105

Population
2021

43,850,000
33,000,000
12,150,000
2,350,000
21,000,000
12,000,000
556,000
26,600,000
4,850,000
16,500,000
870,000
5,500,000
26,400,000
89,600,000
990,000
1,400,000
3,550,000
115,000,000
2,250,000
2,420,000
31,100,000
13,150,000
2,000,000
53,800,000
2,150,000
5,100,000
6,880,000
27,700,000
19,150,000
20,250,000

Life
Expectancy
Years 2021

Medium
Age of
Population
2021

77.5
62.2
62.8
69.9
63.0
62.7
73.6
60.3
54.4
55.2
65.0
65.2
58.8
61.6
67.9
59.8
67.5
67.8
67.0
63.3
64.9
62.6
59.4
67.5
55.7
65.0
73.4
68.2
65.6
60.5

28.1
15.9
18.2
24.5
17.3
17.0
25.4
18.5
19.7
17.8
19.9
19.7
20.9
18.6
23.9
19.8
19.7
17.9
18.6
21.0
21.1
18.9
20.1
19.7
24.2
17.8
28.9
19.7
16.5
15.8

Political
Rights & Civil
Liberties 2021

32 not free
31 not free
65 partly free
72 free
54 partly free
14 not free
92 free
16 not free
9 not free
17 not free
42 partly free
20 not free
44 partly free
20 not free
24 not free
63 partly free
2 not free
22 not free
22 not free
46 partly free
82 free
38 partly free
44 partly free
48 partly free
43 partly free
60 partly free
9 not free
60 partly free
66 partly free
33 not free

Human
Development
Index
2021

Happiness
Index
2021

0.748
0.581
0.545
0.735
0.452
0.433

4.9

0.563
0.397
0.398
0.554
0.574
0.538
0.480
0.524
0.592
0.459
0.485
0.706
0.496
0.611
0.477
0.480
0.601
0.527
0.480
0.724
0.528
0.483
0.434

5.0
3.5
4.8
3.8
5.1
4.4
5.3
5.3

4.3
4.9
5.1
5.1
5.0
4.6
4.6
5.4
4.2
4.7

Education
Index
2019

Per Capita
Income IMF
USD PPP
2021

0.672
0.500
0.478
0.676
0.312
0.417
0.562
0.547
0.353
0.288
0.482
0.543
0.453
0.496
0.325
0.467
0.269
0.341
0.650
0.406
0.563
0.354
0.414
0.534
0.532
0.426
0.610
0.486
0.470
0.286

$11,450
6,900
3,575
18,100
2,335
772
6,850
3,750
480
1,620
3,020
4,200
5,650
1,013
5,300
18,200
1,860
2,975
16,200
2,385
6,000
2,730
2,410
5,300
2,830
1,600
13,750
1,640
1,005
2,470
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Mauritania
Mauritius
Morocco
Mozambique
Namibia
Niger
Nigeria
Reunion
Rwanda
Senegal
Seychelles
Sierra Leone
Somalia
South Africa
South Sudan
Sudan
Swaziland / Eswatini
Tanzania
Togo
Tunisia
Uganda
Western Sahara
Zambia
Zimbabwe

115
200
245
180
100
185
75
190
70
200
340
190
100
190
140
110
280
210
215
175
90
170
110
150

4,650,000
1,300,000
37,000,000
31,250,000
2,550,000
24,200,000
206,000,000
900,000
13,000,000
16,750,000
98,500
8,000,000
15,900,000
60,000,000
11,200,000
43,850,000
1,160,000
59,750,000
8,300,000
11,800,000
45,750,000
600,000
18,400,000
15,000,000

AFRICA overall

190

1,239,524,500

65.6
75.5
77.4
62.1
64.9
63.6
55.8
81.6
70.0
68.9
73.7
55.9
58.3
64.9
58.7
66.1
61.1
66.4
62.1
77.4
64.4
71.1
64.7
62.2

20.5
35.3
29.3
17.2
21.2
15.4
18.4

35 partly free
87 free
37 partly free
43 partly free
77 free
48 partly free
45 partly free

0.546
0.804
0.686
0.456
0.646
0.394
0.539

19.0
18.8
35.4
19.0
18.1
27.1
17.3
19.9
21.7
17.7
19.8
31.6
15.8
21.1
16.8
20.0

21 not free
71 partly free
77 free
65 partly free
7 not free
79 free
2 not free
17 not free
19 not free
34 partly free
43 partly free
71 free
34 not free
4 not free
52 partly free
28 not free

0.543
0.512
0.796
0.452

4.2
4.9
4.8
4.6
5.1
4.8
3.4
5.1
3.8
5.0

0.396
0.736
0.569
0.395
0.584
0.249
0.499
0.458
0.345
0.726
0.406

0.709
0.433
0.510
0.611
0.529
0.515
0.740
0.544

4.3
3.6
4.1
4.6
4.6

0.724
0.307
0.345
0.557
0.429
0.517
0.661
0.523

0.584
0.571

4.1
3.1

0.557
0.587

6,000
22,000
8,050
1,300
9,550
1,320
5,300
23,500
2,460
3,625
26,100
1,770
940
12,450
825
4,100
9,150
2,860
2,260
10,600
2,700
1,000
3,330
2,700
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AFRICA
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NATIONS of the WORLD
NATIONS

ASIA
Afghanistan
Armenia
Azerbaijan
Bangladesh
Bhutan
Brunei
Cambodia
China
Hong Kong
India
India Kashmir
Indonesia
Japan
Kazakhstan
Kyrgystan
Laos
Macao
Malaysia
Maldives
Manchuria (China)
Mongolia
Myanmar (Burma)
Nepal
North Korea
Pakistan
Philippines
Russia
Singapore
South Korea
Sri Lanka

Level on Map of
Consciousness
MoC 2021

Population
2021

Life
Expectancy
Years 2021

Medium
Age of
Population
2021

Political
Rights & Civil
Liberties
2021

Human
Development Index
2021

Happiness
Index
2021

85
180
190
230
200
280
260
305
400
370

39,000,000
3,000,000
10,150,000
165,000,000
775,000
440,000
16,750,000
1,440,000,000
7,500,000
1,380,000,000

67.6
75.6
73.3
73.6
72.8
76.4
70.5
77.5
85.3
70.4

18.9
35.1
32.3
26.7
27.6
30.2
25.3
37.4
44.4
28.1

0.511
0.776
0.756
0.632
0.654

2.5

215
355
105
160
240
300
290
310
200
175
155
205
175
140
270
320
405
400
165

273,500,000
126,500,000
18,800,000
6,500,000
7,300,000
650,000
32,400,000
540,000
40,000,000
3,300,000
54,400,000
29,150,000
25,800,000
221,000,000
110,000,000
146,000,000
5,850,000
51,300,000
21,400,000

72.3
85.0
73.9
72.0
68.9
84.7
76.7
79.9
71.0
69.9
67.8
71.7
72.9
67.8
71.7
73.0
84.1
83.5
77.6

30.2
47.3
30.6
26.5
23.0
39.3
28.5
28.2

27 not free
55 partly free
10 not free
39 partly free
61 partly free
28 not free
24 not free
9 not free
52 partly free
67 partly free
27 not free
59 partly free
96 free
23 not free
28 not free
13 not free

28.3
28.2
24.1
34.0
23.8
23.5
39.6
34.6
41.8
32.8

51 partly free
40 partly free
not free
84 free
28 not free
56 partly free
3 not free
37 partly free
56 partly free
20 not free
48 partly free
83 free
56 partly free

0.594
0.761
0.949
0.645

5.0

Education
Index
2019

Per Capita
Income IMF
USD PPP
2021

0.414
0.740
0.711
0.529
0.496
0.702
0.484

$2,475
13,600
14,900
5,800
12,000
64,400
4,930
18,950
62,800
7,350

5.3
3.8

0.880
0.555

0.718
0.919
0.825
0.697
0.613

5.3
5.9
6.2

0.650
0.851
0.830
0.730
0.481

0.810
0.740

5.4

0.726
0.573

0.737
0.583
0.602

5.7
4.4

0.736
0.464
0.521

0.557
0.718
0.824
0.938
0.916
0.782

5.9
5.5
6.4
5.8
4.3

0.402
0.678
0.823
0.844
0.865
0.746

12,900
44,600
27,600
5,350
8,500
90,600
29,300
23,300
19,200
12,450
4,850
4,200
1,700
5,250
9,100
29,500
102,700
47,000
13,900
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Taiwan
Tajikistan
Thailand
Tibet
Timor-Leste (East Timor)
Turkmenistan
Uzbekistan
Vietnam
ASIA overall

295
280
380
279
310
150
190
140
MoC excluding
Russia
295

23,800,000
9,550,000
69,800,000
3,500,000
1,320,000
6,000,000
33,500,000
97,400,000
4,481,875,000

CHINA GOVERNMENT
National People's Congress (NPC)
Chinese Communist Party (CCP)

Congress

280
285
290
295

7
24
200
2,000

INDIA GOVERNMENT
Council of States Upper House
House of People (Lokh Sabha)

400
410
390

788
245
543

Politburo Standing Committee
Politburo
Central Committee

81.0
71.8
77.7
71.1
70.2
68.6
72.0
75.8

40.7
17.7
37.7
18.9
27.9
28.6
30.5

94 free
8 not free
30 not free
1 not free
72 free
2 not free
11 not free
19 not free

6.6
0.668
0.777

6.0

0.682
0.682

0.606
0.715
0.720
0.704

5.1
6.2
5.4

0.510
0.653
0.729
0.630

57,900
3,860
19,000
7,800
3,120
17,400
7,850
11,700
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ASIA including the 7 ‘stans.
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Level on Map
of
Consciousness
MoC 2021

Population
2021

Life
Expectancy
Years 2021

Medium
Age of
Population
2021

Australia
Bougainville (independence)
Cook Islands
Fed States Micronesia
Fiji
Guam
Kiribati
Marshall Is
Nauru
New Caledonia
New Zealand
Norfolk Island
Northern Marian Is
Niue
Palau
Papua New Guinea
Samoa
Solomon Islands
Tonga
Tuvalu
Vanuatu

410
220
280
370
350
380
280
300
280
280
405
380
300
300
300
220
240
220
310
280
305

25,500,000
250,000
17,500
550,000
990,000
169,000
120,000
60,000
10,800
286,000
4,850,000
1,750
57,500
1,600
18,100
9,000,000
198,000
690,000
106,000
11,200
307,000

83.9
59.6
76.9
68.3
67.9
80.7
69.2
65.2
68.4
78.2
82.8
82.0
76.3
73.7
69.1
65.2
73.8
73.4
71.3
70.2
71.0

38.7
19.9
36.5
25.1
28.9
29.0
24.6
22.9
26.4
32.0
37.9
49.0
33.6

AUSTRALIAN Parliament
SENATE (upper house)
REPRESENTATIVES

380
380
380

227
76
151

NATIONS

33.4
23.1
24.4
22.5
23.0
25.7
22.0

Political
Rights & Civil
Liberties 2021

Human
Development
Index
2021

Happiness
Index
2021

97 free

0.944

7.2

92 free
60 partly free

0.620
0.743

0.581
0.764

93 free
93 free
77 free

0.630
0.704

0.594
0.707

99 free

0.931

92 free
62 partly free
81 free
79 free
79 free
93 free
82 free

0.826
0.555
0.715
0.567
0.725
0.609

7.3

5.0

Education
Index
2019

Per Capita
Income IMF
USD PPP
2021

0.924

$55,000
1,100
16,700
4,100
12,300
37,700
2,240
3,770
10,000
31,100
44,200
32,000
20,700
5,800
13,000
4,000
5,300
2,480
6,200
4,670
2,650

0.926

0.855
0.439
0.713
0.474
0.775
0.561
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NATIONS of the WORLD
NATIONS

NORTH AMERICA
Canada
Greenland
Mexico
United States America
USA CONGRESS
SENATE
HOUSE of
REPRESENTATIVES
CENTRAL AMERICA
Belize
Costa Rica
El Salvador
Guatemula
Honduras
Nicaragua
Panama

Level on Map
of
Consciousness
MoC 2021

Population
2021

Life
Expectancy
Years 2021

Medium
Age of
Population
2021

415
380
300
405

37,750,000
57,000
129,000,000
331,000,000

83.0
70.6
75.4
79.1

42.2
33.9
28.3
38.1

380
365

535
100

390

435

335
325
320
310
280
285
310

400,000
5,100,000
6,500,000
18,000,000
10,000,000
6,650,000
4,300,000

75.1
80.9
74.1
75.1
75.9
75.2
79.1

22.7
31.3
27.1
22.1
23.0
25.7
29.2

Political
Rights & Civil
Liberties 2021

Human
Development
Index
2021

Happiness
Index
2021

Education
Index
2019

Per Capita
Income IMF
USD PPP
2021

98 free

0.929

7.1

0.894

6.3
7.0

0.703
0.900

$51,700
41,800
20,300
68,300

61 partly free
83 free

0.779
0.926

87 free
91 free
63 partly free
52 partly free
44 partly free
30 not free
83 free

0.716
0.810
0.673
0.663
0.634
0.660
0.815

7.1
6.1
6.4
5.9
6.0
6.3

0.695
0.726
0.555
0.519
0.499
0.573
0.700

$6,150
20,700
8,900
8,650
5,700
5,650
30,400

PA S
SCA
PER
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NATIONS of the WORLD
NATIONS

Level on Map
of
Consciousness
MoC 2021

Population
2021

Life
Expectancy
Years 2021

CARIBBEAN (consists of 13 countries and 15 dependent territories)
Antigua and Barbuda
300
97,000
77.5
Bahamas
370
400,000
74.3
Barbados
360
290,000
79.6
Bermuda (Atlantic territory UK)
350
62,000
81.9
Cuba
280
11,350,000
79.2
Dominica
290
72,000
77.4
Domician Republic
290
10,850,000
74.7
Grenada
280
112,000
72.6
Guadeloupe (territory France)
290
400,000
82.7
Haiti
80
11,400,000
65.0
Jamaica
310
3,000,000
74.9
Puerto Rico (territory USA)
250
2,900,000
80.7
St Kitts and Nevis
270
54,000
74.5
St Lucia
280
183,000
76.7
St Vincent and the Grenadines
260
111,000
73.0
Trinidad and Tobago
300
1,400,000
73.9
CARIBBEAN

280

44,000,000

Medium
Age of
Population
2021

Political
Rights & Civil
Liberties 2021

Human
Development
Index
2021

Happiness
Index
2021

Education
Index
2019

Per Capita
Income IMF
USD PPP
2021

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Caribbean_countries_by_population
31.9
0.665
18,125
32.0
91 free
0.814
0.740
34,000
38.6
95 free
0.814
0.782
14,300
43.4
85,300
41.5
13 not free
0.783
0.790
12,300
33.5
0.632
11,250
28.1
67 partly free
0.756
5.5
0.666
11,250
31.5
0.770
15,400
43.7
25,000
23.0
37 partly free
0.510
3.6
0.456
2,960
26.0
80 free
0.734
6.3
0.689
10,300
41.5
free
36,000
35.0
89 free
0.779
0.673
24,200
33.5
0.672
14,000
33.6
0.684
12,800
36.0
82 free
0.796
0.728
25,900
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Level on Map
of
Consciousness
MoC 2021

Population
2021

SOUTH AMERICA
Argentina
Bolivia
Brazil
Chile
Colombia
Ecuador
Falkland Islands
French Guiana
Guyana
Paraguay
Peru
Suriname
Uruguay
Venezuela

285
300
300
360
350
350
310
300
320
300
280
290
280
190

45,200,000
11,700,000
212,500,000
19,100,000
50,900,000
17,650,000
3,500
300,000
790,000
7,150,000
33,000,000
590,000
3,500,000
28,500,000

SOUTH AMERICA

300

430,883,500

WORLD

220

7,910,000,000

Life
Expectancy
Years 2021

Medium
Age of
Population
2021

77.2
72.4
76.6
80.7
77.9
77.7
77.9
80.5
70.3
74.6
77.4
72.1
78.4
72.3

31.7
24.3
32.6
34.4
30.0
27.7
25.1
26.2
28.2
28.0
29.8
35.0
28.3

Political
Rights & Civil
Liberties 2021

Human
Development
Index
2021

Happiness
Index
2021

84 free
66 partly free
74 free
93 free
65 partly free
67 partly free

0.845
0.718
0.765
0.851
0.767
0.759

5.9
5.7
6.3
6.2
6.0
5.8

73 free
65 partly free
71 partly free
79 free
98 free
14 not free

0.682
0.728
0.777
0.738
0.817
0.711

Map of Consciousness
Population 2021
Life Expectancy 2020
Median Age of Population
Political Rights & Civil Liberties
Human Development Index

Truth vs Falsehood by Dr David R Hawkins + additional calibrations
https://www.worldometers.info/world-population/population-by-country/
https://www.worldometers.info/demographics/life-expectancy/
https://worldpopulationreview.com/country-rankings/median-age
https://freedomhouse.org/countries/freedom-world/scores
https://worldpopulationreview.com/country-rankings/developed-countries

Happiness Index
Education Index
Per Capita Income 2021

https://www.visualcapitalist.com/mapped-global-happiness-levels-in-2021/
http://hdr.undp.org/en/indicators/103706
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_countries_by_GDP_(PPP)_per_capita
https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/how-many-countries-are-in-oceania.html

5.7
5.8
6.4
4.9

Education
Index
2019

Per Capita
Income IMF
USD PPP
2021

0.855
0.695
0.694
0.810
0.657
0.702

$22,150
8,850
15,650
25,000
15,200
11,350
70,800
17,100
23,300
13,500
13,000
14,700
23,500
5,200

0.601
0.638
0.740
0.675
0.765
0.700

$17,110
No. Nations
88
235
193
210

185
226
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Intricacies of individualism and collectivism:
Why Russians understand only force and have
never been Ukraine's fraternal people
Marina Starodubska – Ukrainian author.
https://www.pravda.com.ua/eng/columns/2022/03/27/7334943/

Sunday, 27 March 2022

In active discussions around the potential cease-fire negotiations between Ukraine and Russia, Western
democracies have been analysing the aggressor’s motives using their habitual logic, in which it’s possible
to reach an actionable agreement with Russia, which it will further uphold. In this logic, Ukraine should
not have been able to fight the allegedly ‘second potent army in the world’, let alone prevail. Through the
lens of this logic, the Ukrainians appear to be acting ‘irrationally’, while Western world is looking on
‘how long they can hold out’ and wondering ‘why they aren’t negotiating to stop the war’. If Russia were
a developed democracy with functioning institutions, independent civic volition, and checks and balances
imposed on those in power, the said logic would have made sense.
However, Russia has never been a democracy – in fact, all evidence points to it being an authoritative
state, and it’s institutions remained punitive and corrupt, not having changed much since the soviet times.
Not only it’s an authoritative country (one of many in the world), but it’s also vertically-collectivist.
Societies like that are predominantly ineffective in non-violent (‘horizontal’) interaction, while dominance
through pressure and coercion (‘vertical’) is the surest way to move up the hierarchy, to obtain some
degree of ‘freedom’, albeit limited by one’s position in the system. Moreover, the decades-long limitation
of the individuals’ decision-making autonomy have caused the inability of the Russian population to form
a unified movement, let alone protest or expression of dissent, of any significance.

Individualism or collectivism? It’s tricky, but both!
Cross-cultural analysis measures ‘dimensions’ of national culture in countries and their separate regions,
through which it manifests in the key societal processes. The level and the nature of these processes
explain why certain logic of making decisions and patterns of behaviour are peculiar to some societies, but
not the others. One of the most complex and parsimonious ‘dimension’ of a national culture is
‘individualism-collectivism’. It demonstrates whether a society prioritizes the interests of a group as a
monolith or those of separate individuals – inside that group or not belonging to any group at all. The
more collectivist a society, the less it encourages dissent of any kind or expression of thoughts and
opinions, contrary to those of the dominant majority. Individual achievements in a collectivist culture
bear less significance than those of a group and are not considered separately from the group’s
achievements.
How national culture forms and ‘steers’ institutions and how it evolves, please, see the previous article.
Most systems of cross-cultural analysis (Hofstede, GLOBE, Trompenaars, Lewis, Schwartz, Hall) view
individualism and collectivism as ‘ends of the spectrum’ and, therefore, mutually exclusive cultural
‘dimensions’. Though such approach has been validated by decades of academic and empirical research,
it does not fully explain the differences in the social norms and the institutionally embedded behaviour
patterns in countries that formally fall under the definition of ‘individualist’ or ‘collectivist’
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For instance, formally USA, UK, Canada, France, Sweden, Norway, Denmark, and Australia are
individualistic societies, however, individualism in the first four countries on this list manifests distinctly
differently from the remaining four. Say, the assertive and notably confident negotiations style (so-called
‘hard sell’), expected in the US and the UK (to lesser degree) will not be taken well in Sweden and
Denmark, where it can be perceived as bordering on rudeness. Or, blunt and fault-focused feedback,
habitual in the French workplace environment, will definitely ‘ruffle feathers’ in Australia, where, despite
a degree of straightforwardness of feedback, openly putting someone on the spot and ‘pointing fingers’ is
not exactly optimal.
Same goes for collectivism – in China, India, South Korea, Russia, Italy, and Spain it manifests differently
from, say, Latin America and Ukraine. If one tries (even respectfully) to openly express doubt in a
superior’s proposal or idea in China and in Brazil, the career repercussions in the former case will be
damaging, while in the latter – there will be none because no one was offended, which is the main thing.
Or, if one disobeys a direct order in South Korea or Japan – it’s a serious misdemeanour with long-term
consequences, while in Argentina or Ukraine – it really depends on the order.
Despite Russia and Ukraine being predominantly collectivist societies (in all systems of cross-cultural
analysis), collectivism in these countries manifests differently and the level of individualism dimension is
also different. Research shows that, in Ukrainian culture both individualism and collectivism dimensions
are prominent, though collectivism still dominates. In Russian culture, individualism dimension manifests
significantly weaker, and the collectivism dimension is dominant and ‘vertical’.
Ukrainians, on the one hand, are focused on gaining status (as means of differentiation from others) and
on personal interests. On the other hand, balanced coexistence, and synchronised goals with members of
the group, belonging to which improves one’s quality of life are important. Notably, preparedness to
sacrifice one’s interests in favour of those of the group (no matter how relevant) is always a conscious, not
‘automatic’ choice. In this form of collectivism, members of other groups, irrelevant to the individual, are
‘out-groups’, but not necessarily ‘enemies’.
Russians demonstrate notably higher manifestations of collectivism than individualism, with different
form of collectivism dimension. It’s not only important to differentiate from others, but also to dominate
(to the point of coercion and violence) over the group members located lower in the group’s hierarchy.
Gaining higher status gives access to more beneficial interaction and support opportunities with people of
comparable status. Individualism dimension in this society has limited manifestation – predominantly
with those on the higher hierarchical levels, meaning that one has to ‘deserve’ and ‘earn’ the right to selfexpress and have own desires. In such a culture, sacrificing one’s interests in favour of those of the group
is the norm and is expected by default. In this form of collectivism, members of other groups, irrelevant
to the individuals, are not just ‘out-groups’, but are frequently perceived as ‘enemies’.

"Ends of the spectrum" or separate cultural dimensions?
It’s possible to explain the differences in manifestations of individualism and collectivism in national
cultures, using an approach to national cultures as ‘symptoms’ – rooted in cross-cultural psychology,
which was initiated by H.Triandis and further validated through numerous academic and empirical studies.
‘Cultures as symptoms’ approach postulates that, when national cultures are analysed on both, societal and
individual levels, individualism and collectivism manifest as two distinct dimensions (not ‘ends of the
spectrum’), which are not mutually exclusive and can coexist within one culture. In other words, there are
different ‘kinds’ of individualism and collectivism, and in a national culture they can coexist in different
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‘proportions’ and ‘combinations’, as well as they come through in a variety of forms. The most critical
differentiating attribute of various types of individualism and collectivism is the degree of focus on
‘horizontal’ or ‘vertical’ patterns of societal relations. Meaning that even collectivist societies can possess
some individualistic values, beliefs, and behaviours, as well as individualistic societies can possess the
said manifestations of collectivism. The frequency and the degree of these manifestations can fluctuate,
depending on contexts and situations, similarly to blood pressure or air temperature.
‘Horizontal patterns’ of societal relations are based on the assumption of egalitarianism, postulating that
all members of the society are equal and this equality (in rights, opportunities, status, potential, etc.) is the
foundation for the functioning of that country’s institutions. Consequently, individuals realize their
uniqueness and agency, strive for the productive interaction with others, and focus on maintaining
meaningful connections and relationships. In societies like that, hierarchical systems and relationships are
not the key focus, while overall gravitation is towards more egalitarian, than status-driven interaction.
HORIZONTALLY INDIVIDUALIST CULTURES: Australia, New Zealand, Finland, Norway,
Denmark, Sweden.
Horizontal individualism is peculiar to the countries where, on the one hand, the government’s role in
regulating societal functioning has been significant, and, on the other hand, the government in such
countries has never (or for a long time) acted non-reliably or punitively towards its citizens. Moreover,
institutions in societies like that are rather effective than not, and interaction with them does not require
one to possess acquaintances or connections, ensuring the institution performs its basic function properly.









Key national culture values: autonomy and self-reliance.
Institutionally encouraged behaviours: realising and cultivating one’s differentiation from others
– without striving to achieve higher status; having one’s own business or area of expertise; having
freedom to make decisions, ‘be oneself’, and self-express – comparable to others; thinking
creatively, speaking one’s mind and raising concerns; gravitating towards egalitarian, not
hierarchical, relations on individual and institutional levels.
Factors of success in society: ability and willingness to make decisions autonomously and to
think critically; ability to interact with others productively, persuade, and conduct dialogue without
coercion or aggression; demonstrate one’s skills, knowledge, or abilities only in situations they are
required (no ‘hard sell’); rational underpinning of decisions and actions – emotion-driven
argumentation is perceived as ‘weaker’ and less persuasive.
Peculiarities of societal relations: relatively superficial level of social relations (no excessive
‘heroism’ or ‘through hell and back’) – even between close relatives; higher level of social
isolation and loneliness; demonstration of emotions should ‘by default’ be controlled and should
not burden others; an individual is unique, but still a part of the society, whose rules they must
comply with and where they should not strive to be ‘better than others’.
Approach to interaction and cooperation: focus on consensus and search for common solutions;
autonomous sense-making – without imposing one’s views on others; considering the
interconnected interests of the parties involved in a matter of interest; stark rejection of direct
pressure or coercion of any kind – even for ‘the greater good’ or ‘the higher purpose’.

Ukraine’s institutions have been historically weak and unstable (especially the government) and during
the periods when our country was conquered by different aggressors and had different administrative
borders, they performed punitive functions. Consequently, complex and resilient informal connections
between Ukrainians have long been a substitute, or even a ‘picklock’, for the formal interaction with
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institutions. "Someone’s acquaintance" would always receive a better service, greater attention, and more
complete information – easier and faster, while a problem of someone ‘from the street’ could be deemed
less pressing. Thus, the manifestations of horizontal individualism in Ukraine appear to be relatively low,
as they require higher level of institutional resilience and capacity than the current one. An additional
factor impeding the level of horizontal individualism in Ukraine is high power distance, among the highest
in the world.
Russia, being an authoritarian state and the former empire, with a legacy of punitive institutions and
power distance higher than in Ukraine, has likely rather low level of horizontal individualism. In such a
culture, hierarchy is the only possible format of societal systems’ functioning because individual volition
and ability to make decisions autonomously (consciously, without pressure) have been historically rather
low. Moreover, studies of authoritarian regimes, of which Russia is one, show that it’s vertically
collectivist cultures with low and limited individualism that gravitate towards authoritarianism.
HORIZONTALLY COLLECTIVIST CULTURES: Latin America, Kibutzim subculture in Israel,
Ukraine (partially, but not dominantly).
Horizontal collectivism is peculiar to societies or their segments, in which the institutions have been
historically weak or ineffective, while geopolitical factors of the country’s development stimulated
collective decision-making and coordination of actions. In difficult times, one relies on a network of
relationships with people that have been formed, maintained and tested for a long time. Leadership in
societies like that is rather paternalistic, when leaders are expected to not only ‘show the way’, but also
support their followers in ‘going in the right direction’, solving their problems, and tending to their needs
during hardships.









Key national culture values: interdependence and sociability.
Institutionally encouraged behaviours: realise one’s similarity to others in terms of rights and
opportunities – with mandatory belonging to a group which ‘steers’ common goals, decisions, and
actions of its members; prioritised fulfilment of obligations before those, on whom one’s
functioning depends: family, school, university, company, sports team, government authority,
country, etc.; building relationships based on benevolence and cooperation, not hierarchy – though
inside the ‘in-group’; no competition between the ‘in-group’ members.
Factors of success in society: rely on belonging to the group and its achievements (instead of only
one’s own) in all critical interactions; relatively open expression of opinion in the ‘in-group’ – as
an egalitarian member of the collective; invest time and effort in maintaining resilient and
productive personal relationships in the ‘in-group’ – even if the cost of such ‘investment’ at times
exceeds its benefit.
Peculiarities of societal relations: relatively low institutional productivity – due to the high
influence of personal relationships that work effectively only inside the ‘in-group’ and require
exponentially more effort to build with the ‘out-groups’; competition between ‘in-group’ members
can be perceived as insult and disrespect; productivity of any interaction will be low until the
involved parties become ‘in-group’ members to each other or establish other type of personal
relationship.
Approach to interaction and cooperation: stimulating productive behaviour via ‘in-group’
consensus, achieved due to the established relationships; not submitting to authority of those
outside the ‘in-group’ or unwilling to invest in building relationships with those whom they intend
to rule; to manage the group, a leader must gain legitimacy among its members by the criteria they
find relevant.
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Ukraine historically has had relatively low level of horizontal collectivism – due to high power distance,
relatively conservative orthodox religion, and high level of uncertainty avoidance, which indicated the
heightened need in controlling ‘what happens tomorrow’ and having a ‘safety net for the rainy day’.
However, the extremely trying conditions that Russia’s war has caused, have a high chance of inducing a
change of national beliefs and values towards horizontally collectivist. The scale of horizontal activisation
of citizens on all societal levels across the country and the scale of impact such connections will have on
the country’s values going forward are unprecedented.
Russia is unlikely to have significantly pronounced horizontal collectivism – due to the long legacy of
authoritarianism, which is negatively correlated with adaptation and dissemination of any ‘horizontal’
practices. Among the key obstacles to the development of horizontal collectivism in this country is the
mass population’s ‘learned helplessness’ that’s been induced for centuries. Research shows that
individuals’ ability to interact based on consensus, agreement, and autonomous responsible choice in
authoritarian regimes is suppressed. This leads to the society’s atomization (lack of unity or coherence)
and the subsequent inability to form any meaningful group movements or protests. Another factor of the
underdeveloped ‘horizontal’ interaction is the unpreparedness of those in power to uphold agreements,
fulfil obligations, or disclose information in negotiations with those who do not evoke fear or is not
perceived as capable of domination.
‘Vertical patterns’ of societal relations are based on the assumption that all individuals in the society are
different – by their place in the hierarchical institutions and relations or due to the level of status gained by
moving upward in that society’s systems. Consequently, countries like that gravitate towards hierarchical
interactions, when individuals strive to differentiate themselves from others or better – dominate them or
have higher status, which gives more opportunities of ‘getting ahead’ than lower status. In such societies
people and groups are divided into ‘important’ and ‘unimportant’ as related to specific goals, and only
interests, rights, and goals of the former truly matter.
VERTICALLY INDIVIDUALIST CULTURES: USA, France, Canada, United Kingdom, Germany,
Netherlands.
Vertical individualism is peculiar to the societies where institutional ways of improving one’s status by
making effort (getting education, saving money, career or entrepreneurial success, creativity, innovative
thinking) exist, and where obtaining and demonstrating status and being competitive are not merely
acceptable, but desired individual behaviours. Notably, the degree of competitiveness in the society may
differ (e.g. in the USA it’s rather high, while in Canada and Germany it’s lower), but the overall principle
of ‘competing with the best in accordance with the rules’ remains foundational for such national culture.





Key national culture values: competition and hedonism.
Institutionally encouraged behaviours: being different from others is paramount (via skills,
experience, career, hobby, etc.) because being ‘like everyone else’ is not prestigious; having one’s
own business or area of expertise; having freedom to make decisions, ‘be oneself’, and selfexpress; having for oneself and giving children ‘the best one can’, ‘thinking big’, ‘be who one
wants to be’, ‘know what one wants and get it’; thinking creatively, speaking one’s mind and
raising concerns.
Factors of success in society: ability and drive to compete and be competitive; knowing what’s
important and doing or getting it; taking care of oneself and not hiding it; demonstrating one’s
achievements and status (with differing degree of bluntness, depending on other dimensions of
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national culture); improving one’s status by making effort (respect-worthy status is ‘earned’, not
‘gifted’ or ‘inherited’).
Peculiarities of societal relations: high level of stress due to the constant need to compete and
prove one’s competitiveness; institutional stimulation of ‘workaholism’ or the demonstration of it;
perception of financial and material success as a sign of one having higher human qualities and life
success overall; sensitivity to status elements that improve competitiveness: brands, material
attributes, connections, education, employer, publicly renowned achievements.
Approach to interaction and cooperation: focus on one’s interests and benefits and their rational
assertion in negotiation process; upholding jointly reached agreements (especially formalised);
following the established rules and norms; relationships have value until they deliver desired
results; people and institutions of higher status are perceived as more successful and competitive;
respect and support given to those who ‘strives and acts’, not who ‘complains and does nothing’.

Ukraine, as research shows, has prominent (though not dominant, for we are a collectivist society)
dimensions of vertical individualism, caused mostly by the constant need to fight for the country’s
identity, independence, and survival. Comparably important impact on specifically vertical manifestations
of individualism comes from the deeply ingrained strife in the national culture for maximum autonomy
and avoiding coercion in decision-making and actions – within the existing limitations: hierarchy, relevant
group, job, access to resources, etc. A presence of such strife is notable on all societal levels in Ukraine,
while competing for the desired results is perceived as a ‘race’ where someone ‘wins’ and someone ‘loses’
– in the domain of professionalism (doing a better job) or trust (being a more reliable partner).
Russia (that is also a collectivist society) demonstrates rather limited dimension of vertical individualism
– mainly it manifests on the highest levels of societal hierarchy where one, by default, has relatively more
freedom and access to higher quality of life and faster resolution of one’s problems. Notably, the
competition in such a society resembles a ‘squid game’ or ‘hunger games’ (as in famous TV-shows and
movies) where, to get ahead, it’s not enough to be a better professional or a trusted partner. One has to
demonstrate the ability to dominate, coerce, and ensure obedience from those on the lower hierarchical
levels or ‘behind’ in the ‘race’. Due to the low level of assertiveness and the predominant inability to get
the desired result without aggression, the notion of ‘competitor’ in Russian society is frequently conflated
with the notion of ‘enemy’.
VERTICALLY COLLECTIVIST CULTURES: India, China, Korea, Italy, Spain, Japan, Philippines,
Eastern Europe, Russia, Ukraine (partially and dominantly).
Vertical collectivism is peculiar to the countries with large populations, extensive territories, multi-level
and hierarchical societal structure and institutions that fully depend on the chains of connections between
‘important people’ who work there. Most authoritarian regimes in the world are vertically collectivist
because this dimension of collectivism is particularly conducive for subduing individual will and volition,
curtailing citizens’ ability to make autonomous decisions, and ‘normalising’ coercive practices.



Key national culture values: family integrity (as a construct, involves processes at multiple levels
of social organisation) and sociability.
Institutionally encouraged behaviours: lack of individual’s legitimacy without belonging to the
group and a designated place in its hierarchical structure; expected ‘approval’ of one’s actions and
behaviours by their ‘in-group’; involving ‘higher ups’ from the ‘in-group’ in making all significant
decisions: head of the family, superior at work, senior member of the collective, etc.; striving to
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improve one’s status in the ‘in-group’ hierarchy – specifically by contributing to attaining its goals,
even if it comes with high personal cost.
Factors of success in society: never doubt or debate the authority and the decisions of the ‘ingroup’ – even if one disagrees with them; improving one’s status indirectly – through actions
valuable to the ‘in-group’; act aggressively, strive for dominance; always protect interests and
goals of the ‘in-group’ – regardless of what they are and how they are perceived by the ‘outgroups’; never openly demonstrate one’s ‘autonomy’ or ‘independence’ – such individual is
perceived as dangerous because they are not controlled by the group.
Peculiarities of societal relations: such types of societies more often than not gravitate towards
authoritarianism because most part of their population ‘delegates’ the making of critical decisions
to the limited number of people ‘on top’ of the hierarchy, in which they are situated; not making
decisions and not being responsible for anything – among the indicative characteristics of mass
population’s behaviour in vertically collectivist countries; such a society will be ‘rooting’ for their
rulers regardless of their deeds and values because those rulers comprise all the ‘agency’ to make
decisions the population has given up; another reason for such ‘delegation’ is the implied
‘exchange’ of decision-making agency for access to institutional ‘connections’, without which one
cannot receive those institutions’ basic services.
Approach to interaction and cooperation: stimulating productive behaviour through coercion,
pressure, or violence; ‘automatic’ expectation of obedience by ‘higher ups’ from ‘lower downs’ in
the hierarchy; to rule a group one must demonstrate their status, dominant position, or ability to
ensure obedience by the ‘in-group’ members; upholding agreements is not implied – as well as
telling the truth or disclosing full information in the negotiations process.

Ukraine historically has been a vertically collectivist society – among other factors, due to the specifics of
religion, high power distance and uncertainty avoidance levels. However, the lack of authoritarianism
legacy, complexities of territorial formation and establishing administrative borders, and deeply ingrained
tradition of horizontal societal activisation, vertical collectivism manifestations are balanced by lower, but
still prominent manifestations of vertical individualism. I.e. individual freedom (albeit within one’s ‘ingroup’ with legitimate leadership) has been the defining feature of the Ukrainian culture for centuries.
Simultaneously, the accepted societal behaviour patterns in Ukraine do not include ‘automatic’ obedience
of or deference to authority. ‘Displacing’ an illegitimate or unsatisfactory ruler has been the norm on all
levels of Ukrainian society – from village heads to hetmans, as well as functioning on horizontal
connections – without a single ruler at all. It is highly probable the current unprecedented mobilisation of
Ukrainian society to defend the country in the ongoing war with Russia will induce the development of
horizontal collectivism and gradual decrease of vertical collectivism dimension in our country’s national
culture. However, ascertaining that would require decades and additional studies.
Russia has been a vividly vertically collectivist country, in whose national culture this dimension
manifests most prominently of all types of individualism or collectivism for that matter. The need in a
"tzar-patron-‘tell-us-where-to-go’" type of ruler has been caused by centuries-long legacy of authoritarian
regimes, in which any autonomous or conscious and responsible action is curtailed and punished. Because
autonomy is one of the individual’s evidence-based psychological needs, it’s constant suppression causes
deep individual- and societal-level trauma that further manifests as ‘learned helplessness’ of mass
population before the corrupt, inhumane, or plain criminal actions of the leaders. ‘It’s not a war, but a
special operation’, ‘peaceful population will not be harmed’, ‘Russia did not attack anyone’ – are not
simply Russian propaganda messages, these are literally ‘mantras’ Russian population utters and believes
because they’ve been conditioned that ‘higher ups know better’ for generations. Consequently,
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academics, workers, or managers alike will believe what national television tells them to believe – often
despite the obvious evidence of the contrary.
Cross-cultural analysis confirms once again that Ukraine that (as Russian propaganda states) is allegedly
‘Russia’s fraternal people’ has markedly different combination of collectivism and individualism – both,
by type and by nature of how these dimensions manifest in society. Ukrainians, unlike Russians, do not
gravitate to mandatory centralisation of decision-making – particularly in critical situations. Ukrainians
need for the leaders to be legitimate before they consciously decide to follow them. Russia, on the
contrary, gravitates towards ‘herding’ around the authoritarian leader because its citizens have long given
up their decision-making agency and responsibility for the consequences. Among the key reasons for
such societal predicament is the dominance of vertical collectivism as one of the key dimensions of
Russia’s national culture – combined with weak manifestation of individualism (also vertical). Thus, any
attempts to interact with Russia ‘horizontally’ (via agreements of mutual concessions) will not only be
unsuccessful but will be perceived as weakness and a signal to escalate the aggression. In this society’s
logic only ‘vertical’ practices are understood and internalised: force, influence, coercion, as well as
significant and unavoidable domination.
Marina Starodubska, Managing Partner, TLFRD consultancy, Adjunct-Professor, Kyiv-Mohyla
Business School (kmbs)
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These Charts Show Russia's Invasion Choking World of Natural Resources
https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/these-charts-show-russias-invasion-choking-world-naturalresources?utm_source=&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=549
19 March 2022
For weeks, we've detailed how Russia's invasion of Ukraine has sparked one of the most significant
commodity shocks the world has ever experienced. It even supersedes changes to commodity markets in
the 1970s and involves every commodity from grain to fertilizer to crude to metals.
In a series of charts (provided by Bloomberg), we will show just how the Ukrainian conflict and Western

sanctions on Russia are choking the world's supply of natural resources, driving up prices.

Russia is a top exporter of
many commodities.
Here is the share of
Russian exports for each
region of the world. The
U.S. and allies
implementing bans on
Russian crude and other
commodity exports have
disrupted global trade and
unleashed supply
constraint fears (here's
why banning Russian
crude imports is risky).
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Anyone who has filled up
their fossil fuel vehicle
has noticed prices at the
pump have soared since
the invasion. That's
because Russia is the
second-largest crude
exporter globally, behind
Saudi Arabia. The U.S.,
U.K., and Canada have
banned imports of Russian
imports, sending energy
markets into turmoil.

China, Germany, Poland,
and the Netherlands are
some of the top regions
that receive Russian
crude. Any loss of oil will
impact refineries and their
ability to produce crude
products.

Russia is the secondlargest exporter of
gasoline and diesel, right
behind the U.S. Their
largest export market is
Europe.
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France, Germany,
Turkey, and the U.K.
guzzle the most Russian
gasoline and diesel per
day by volume. A
supply shock has
already caused soaring
prices and shortages as
European countries shun
purchases from Russia.

Russia also happens to
be the largest exporter of
natural gas. Most of it
ends up in Europe.
Moscow has already
threatened to cut supply as
European leaders search
for suppliers elsewhere.

Germany is the largest
receiving country of
Russian natgas through
pipelines.
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Russia is third in the
world for thermal coal
exports used in power
plants. Europe is the
largest buyer of Russian
coal.

Here are the largest buyers
of Russian thermal coal.

When it comes to
agricultural exports,
Russian wheat is exported
worldwide. Russia and
Ukraine have halted wheat
exports that will impact
global food supplies. The
outcome could be an
imminent starvation crisis.
One could also be brewing
in the US.
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As for edible oils, Russia
is the second-biggest
shipper of sunflower oil.

Russia is also a top
supplier of fertilizer.
Moscow has reduced or
halted nutrient exports.

A decline in fertilizer
exports will make it
harder for farmers in
Europe, South America,
and Asia to have robust
harvests this year that
could strain the global
food supply even more.
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Russia is a key supplier of
industrial and precious
metals. It's among the top
players in exporting
nickel, a critical metal for
electric car batteries.
China, Europe, and the
U.S. are the largest buyers
of Russian nickel. Tesla
has raised car prices twice
in the last few weeks
because of soaring nickel
prices.

Most of the world relies
on Russian aluminium.
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Russia is the second largest
exporter of palladium and
platinum in the world.

The US, UK, Japan, and Hong
Kong are the top importers of
Russian palladium, used
primarily in catalytic converters
for automobiles.

Russia is also the world's thirdlargest steel exporter.

The West trying to isolate Russia
from the global economy with
devastating sanctions and restrict
its trade worldwide produces
unimaginable inflation that could
send the world into a
stagflationary hellhole (the
US bond market is warning about
impending doom). Shortages of
commodities could develop as
prices skyrocket.
Could all of these disruptions suggest the next world war has begun? Billionaire Bill Ackman thinks so.
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http://www.pascashealth.com/index.php/library.html

Library Download – Pascas Papers
All papers may be freely shared. The fortnightly mailouts are free to all, to be added into the
mailout list, kindly provide your email address.
info@pascashealth.com
Within the Library Download page within Pascas Introduction Notes at www.pascashealth.com kindly
download the following two files:
Pascas Care Letters Root Cause now to Pathway Forward.pdf
Pascas Care Letters Root Cause now to Pathway Forward short.pdf
Important recommended reading is:

by James Moncrief

The Rejected Ones – the Feminine Aspect of God
http://divinelovesp.weebly.com/my-free-books-and-free-padgett-messages.html

ALSO at

https://www.pascashealth.com/index.php/library.html?file=files/opensauce/Downloads/MEDICAL%20%20SPIRITUAL%20REFERENCES/Rejected%20Ones%20via%20James%20Moncrief.pdf

To liberate one’s real self, one’s will, being one’s soul, is by embracing Feeling
Healing so as to clear emotional injuries and errors. With the Divine Love, then
one is also Soul Healing. We are to feel our feelings, identify what they are, accept
and fully acknowledge that we’re feeling them, express them fully, all whilst
longing for the truth they are to show us.
Within the Library Download page within Pascas Care Letter at www.pascashealth.com kindly download
the following:
Pascas Care Letters – Family Shelters Abuse & Remedial
Pascas Care Letters – Family Shelters Overview
Pascas Care Letters – Family Shelters Protection
Pascas Care Letters – Family Shelters Social Housing
Pascas Care Letters – Family Shelters Support Centre
Pascas Care Letters – Family Shelters towards Liberation
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FURTHER READING:
Free downloads are from www.pascashealth in the Library Download page, scroll down for the PDFs:
PASCAS CARE PARENTING
Sam’s Book – Parenting and Feeling Healing
Sam’s Book – Parenting and Feeling Healing
Sam’s Book – Parenting and Feeling Healing
Sam’s Book – Parenting and Feeling Healing
Sam’s Book – Parenting and Feeling Healing
Sam’s Book – Parenting and Feeling Healing
Sam’s Book – Parenting and Feeling Healing
Sam’s Book – Parenting and Feeling Healing
Sam’s Book – Parenting and Feeling Healing

Book I
Book II
Book III
Book IV
Book V
Book VI
Book VII
Book VIII
Book IX

Experience
Conception
Magic
Nothingness
Setting Free
Pain and Rage
Vision
Childhood
Self-Acceptance

Pascas Care – Parenting Awareness
Pascas Care – Parenting Eureka Moment
Pascas Care – Parenting Feelings Supreme Guides
Pascas Care – Parenting Health Generation
Pascas Care – Parenting into the Abyss
Pascas Care – Parenting Rebellion
Important recommended reading is:

by James Moncrief

The Rejected Ones – the Feminine Aspect of God
http://divinelovesp.weebly.com/my-free-books-and-free-padgett-messages.html

ALSO at

https://www.pascashealth.com/index.php/library.html?file=files/opensauce/Downloads/MEDICAL%20%20SPIRITUAL%20REFERENCES/Rejected%20Ones%20via%20James%20Moncrief.pdf
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Primary recommended reading:

consider commencing with: Paul – City of Light
and
Sage – and the Healing Angels of Light
The Rejected Ones
2002 – 2003 xxx – James Moncrief
Messages from Mary & Jesus
2003
xxx – James Moncrief
Soul Light from Zelmar Melchizedek
2003
xxx – James Moncrief
Paul – City of Light
2005
xxx – James Moncrief
Feeling Healing
2017
– James Moncrief
Religion of Feelings
2017
– James Moncrief
Mary Magdalene and Jesus'
comments on the Padgett Messages
2007 – 2010 xxx – James Moncrief
Speaking with Mary Magdalene & Jesus 2013 – 2014 xxx – James Moncrief
Sage and the Healing Angels of Light
2017
xxx – James Moncrief
Road map of Universe and history of Universe:
The Urantia Book
1925 – 1935 xxx as primary reading
Divine Love supporting reading:
Revelations
1954 – 1963
– Dr Daniel Samuels
Judas of Kerioth
2001 – 2003
– Geoff Cutler
The Book of Truths
1914 – 1923 xxx – Joseph Babinsky
containing the Padgett Messages or
Little Book of Truths
– Joseph Babinsky
True Gospel Revealed anew by Jesus Vol I, II, III, IV
xxx – Geoff Cutler
Available generally from:
www.amazon.com
www.bookdepository.com
www.lulu.com
For Divine Love focused websites and forums:
Pascas Health:
http://www.pascashealth.com/index.php/library.html
Spiritual Development:
http://new-birth.net/spiritual-subjects/
Padgett Books:
http://new-birth.net/padgetts-messages/
http://divinelovesp.weebly.com/my-free-books-and-free-padgett-messages.htm
BIBLIOGRAPHY NOTE:
James Moncrief has written numerous books and prepared numerous movie scripts. Incorporated here are
primary writings.
Pascas has 550+ supportive ‘Pascas Papers’ accessible in Library Download at www.pascashealth.com
Pascas Primary publications being:
U-Turn for Humanity Pascas reveals New Feelings Way
U-Turn for Humanity pathway being New Feelings Way
U-Turn for Humanity shutting hells through New Feelings Way
U-Turn for Humanity through the New Feelings Way
U-Turn for Humanity treacherous assumptions New Feelings Way
U-Turn for Humanity unfolding the New Feelings Way
Universal Gift – Feeling Healing with Divine Love
Feeling Healing and Divine Love Discussion Prompts
Pascas Care Death & Dying Transition & Assimilation Marjorie
Selected Pascas Papers, as noted below, can be downloaded from www.pascashealth.com from within the
Library Download page.
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James Moncrief’s books, the Padgett Messages and The Urantia Book at:
DIVINE LOVE SPIRITUALITY – DLS:
http://divinelovesp.weebly.com/my-free-books-and-free-padgett-messages.html
All Padgett Messages (for condensed versions – see below)
1914 – 1923 Pages 945
The Urantia Book
(see suggested papers to read below)
James Moncrief Books:
MoC
The Rejected Ones – the Feminine Aspect of God
1,490 Nov 2002 – Jan 2003 228
Messages from Mary and Jesus book 1
1,485 Feb – Apr 2003
189
Messages from Mary and Jesus book 2
1,485 Apr – Oct 2003
170
Soul Light from Zelmar, a Melchizedek, books 1 and 2
1,480 May – Sep 2003
480
Mary Magdalene and Jesus' comments on the Padgett Messages – book 1
Aug 2007
164
Messages from 31 May 1914 – 12 January 1915
1,495
Mary Magdalene and Jesus' comments on the Padgett Messages – book 2
Sep 2010
177
Messages from 13 January 1915 – 29 August 1915
1,494
1,490 Jan – Apr 2013
206
Speaking with Mary Magdalene and Jesus blog – book 1
1,489 Apr – May 2013
229
Speaking with Mary Magdalene and Jesus blog – book 2
1,490 Oct – Jan 2014
187
Speaking with Mary Magdalene and Jesus blog – book 3
Speaking with Mary Magdalene and Jesus blog – book 4
1,491 Jan – May 2014
191
Mary Magdalene comments on Revelation from the Bible KJV
1,485 Dec 2013 – Jan 2014 84
This group being pages of 2,305
Paul – City of Light
1,488.5
Ann and Terry
Feeling bad? Bad Feelings are GOOD!
feeling-healing book 1
Feeling bad will make you feel BETTER – Eventually!
feeling-healing book 2
Breaking the Golden Rule.
feeling-healing book 3
Feeling-Healing exercises, and other healing points to consider.
Cathy and Mark – a novel introducing Feeling-Healing.
Introduction course to Divine Love Spirituality
Speaking with the Dead, Death and Dying
Spirits and their Childhood Repression Healing
With Verna – a nature spirit

Communication with spirits – meet a spirit friend
37
Introduction to Divine Love Spirituality website
Sage – and the Healing Angels of Light
Divine Love Spirituality
Feeling Healing – you can heal yourself through your feelings
Religion of Feelings

2005
2013
2006
2006
2006
2009
2010
2006
2009
2010
2008

149
235
179
159
168
175
151
139
173
179
279

2010

362
2017 260
1,500
2017 201
2017 153
1,500
2017 47
This group being pages of 3,046
Religion of Feelings
http://religionoffeelings.weebly.com/
Introduction to Divine Love Spirituality
http://dlspirituality.weebly.com/
Main website of DLS
http://divinelovesp.weebly.com/
Childhood Repression website
http://childhoodrepression.weebly.com/
DLS and CR forum
http://dlscr.freeforums.net/
http://withmarymagdaleneandjesus.weebly.com/blog---and-free-books-speaking-with-mary-and-jesus
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FEELING HEALING and SOUL HEALING with the DIVINE LOVE:
James Moncrief Publications:
all publications are free downloads:
http://divinelovesp.weebly.com/my-free-books-and-free-padgett-messages.html
It is suggested for one to consider reading as follows:
Speaking with Mary Magdalene and Jesus – books 1 – 4
These four books encapsulate the second of the revelations with the first having been introduced by James
Padgett one hundred years previously. These four books provide a wide range of guidance that has never
previously been made available.
Soul Light – books 1 and 2
A Melchizedek, Zelmar, sums up how we are to heal ourselves and ascend to Paradise.
Paul – City of Light
As a gentle intro into the Divine Love and Healing; being James Moncrief’s first novel.
Ann and Terry
An example for people who might want to immediately start working on themselves and doing their
Healing.
Feeling Bad? Bad Feelings are GOOD
For more understanding about our denial of our feelings and why we should not deny our feelings, and it
includes how it all came about for James, using himself as an example.
Feeling bad will make you feel BETTER – Eventually!
This includes specific examples of Marion and James working on expressing particular bad feelings, again
with the hope that it will help others gain something of an idea as to what’s involved in doing your Feeling
Healing.
Sage – and the Healing Angels of Light
Through Sage who's 13 years old, the story is primarily about the two aspects of healing; that being, with
the help of our angels, and the full Healing we can do by looking to our feelings for their truth.
Religion of Feelings
Feeling Healing

Welcome to LOVE – the Religion of Feelings
you can heal yourself through your feelings

So these books, including the four Speaking with Mary Magdalene and Jesus books, provide the essence
of it all and are examples of James’ work. Then it’s up to whatever takes one’s fancy. Other reading to
consider may include:
The Padgett Messages being published as:
The True Gospel Revealed Anew by Jesus volumes 1 – 4
Book of Truths by Joseph Babinsky
The Urantia Book

Release one’s pain through expressing one’s feelings.
in conjunction with
Longing for the Truth when also longing for Divine Love.
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FEELING HEALING with DIVINE LOVE is SOUL HEALING:
A collection of ‘papers’ that draw together specific topics including all of the above and more from other
sources of information and revelation designed to help increase one’s awareness about why we have the
problems we do and how to heal them, all whilst living a more healthy and sustainable life. They provide
a brief snapshot of the more complicated topics and issues.
Firstly, consider discovering the truth of your emotional pain through Feeling Healing.
Secondly, consider longing for our Heavenly Parents’ Love as you progress with your healing.
Primary and most important readings are the writings of James Moncrief.
Then consider the Padgett Messages, and then The Urantia Book.
Pascas Papers, being free, are located within the Library Download www.pascashealth.com
http://www.pascashealth.com/index.php/library.html
downloadable index to all 550+ Pascas Papers.
PASCAS – document schedule.pdf
FH denotes Feeling Healing; SH denotes Soul Healing, which is: Feeling Healing with the Divine Love;
DL denotes Divine Love – living with the Love.
PASCAS INTRODUCTION NOTES: All papers below can be found at Library Download link.
Pascas Care Letters A Huge Upturn
Pascas Care Letters Big Revelation
Pascas Care Letters Feeling Healing Benefits Children
Pascas Care Letters Feeling Healing Way
Pascas Care Letters Little Children
Pascas Care Letters Women’s Liberation and Mother
MEDICAL – EMOTIONS:

Pascas Care – Feeling Healing
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing All is Within
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing and Health
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing and History
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing and Parenting
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing and Rebellion
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing and Starting
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing and Will
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Angel Assistance
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Being Unloved
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Child Control
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Childhood Repression
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing End Times
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing is Rebelling
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Live True
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Mary Speaks
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing My Soul
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Perfect State
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Revelations X 2
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing the Future
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Trust Yourself
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Versus Cult
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DIVINE LOVE and DIVINE TRUTH Revelations and Teachings escalating:

As we progressively become
aware of the availability of
Divine Love and embrace our
Soul Healing, more and more
profoundly developed teachings
will be introduced to us by our
Celestial Spirit friends.
Divine Truth teachings will
continue to expand in detail and
complexity as we become ready
and willing to receive same
through doing our Feeling
Healing. This journey was
commenced for us by James
Padgett and James Moncrief.
101 Years: FEELING HEALING
and the DIVINE LOVE:
2013 – 2014 Speaking with MM & J
2007 – 2010 Comments on Padgett
2005
Paul – City of Light
2003
Soul Light
2003
Messages Mary & Jesus
2002
The Rejected Ones
Various auxiliary writings including
1954 – 1963 Revelations via Samuels
1914 – 1923 Padgett Messages

Are we ready and willing
to embrace what is
waiting for us to enjoy?

We are a young experiential
inhabited planet. As we grow in
Love and embrace our Feeling
Healing, then we become into a
condition by which we can ask for
and receive guidance in how to
achieve developments for the
benefit of all of humanity.
As we apply these gifts freely for
the welfare of all, then we will be
provided assistance to advance
our capabilities. Energy enables
communications which in turn
enables universal education.
With education everything is
possible.

UNIVERSAL Roadmap and Structure
1925 – 1935 The Urantia Book
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perceived truth MoC 880 – relative truth potential MoC 1,480

